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Hawaii Electric Light Co., Inc.
54 Halekauwila Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Dear Gentlemen:

We have completed our review on your Final EIS pertaining
to Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line.

The judgment in question is whether the Final EIS is an
acceptable or non-acceptable document under Chapter 343, Hawaii
Revised Statutes, as amended.

Acceptance means that the document fulfills the definition
of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), adequately
describes identifiable environmental impacts, and
satisfactorily responds to comments received during the review
of the statement.

The EIS means to us that an informational document has
been prepared in compliance with the rules and regulations
promUlgated under Chapter 343-5 and which discloses the
environmental effects of the proposed action, effects of the
proposed action on the economic and social welfare of the
community and State, effects of the economic activities arising
out of the proposed action, measures proposed to minimize
adverse effects and alternatives to the action and their
environmental effects.

We are of the opinion that a major purpose in accepting or
not accepting a statement, as suggested under Title 11, Chapter
200 of the Administrative Rules, is that the document
adequately discloses environmental impacts and satisfactorily
responds to comments.
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considering our focus on the requirements for information
and disclosure as having been adequately met, and, we find the
document acceptable under Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
as amended and the Administrative Rules.

In our view, the document, in and of itself, should not be
used as a yehicle to promote or detract from any required
subsequent judgment on the proposed project itself. We have
consistently maintained this posture in the past.

We should point out that the acceptability of this
statement is based upon criteria set forth, and, as such we
nevertheless have concerns relating to the SUbstance within the
document itself.

As such, these concerns relating to substance will be
addressed in the analysis of the CDUA and the follow-up
disposition of the grant of easement.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
Division of Land Management at 548-6460.

cc: Office of Environmental
Quali ty Control

Herbert Arata
Glenn 'l;'i'lguchi
OCEA..-/'

Very truly yours,

~~?1:.:.....-....__

wm!AM~'
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SUMMARY

Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc. (HELCO) is proposing to

construct, own, and operate two overhead 69 kV transmission lines

that will originate at the site of the proposed geothermal power

plant at Pohoiki and will terminate at the Puna Substation in

Keaau, Hawaii. The objective of the project is to transmit 25 MW

of power from the natural energy source at Pohoiki and to

interconnect this power with HELCO's island-wide power grid at

the Puna Substation. The two transmission lines will each

require a 50-foot wide right-of-way and each transmission line

will consist of three conductors and a shield wire. The

conductors will be suspended from insulators supported on wooden

poles between 57.5 and 76 feet tall from ground level. The

length of each transmission line will be between 17 and 18 miles.

The majority of each line will be in the State Agricultural

District. However, since a small segment of each line (less than

one mile) will pass through the Conservation District Resource

Subzone, approval of a Conservation District Use Application

(CDUA) by the Board of Land and Natural Resources will be

required for these segments. The Department of Land and Natural

Resources has determined that an Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) is required for the project and this document has been

prepared to fulfill that requirement.
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Many of the potentially adverse environmental impacts of the

proposed transmission lines have been avoided or minimized due to

the method of route selection. Various alternatives to the

proposed action were studied and route selection was based on an

analysis of socio-economic and physical environmental

considerations as well as cost-effectiveness and concerns of

community organizations, public agencies, and government

officials.

Additional mitigation measures, primarily to minimize land

disturbance during construction and maintenance operations, are

proposed to reduce the probability of adverse effects on the

environment.

Construction of the project will create localized and short-term

impacts on noise levels, air quality, vegetative cover, the rate

of soil erosion, and traffic flow. Appropriate mitigation

measures will be used to minimize the degree of these impacts.

No long-term adverse effects on wildlife are expected. By and

large, the proposed alignments avoid areas where the lines would

be exposed to frequent viewing. In cases where it is likely to

be prominently in view, such as from Highway 130, the use of

joint and double circuit poles will minimize the visual impact

that could otherwise occur from multiple pole lines within a

narrow corridor.

ii



Several alternatives to the proposed action were considered. The

project-related alternatives fall into three categories:

1) construction of a single 69 kV overhead line, 2) construction

of marine or underground lines, and 3) routing alternatives. The

"no action" alternative was also considered.

The proposed project is consistent with the State and County land

use and energy plans and policies to encourage development of

renewable, indigenous energy resources.

iii
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CHAPTER I. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

A. BACKGROUND

Puna Geothermal ventures (PGV) proposes to develop a 25

megawatt (MW) geothermal-electric power plant at the Pohoiki

geothermal site (also referred to as IIpohoiki ll ) in the Puna

District of Hawaii. (EXhibit I-1) In compliance with the

federal Public utilities Regulatory Act (PURPA), Hawaii

Electric Light Company (HELCO) will purchase the electric

power generated by the geothermal power plant and will

distribute it to customers on the Island of Hawaii. To do

this, HELCO must construct transmission lines which connect

the proposed generators at Pohoiki to the main power grid

near HELCO's Puna Substation at Keaau. Two 69 kilovolt (kV)

transmission lines capable of carrying 25 MW of power are

required to provide and maintain reliable service.

The proposed transmission lines are needed exclusively to

transmit the power produced by the 25 MW Pohoiki geothermal

plant. The first new 69 kV line is needed by JUly 1990 when

PGV intends to have at least 20 MW of power on line. The

second 69 kV transmission line will be installed by December

1990 to provide back-Up to the first 69 kV line.

1
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The specific alignments selected for the two transmission

lines were largely determined through a route selection

process which is documented in the Routing study.l The

Routing study describes the rationale for selecting the

alignments between Pohoiki and the Puna Substation.

References will be made to the Routing study throughout this

EIS in the discussion of environmental setting, potential

impacts, mitigation measures and alternatives to the

proposed action.

The route selection process was an objective evaluation of

conditions in the study region to identify areas of

constraint and opportunity for a transmission line through

the area, and was conducted by DHM Planners inc., an

environmental planning consultant. Two guidelines were

given to the consultant by HELCO prior to commencing the

study. They are as follows:

1. Due to the physical and technical difficulties of

placing one or two additional alignments within the

Highway 130 right-of-way, (Pahoa Highway) ,2 identify

and locate the proposed alignments outside of the

Highway 130 right-of-way.

1. The report titled Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line Routing
Study, by DHM inc., November 1987, hereinafter referred to as
Routing Study, is bound at the end of this EIS.

2. These difficulties are described on pp. 76 & 90 of the Routing
Study.

3



2. The two alignments should be separated by one-half mile

to reduce the risk of failure of both lines at one time

due to a natural catastrophe such as an earthquake,

lava flow, brush fire, or hurricane. Less than

one-half mile separation was acceptable if the

alignments were separated by a major highway corridor.

with these two conditions the route selection process

proceeded in two phases. The first phase was an analysis

which identified potential transmission corridors in the

Puna region by means of overlay mapping of various

geophysical, biological, socio-economic and cost constraint

factors. The corridors varied in width, but in all cases

were wide enough to permit the consideration of several

alternate alignments. The second phase of routing selection

involved more detailed mapping of the selected study

corridors, based largely on field surveys and aerial photo

inte~pretation. Several alignments were delineated and

evaluated. During both phases, the public, affected

landowners, and government agency representatives reviewed

the constraint criteria and route selection. Detailed

ey.planation of the r9uting study methodology is contained in

Chapter II of the Routing Studv. Preferred and alternate

alignments were identified during the route selection

process and they are shown and described in Chapter VI of

the Routing Study, and are shown on Exhibit I-2 on the

following page.

4
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As a result of subsequent meetings with concerned community

and subdivision associations, government officials, and

Hawaiian Telephone company, HELCO was able to lift its first

of two guidelines and instructed DHM Planners, inc. to

finalize the proposed routes, including portions along

Highway 130. It is for these routes, shown in Exhibit 1-3,

that this EIS is written.

In the project area along the routes there are two

geographic conditions which subject it to the requirements

of Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised statutes (HRS). A portion of

each alignment passes through 1) the state Conservation

District, and 2) state-owned land in the Agricultural

District. (Refer to Exhibit 1-4.) Therefore, the proposed

action in these areas is subject to environmental assessment

by the Department of I,and and Natural Resources (DLNR), and

the DLNR determined that an Environmental Impact statement

(EIS) 'is required. This document has been prepared to

fulfill that requirement. Although only those routes within

areas of state-owned or conservation District land

technically require an EIS, this EIS covers the entire

length of both alignments to fully evaluate and expose the

potential impacts and mitigation of the entire project.

6
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EXHIBIT 1-3
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B. PROJECT LOCATION

As shown on Exhibits 1-3 and I-4, the proposed project

consists of two 69 kV transmission lines between the Pohoiki

geothermal site and Puna Substation. Alignment A, the mauka

alignment, will be constructed first. It will originate on

the western edge of the geothermal site, cross Pohoiki Road,

and enter Nanawale Forest Reserve (NFR) - Part 3 which is

designated as State Conservation District. At the property

line between the forest reserve and Leilani Estates

SUbdivision, the alignment will be located within the forest

reserve to avoid crossing the numerous private one-acre

residential parcels of the subdivision. The alignment

within the Conservation District will be about 4,000 feet

long. Once beyond the sUbdivision, Alignment A will be

located on Puna Sugar company land as it follows a dirt road

along the northwest edge of Leilani Estates Subdivision

toward Kalapana Road. Alignment A will cross Kalapana Road

and continue across former sugarcane fields and along an

existing road to Highway 130, just north of Pahoa town.

From this point, the alignment will be located within the

highway right-of-way, on the mauka side of the highway, for

9.7 miles. For the entire length along the highway, the new

poles will be shared between HELCO and Hawaiian Telephone

Company (HTCO). The existing telephone poles along the

highway will be removed. About one-half mile south of

Keaau, Alignment A will cross Highway 130 and follow a paved

9



road northeast to connect to the main power grid near the

Puna 69 kV SUbstation. The total length of Alignment A is

17.0 miles.

Alignment B, the makai alignment, is proposed to originate

on the northern edge of the geothermal site, cross Kapoho

Road, and head northwest across open vacant land to the edge

of Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands. It then continues along the

outside edge of the Ranch Lands and Nanawale Estates

Subdivision to avoid the subdivided parcels. At the

northeast corner of Nanawale Estates, the alignment will

cross the triangular tip of Nanawale Forest Reserve, thereby

crossing 250 feet of State-owned Conservation District land.

Once beyond the forest reserve, the alignment is located on

State Agricultural District land as it heads northeast,

across Kahakai Boulevard, to the edge of Hawaiian Home

Lands' Maku'u property. The alignment will remain on State

land, adjacent to Maku'u, until it reaches Highway 130.

Alignment B will then head northwest within the highway

right-of-way for 5-1/2 miles, until it is north of Hawaiian

Paradise Park Subdivision. Once it clears the sUbdivision,

the alignment will be routed toward the former railroad

right-of-way, now an existing jeep trail. It will continue

to follow this jeep trail to 8-1/2 Mile Camp, at which point

it takes the most direct route to the Puna Substation. The

total length of Alignment B is 18.2 miles.

10



C. PROJECT FEATURES

Each proposed 69 kV transmission line will consist of three

aluminum conductors (0.856 inch diameter) which will be

supported by horizontal post insulators or strings of

suspension insulators attached to single wooden poles.

(Exhibits I-5 and I-6) A shield wire (0.375 inch diameter)

will be strung at the top of the poles for protection

against lightning. The poles will be spaced approximately

300 to 600 feet apart, depending upon physical conditions in

the vicinity of pole sites and various structural factors

such as tension or weight on the conductors caused by

changes in the direction of the alignment, high wind

velocities and other climatic or atmospheric conditions.

Alignment A will use approximately 224 poles (based on 400

feet span) over its 17.0-mi.le length and Alignment B will

need approximately 240 poles over its 18.2-mile length.

Most of Alignment A and Alignment B will be constructed with

class 1 wooden poles ranging between 57.5 and 67 feet above

ground with 7.5 to 8 feet embedded in the ground. The poles

will have a diameter of approximately 16 inches at the base,

tapering to approximately 8.5 inches at the top. The wood

will be fully treated against termite damage and rot. To

provide stability against high winds and changes in

direction of the alignment, guy wires and anchors may be

installed on some poles.
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EXHIBIT 1-5
TYPICAL 69 KV LINES
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EXHIBIT 1-6
PHOTOS OF TYPICAL POLES
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Class H-6 wooden poles will be used for the limited segments

of Alignments A and B which are within the highway

right-of-way along Maku'u and Hawaiian Paradise Park

Subdivision to provide added reliability in an area where

the two alignment have minimal separation. (Exhibit 1-7)

Class H-6 poles are similar to class I except that they have

a larger diameter and are therefore stronger. Alignment A

class H-6 poles will be the same height as class 1 poles,

57.7 to 67 feet, and their diameters will range from 12.5

inches at the top to 21.5 inches near the base. Alignment B

class H-6 poles will be 71.5 to 76 feet tall and 12.5 to

23.5 inches in diameter. (Exhibit 1-5)

Where an alignment is not within an existing road

right-of-way, HELCO will require a 50-foot wide easement for

each transmission line, This will allow for conductor

swing, mUlti-pole structures where necessary, and

adjustments of pole sites in the field during construction

should the pole hole diggers encounter adverse geological

conditions, archaeological and historic sites, or areas.of

ecological sensitivity. The poles will generally be

centered within the easement. Additional land segments may

be required in some cases to accommodate guy wires and

anchors falling outside the typical right-of-way.

Where the two transmission lines are located within the

right-of-way (R-O-W) of Highway 130, only necessary anchor

and guy wire easements will be required. Although

14



technically more difficult and expensive to design and

construct, the alignment in the highway R-O-W allows the

transmission lines to avoid crossing the subdivisions on

either side of the highway. However, due to the limited

space within the highway R-O-W, and the presence of existing

sUbtransmission and distribution lines, special pole

material and configurations are required.

As mentioned earlier, Alignment A along the highway will

consist of class H-6 wooden poles used jointly between HELCO

and HTCO. In addition to supporting the new 69 kV conductors

(set of three), a shield wire, and the telephone line, the

poles in this mauka highway segment will also support a 12.47

kV distribution line (set of three conductors) and secondary

service lines. (Exhibit I-7) The 12.47 kV line and service

lines are currently on existing poles with the 34.5 kV

sUbtransmission line, located adjacent to the highway. since

these poles will be removed when Alignment B is constructed,

the 12.47 kV line and service lines are planned to be

relocated to Alignment A.

Where Alignment B is within the highway right-of-way, it

will consist of taller class H-6 poles because the poles

will support the proposed 69 kV transmission line and the

existing 34.5 kV sUbtransmission line. The 34.5 kV line

15



EXHIBIT 1-7
POLE LOCATION ALONG HIGHWAY 130
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will be designed for possible conversion in the future to 69

kV, but will be initially energized at 34.5 kV. Upon

completion of this alignment, the existing 34.5 kV line and

poles along the highway will be removed.

EXhibit I-7 shows configuration of the poles along the

highway, and shows the relationship between the two

alignments and the highway right-of-way.

As the demand for electric energy grows in the Puna area,

the existing 34.5 kV sUbtransmission lines, substations, and

substation feeders will need to be upgraded to accommodate

the growing demand.

D. CONSTRUCTION

Construction of the proposed lines will entail the following

steps:

o Preparation of staging areas where materials and

equipment are stored and assembled.

o Hauling of poles and other materials to staging areas.

o Clearing and rough grading for construction/access

road.

o Preparing pole sites.

o Hauling poles to their sites and framing the poles.

o setting the poles.

o stringing the conductors on the poles.
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Three staging areas will be required during construction of

the proposed lines for equipment and material storage

throughout construction, as well as for helicopter support

during conductor stringing operations. The staging areas

are to be located near the beginning, middle, and end of the

alignments as shown on Exhibit I-S. Each area will be

approximately one acre in size.

The staging area sites have been selected based on their

proximity to the alignments, their accessibility, and their

relatively level ground surface. None of the sites has

sensitive environmental features and all are within lands

zoned for agricultural use. Site I is located within the

Pohoiki Geothermal site property which is privately owned by

Kapoho Land and Development. site 2 is located along

Highway 130, just north of the Pahoa landing strip on

State-owned land; and Site 3 is located on former sugarcane

land owned by Shipman, near the Puna Substation.

Site preparation of the staging areas would be limited to

rough grading and the installation of a perimeter security

fence. Transmission poles and other materials will be

hauled to the staging areas by a pole trailer and equipment

trucks.

The poles will be the largest and heaviest materials to be

transported over ground. A trailer rig can carry about 10

poles per trip. Since a total of up to 240 poles will be
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required for each line, approximately 50 round-trips between

a storage yard in Hilo and the staging areas will be made.

The trailer rigs will travel during off-peak hours on

Highway 130 and will utilize secondary roads as much as

possible.

The staging areas will be used concurrently for a period of

about 18 months. Transmission poles, guy wires, insulators

and hardware such as nuts, bolts and washers will be stored

there until they are moved to the specific pole sites. The

conductors will most likely be kept in HELCO's base yard

until the stringing operation commences. During stringing

operations, the staging areas will be used for short time

periods by helicopters to pick up materials or refuel. Fuel

trucks will be brought to the staging areas as required. No

fuel will be stored on-site. After construction, all

equipment, supplies, and other man-made material will be

removed from the area and the site will revegetate

naturally.

Due to the relative accessibility of the area, and the

number of existing roads and jeep trails through the area,

construction of the two transmission lines will be

undertaken primarily by ground crews and heavy ground

equipment. Through undeveloped areas where there is no

existing road or trail, a construction/access road will be

created within the 50-foot right-of-way. This road must be

10 to 12 feet wide, roughly graded, passable by
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4-wheel-drive vehicles, but need not be completely cleared

of low vegetation. In an area heavily vegetated with trees

and shrubs, an additional 10 to 15 feet along one side of

the road must be cleared for framing and setting the poles.

Existing trails or unpaved roads will be used to the

greatest extent possible.

At each pole site, a hole approximately 2-1/2 feet in

diameter and 7-1/2 or 8 feet deep will be dug. Hand tools

and a back hoe will be used where possible. However, soil

conditions at many of the sites, particularly those covered

by recent lava flows, may preclude the use of manual

digging. In such cases, the use of air hammers and

explosives3 may be necessary. After the pole has been set,

the hole will be backfilled with excavated or imported

material. Installation of anchors will be performed in a

similar manner.

Most of the pole foundations will be embedded into basaltic

rock which has a high lateral load bearing capacity. The

primary concern in these areas will be to seek out and

repair any lava tubes or other cavities immediately adjacent

to the embedded foundations. When a pole site is directly

above a lava tube or cavity, HELCO's general procedure is to

evaluate the size and depth of the opening to determine its

feasibility for a pole foundation. If the opening is small,

3. Explosives will not be used in populated and developed areas.
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and not identified by the biologist or archaeologist to be

preserved or repaired, HELCO will build a foundation in it

by filling the opening with rock, soil, and/or concrete. If

a cave or cavity is too large, it will be re-sealed, and

another pole site selected.

As the pole holes are prepared, transmission poles and

necessary materials will be hauled to each pole site from

the nearest staging area. The poles will be laid alongside

the construction/access road near the respective pole site

and crews of at least four persons will install transmission

and grounding fixtures, conductor devices, and insulators on

the poles while on the ground.

Poles will be lifted into place using a crane, and held in

place while the hole is backfilled with the excavation

material. A utility line-truck and pick-up or 4-wheel-drive

would be at the site also, plus a minimum 4-man crew.

The construction process will include two methods for

stringing the conductors. The location of the line

determines the method of stringing. Use of helicopters

saves time and cost, however they will be used only in open

country, away from residential areas and highly travelled

roads. In order to avoid the potential noise disturbance

and property damage caused by helicopter rotor backwash,

ground stringing methods will be used in populated areas.

Trucks and equipment for ground stringing operations along a
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road will use one lane of the road for stretches averaging

one-half mile at a time. Using the ground method, an

average of one mile of conductors can be installed per day.

Using one or two helicopters, an average of 4 to 5 miles of

conductor can be installed per day. Conductor installation

generally requires a 10 to 12-person crew.

E. SCHEDULE AND COST

The entire project, from initial planning to operation,. is

scheduled to proceed as follows:

1. Preliminary planning - This has been completed for both

lines and is documented in the Routing study and this

EIS.

2. Design - This phase includes preparing construction

documents and specifications for each line and ends

when all necessary permits have been obtained.

3. Construction - This entails the actual building of the

lines. Operation of each line marks the end of its

construction phase.

The approximate schedule, by phase and line, for this

project is shown in Exhibit I-9.

The design and construction of the transmission line(s) is

expected to cost about $10 million (1989 dollars).
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F. MAINTENANCE

Once the transmission lines are built and in operation, the

rights-of-way and construction/access roads will be used for

maintenance purposes only. Periodic fly-overs and visual

inspection will be done to identify problem trees that may

be interfering with the conductors, and generally all

vegetation beneath the lines that may grow over 30 feet will

be removed. Other vegetation will be allowed to grow back

within the right-of-way, especially at the edges.

With the exception of large trees, the access road will be

cleared as necessary when it is being used. No herbicides

will be used to control vegetation within the right-of-way.
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CHAPTER II: EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The physical and visual conditions in the routing study corridors

influenced the selection of the proposed alignments for the two

69 kV transmission lines between Pohoiki and the Puna Substation.

These conditions are described in Chapter VI of the Routing Study

(pp.74-93). The EIS study area, described in this chapter,

encompasses both routing study corridors and the land between

them.

A. GEOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS (Exhibit II-l)

The proposed alignments are located on the lower east slopes

of Kilauea and Mauna Loa volcanoes. The ground slopes

downward towards the northeast across the corridors at an

average gradient of two percent. However, on a smaller

scale, the lava flows have created an irregular, undulating

landscape.

Within the last 1500 years, many lava flows from the Kilauea

summit have entered the corridor region, however the latest

was 350 years ago. Most of the recent flows in the region

have been emitted from Kilauea's east rift zone, including

an 1840 and 1955 flow as indicated on Exhibit II-l.

Earthquake epicenters are also concentrated along the east

rift zone. As a result, there is a higher risk for

potential lava flows and seismic hazards near the Kilauea

east rift zone.
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The general geology of the area is conducive to the

formation of lava tubes and cavities, and they are present

along all of the alignments. Major lava tubes were mapped

by Holcomb in 1980,4 and others were identified by

biological and archaeological consultants for the Routing

study in April 1987.

The soil and geologic conditions throughout the study area

are very similar. In general, lava flows throughout the

region exist at the surface or underlie shallow soil cover.

Most of the central portion of the region, that area north

and northwest of Pahoa town, consists of pahoehoe lava flows

and has little or no soil cover. The areas with soil cover

are generally limited to the two ends of the corridors.

Around Keaau and the Puna substation, Olaa silty clay loam,

up to 25 inches thick, is predominant, with limited areas of

Hi10 silty clay loam which is over 5 feet thick. These

soils are formed from volcanic ash. Soils between Pahoa and

the geothermal plant site consist primarily of organic and

volcanic ash that is typically very rocky and less than 8

inches deep, and pahoehoe and a'a lava flows. Soils in the

Puna region generally have rapid permeability, slow runoff,

and slight soil erosion potential as rated by the Soil

Conservation service.

4. Refer to Plate 4 in Appendix F of the Routing Study.
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The absence of well-defined streams is typical for the Puna

area where the rainfall percolates rapidly into the

well-drained soils and highly permeable lava flows. Only

two stream channels (both dry) pass through the study area,

and these cross Alignment A just north of Orchid Land

Estates. Between the highway and the former railroad

alignment, the two stream channels merge and terminate just

before Alignment B near Waipahoehoe.

B. CLIMATE

The Puna region has a relatively high annual rainfall. The

project area between Pahoa town and the Puna Substation have

an average annual rainfall of 150 inches, while the area

east of Pahoa, near the geothermal plant, receives 100 to

125 inches of rain per year. By comparison, Kailua-Kona and

downtown Honolulu receive 20 to 30 inches of rain per year.

Temperatures in the area are quite uniform throughout the

year, with the monthly means ranging from 71 to 76 degrees.

The rainiest and coolest month in Puna is December, while

the hottest and driest are June and JUly.

Winds in the Puna area are affected by Mauna Loa where the

onshore flow provides an upslope wind by day and a counter

downslope wind develops at night and in the early morning.

The latter flow predominates. Average wind speeds range
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between 7 and 8 miles per hour, with slightly stronger winds

in mid-afternoon and light winds in the evening hours. s

C. BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

During the route selection, field surveys were conducted by

scientists and professional experts to inventory the

existing biological characteristics of the area in terms of

vegetation, insects, and birds, and to identify areas of

potential environmental problems or concerns. The surveys

covered the entire corridor areas delineated in the Routing

study, except those portions through the agricultural

subdivisions of Hawaiian paradise Park, Orchid Land Estates,

and Ainaloa. These subdivisions were not surveyed due to

the present degree of disturbance to the environment

resulting from the residential development. The proposed

alignments do not cross these subdivisions.

1. Vegetation (Exhibit II-2)

The vegetation in the study region reflects the

geologic and climatic conditions. Because of the

volcanic activity in the Puna district, the natural

maturation sequence of vegetation is constantly being

truncated, resulting in youthful plant communities.

This is particularly evident along the alignments near

the power plant site. The dominant vegetation cover is

the early successional association of ohia

5. Bechtel National, Inc., Puna Geothermal Venture Project
Application, December 1986, pp. 6-5 to 6-11.
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(Metrosideros po1ymorpha) and false staghorn fern

(Dicranopteris linearis). While the species mix in the

poorly developed to young forest is primarily of native

character, diversity is very low and consists

essentially of common plants found in many other

regions of Hawaii. In areas with older lava flows, the

ohia forest has greater maturity, height, interlocking

overstory, and an increase in species count. A narrow

strip of forest in the Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands was

identified as the best example of native forest

encountered within the project area, but "is still

mundane on any absolute measure of vegetation

quality. ,,6

The area around Alignment A west of Pahoa consists

primarily of abandoned canefie1ds, pasture1and, and

weedy borderland. When native communities are present,

they are the common early-stage ohia type. A small

kipuka, or pocket of native vegetation surrounded by

sugarcane, was identified as an important insect

habitat in this area, although the plant species were

common items.

6. W.N. Takeuchi, et.al., Bernice P. Bishop Museum, "Botanical
Survey," April 22, 1987, p. C-5. Full report is contained in
the Routing Study as Appendix C.
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Alignment B, between Kahakai Boulevard and Highway 130,

crosses an area of extremely homogeneous flora; a

virtually unbroken expanse of Andropogon virginicum

grassland. The area, likely under burn influence,

contains a large number of standing ohia snags ranging

in condition from states of advanced decomposition to

freshly dead boles. 7

Where the alignments are routed across agricultural and

residential land, human activity has fragmented the

vegetation into a mosaic of contrasting types, all of

minimal botanical value. The largest native forest in

this area is the fraction on both sides of Highway 130.

Short-statured ohia trees are the dominant cover in the

area, however the understory is frequently infested

with weeds. Alien communities of guava, mango and

albizzia are also interspersed throughout the area.

Due to the presence of numerous houselots and

agricultural plots, there is no continuity to the plant

formations.

Most of the deep-soil areas northeast of the

subdivisions, near the substation, have a long history

of intensive agricultural use, and are now in the

process of converting to weedy wastelots. While there

7. Ibid., p. C-IO.
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are some patches of native ohia forest, including those

along stretches of Highway 130, the communities are

heavily infiltrated by aliens.

More detailed descriptions of the vegetation within the

routing study corridors, and representative

photographs, are contained in the subconsultant's

report, Appendix C of the Routing study.

2. Insects (Exhibit II-2)

with the exception of four areas of important

concentrations of native insect species, two of which are

of critical importance, the project area is populated by

non-native or common native insects. The critically

important habitats are lava tube caves where surface

vegetation provides the main energy source to the caves

via root penetration. Cave-adapted animals which subsist

in these environments are highly sensitive to surface

alteration or destruction.

Pahoa Cave extends mauka-makai through the study area,

roughly parallel to Kahakai Boulevard. Many cave-adapted

creatures, unique to this cave, were collected and

observed, including cixid bugs, crickets, crane flies,

moths, millipedes, sow bugs, silverfish and centipedes. S

--------------------
S. G.M. Nishida and
February 1987, p.3.
the Routing study.

W.C. Gagne, "Terrestrial Arthropods,"
Full report is contained in Appendix E of
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Kazumura Cave, another restricted habitat for many

cave-adapted organisms, was not surveyed during this

study but has been previously studied. It crosses

Highway 130 and extends into Hawaiian Paradise Park

subdivision. Due to the great number of lava tUbes and

caves in the Puna area, it is likely that additional

important cave habitats exist beneath the alignments.

The other two significant insect habitats identified

during the field survey are surface areas of native

vegetation. The small kipuka southwest of Pahoa town,

along the Pahoa dump road, produced a number of native

insect species, including several that are probably new

and undescribed. 9 In the northeast corner of Nanawale

Farm Ranch Lands, paralleling Seaview Road, is a

diverse community of native plants where a

significantly high number of endemic and indigenous

insect species, as compared to the number of

alien species, were found, as well as a large number of

species previously unknown from the Big Island. lO

9. Ibid., p. 4.

10. Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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3. Birds

There is a relative abundance of common, exotic bird

species throughout the project area. Based on the

ornithological survey,11 nutmeg mannikins and common

mynas are most common in the agriculturalized area

between the subdivisions and Puna Substation, whereas

northern cardinals and house finches are more abundant

in the wooded habitats of the remaining study area.

Japanese white-eyes and the spotted dove and zebra dove

are more evenly distributed throughout the area.

Nine less-common species were identified during the

survey. Three of these were introduced exotic species

(eurasian skylark, melodious laughing-thrash, and house

sparrow), three were migrants (northern pintail, lesser

scaup, and golden plover), and three were natives of

special concern ('io or Hawaiian hawk, ae'o or Hawaiian

black-necked stilt, and 'elepaio). The 'io and stilt

are both endangered species. The single 'io was seen

soaring high above Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands, and the

two stilt were seen during one of four visits to some

small ponds near the Puna Substation. The 'elepaio is

not endangered but is not a common bird at these

elevations on Hawaii. It was spotted near the railroad

alignment just south of Keaau.

11. Robert C. Fleischer, "Ornithological Survey," April 15, 1987.
Full report is contained in Appendix D of the Routing StUdy.
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The lack of a significant number of native forest birds

or currently threatened or endangered species in the

project area is largely due to the low elevation of the

area and the lack of significant amount of wetland

habitat.

D. HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES (Exhibit II-3)

An intensive field survey and literature search were

conducted to identify and evaluate archaeological resources

in the study area. 12 The number of sites located (11

prehistoric-type and 3 historic-type)13 is considered very

low for the large study area that had not previously been

examined through extensive fieldwork. 14 However, the

findings do support a settlement pattern model for the area

that predicts the occurrence of extensive prehistoric-type

agricultural fields, and sites that reflect adaption to the

physiograhic features in the area. The historic-type sites

identified were associated with the sugar industry.

12. Eric K. Komori, "Archaeological survey," Honolulu, April 30,
1987. Full report is contained in Appendix B of the Routing
Study.

13. Prehistoric-type sites imply association with traditional
Hawaiian CUltures, and historic-type sites imply association with
later cultures (typically after arrival by westerners in 1778).

14. E. Komori, p. 8.
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Prehistoric sites

Five sites (Al-45 through Al-49) are related to

prehistoric-type agricultural activities and are located in

the northwest portion of the study area where deeper soils

occur. The sites are limited in extent due to extensive

alteration of the terrain by modern agricultural use.

However it is likely that the features are remnants of

large, permanent agricultural complexes described by early

historic visitors. The sites consist of such features as

irrigation ditch, platform, walls, terraces, clearings, and

modified outcrops.

Prehistoric sites A4-68, A4-69, A5-l0 are lava tube caves

that were used for refuge and burial. Skeletal material

found in the burial caves were extensively disturbed,

although they seem to be from the prehistoric period. The

refuge cave is probably part of an extensive network of lava

tubes located northwest of Pahoa town that may extend to

coastal areas. It is highly likely that additional lava

tube sites, possibly connected with the refuge cave, are

present in areas with similar geologic morphology since two

other refuge caves have been located in the general area. 15

15. Ibid., pp. 7 & 30.
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prehistoric sites A3-28 and A4-67 are platforms located

along the former railway right-of-way and near ahupua'a

boundaries. This leads to a tentative interpretation that

they may be territorial boundaries or trail markers.

Prehistoric site A4-70 consists of petroglyphs similar to

figures found at other sites in Hawaii.

'Historic Sites

Pahoa town and the former right-of-way for the Hawaii

consolidated Railway are the only previously identified

historic-type sites within the field survey corridors. The

three historic-type sites identified in this survey are as

follows:

Site TH-l is the former right-of-way of the Hawaii

Consolidated Railway that extends through the study

area.

.
site TH-2 consists of two cement foundation-like

structures that are situated directly on the railroad

right-of-way. This archaeological site has no

association with prehistoric-type activities.

Site TH-3 is the Olaa Sugar Company plantation

manager's estate located along Highway 130,

approximately three-fourths mile south of Keaau.
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Exhibit II-3 shows the location of the sites and their site

numbers (as assigned following the Bishop Museum system),

and summarizes the sites' type and function. Detailed

descriptions of each site can be found in Appendix B of the

Routing study.

E. AIR QUALITY

There are currently two state monitoring stations in the

study area; one in Nanawa1e Estates and one in Leilani

Estates. These stations were developed to measure only

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) for the purpose of developing state

standards. They have been operating off and on since 1986.

More extensive baseline air quality monitoring was conducted

in the Puna region in 1983-1985 by (then) Department of

Planning and Economic Development (DPED), National Park

Service, and a geothermal developer. The results obtained

from five studies are summarized by DPED in Baseline Air..
Quality - Kilauea East Rift. Executive Summary, September

13, 1985.

The present air quality in the region is good most of the

time since there are no large man-made stationary sources of

pollution in the vicinity and the area is not highly

urbanized. Air quality is primarily affected by the sulfur

dioxide (SQ2) emissions from nearby volcanic activity. The

studies indicate that the majority of the time, atmospheric
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concentrations of S02 in the project area are relatively

low. However during periods of vigorous volcanic activity

or periods of unusual meteorological conditions, such as

winds from the south, episodes of high concentrations do

occur. 16 In addition, vog and acid rain are increasing

concerns on the entire island as well as in Puna.

Particulate matter has also been monitored along the Kilauea

East rift and was found to be very low. The particulate

concentrations of the area are much lower than mainland

values and U.S. Environmental protection Agency standards. 17

There are no available readings for carbon monoxide (CO)

levels in the region, but they are expected to be low

because of the rural character of the region and the few

number of major roadways carrying significant amounts of

traffic.

F. NOISE LEVELS
-.

Due to the rural character of the region and the relative

absence of urban uses and highway traffic, noise levels

throughout much of the project area are quite low. An

environmental noise survey was conducted within and near the

proposed Pohoiki geothermal plant site in 1986. 18

16. OPED, Baseline Air Ouality-Ki1auea East Rift. Executive
Summary, September 13, 1985, p. 7.

17. Ibid, p. 3.

18. Bechtel, section 8.
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Hourly average (Leg) sound levels from two locations at the

plant site ranged from 35 to 64 decibels (dB) during

daytime, and 38 to 47 dB during nighttime. At a site

located near Kahukai street in Leilani Estates SUbdivision,

the daytime range was 39 to 51 dB and the nighttime range

was 41 to 53 dB. 19 Prevalent noise during the daytime hours

is from distant and local traffic, wind, birds, and insects.

These readings are "acceptable" and "unconditionally

acceptable" according to Federal standards,20 and are

probably characteristic for much of the region. As a

general rule, noise levels of 55 Ldn (day/night sound level)

or less occur in rural areas or urban areas shielded from

high volume streets.

The existing traffic noise levels along Highway 130 are

probably in the range of 65 to 70 dB, which is typical along

highways and major roadways. These levels fall in the

"significant exposure, normally unacceptable" category.

Generally, traffic noise levels along the'first row of homes

fronting a major roadway represent the worst case (or

highest) noise levels for homes of a subdivision. Traffic

19. Moderate winds greater than 6 mph and moderate to heavy rains
occurred during the one day of measurement at Leilani, and
increased the nighttime sound level by up to 9 dB.

20. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development standards:
"Minimal Exposure, Unconditionally Acceptable" - less than 55
Leg; "Moderate Exposure, Acceptable" - 55 to 65 Leg.
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noise levels at interior lots typically have 5 to 10 Ldn

lower noise levels resulting from shielding and distance

effects. 21

G. LAND USE/LAND OWNERSHIP (Exhibits II-4 & II-5.)

Major land uses in the project area include productive

agriculture, residential/agricultural sUbdivisions, and

vacant and abandoned agriculture lands. Land ownership and

parcel size in the area is varied. There are many large

properties owned by the State, Hawaiian Home Lands, and

private landowners, as well as many small residential and

agricultural properties owned by private individuals.

Exhibit II-4 shows the various land uses within the project

area and Exhibit II··5 shows the general land ownership

pattern. Refer also to the larger-scale exhibits in Chapter

VI of the Routing study for land uses and land ownership.

1. Agriculture

Agriculture has had a significant impact on land use in

Puna. until the closing of Puna sugar Company in 1985,

sugarcane production was the primary agricultural land

use in the region. since then, papaya acreage has been

steadily increasing. Agricultural land is also devoted

to other types of produce and flower cultivation, and

there are numerous plots of marijuana scattered

throughout the region.

--------------------
21. Y. Ebisu, Traffic Noise Study for the Proposed Nitto Kogyo
Golf course, 1986.
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EXHIBIT 11-4
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EXHIBIT 11-5
LAND OWNERSHIP
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The production of sugar is no longer an active land use

in the region. The alignments cross several acres of

former cane fields, which are now mostly reverting to

scrub vegetation and weed lots. As shown on Exhibit

II-4, Alignment A crosses abandoned cane fields owned

by Puna Sugar Company along Kalapana Road and crosses

abandoned fields on land owned by the Catholic Church,

west of Pahoa. Alignment B crosses a former cane field

south of Kahakai Boulevard on land owned by Bishop

Estate and leased to Puna Sugar. In the project area

near Puna Substation, both alignments cross former cane

land owned by Shipman and leased to Puna Sugar Company.

Alignment B is located at the edge of productive papaya

fields near Nanawale Estates Ranch Lands and Nanawale

Estates Subdivision. Most of these lands are privately

owned by large landowners such as Bishop Estate, and

are leased to several small individual growers as well

as Diamond Head papaya Com~any. Along Kahakai

Boulevard is the State-owned Pahoa Agricultural Park,

5- to 30-acre agricultural lease lots which are used

primarily for flower production and foliage plants.

Neither alignment will impact this agricultural park.

The project area is likely to include other parcels in

agricultural production of bananas, cocoa, cut flowers,

and macadamia nuts particularly near the substation.
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Despite the extensive agricultural zoning in the Puna

district and the emphasis on agriculture in the County

General plan, only a small percent of the land has been

classified by the Department of Agriculture's ALISH

(Agricultural Lands of Importance to the state of

Hawaii) system. In the vicinity of the proposed

alignments, the Puna lands classified as "Prime

Agricultural Lands,,22 are those which are described

above as abandoned sugarcane lands. There are

scattered patches of "Other Important Agriculture

Lands,,23 in the orchid Land Estates subdivision and

between Hawaiian Beaches and Nanawale Estates

Subdivisions.

2. Residential/Agri9ultural subdivisions

Large portions of the Puna district, especially upper

Puna, have been subdivided into fee-simple residential

lots.

--------------------
22. Prime Agricultural Lands are defined as the best suited for
the production of food, feed, forage and fiber crops. When
treated and managed, including water management, according to
modern farming methods, the land is capable of producing
sustained high yields of crops economically.

23. Other Important Agriculture Lands are defined as having
statewide or local importance for the production of food, feed,
fiber and forage crops. However, these lands exhibit properties
such as seasonal wetness, erodibility, limited rooting zone,
slope, flooding or droughtiness.
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Two subdivisions near Alignment B (Hawaiian Beaches,

Shores and Parks, and the southern portion of Nanawale

Estates) are zoned by the County for urban use and are

designated by the State as Urban Districts. They have

fee-simple lots of less than one-half acre. The

proposed makai transmission line does not cross

Hawaiian Beaches, but runs adjacent to it on vacant

State land to the northeast. (Exhibit 1I-4) This line

is also adjacent to Nanawale Estates on two sides.

The remainder of the subdivisions in the project area

(Leilani Estates, Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands, Hawaiian

Paradise Park, Orchid Land Estates, and Ainaloa) are

zoned for agriculture by the County and are in the

State Agricultural District. For the most part,

however, they are not in agricultural use, but are

generally in residential use. Yet, they generally do

not conform to current subdivision standards for lot

size and infrastructure developments (roads, sewer,

water, utilities), because they were developed prior to

enactment of the county subdivision and zoning codes.

Alignment A runs adjacent to the northeast edge of

Leilani Estates, but is entirely outside the

subdivision. Alignment B crosses Nanawale Farm Ranch

Lands which has been subdivided but is not fully

developed yet. The lots are large (2 to 5 acres), and

will likely be used for some agriculture production.
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The other three agricultural subdivisions (Hawaiian

Paradise Park, Orchid Land Estates, and Ainaloa) form a

wide block of land from the ocean to the slopes of

Kilauea over which the transmission lines must cross to

connect the Pohoiki plant with the Puna Substation.

All of the sUbdivisions have fee simple lots of varying

sizes: l-acre lots in Hawaiian Paradise Park~ 2-acre

lots in Orchid Land~ and 1/4-acre (12,000 s.f.) lots in

Ainaloa. To avoid these large sUbdivisions, both

alignments will be located within the highway

right-of-way through this area.

In addition, a new agricultural subdivision of 2- and

5-acre lots is being developed on the Hawaiian Home

Lands of Maku'u along Highway 130. The lots have been

leased to native Hawaiian beneficiaries for residential

and agricultural use. Once the infrastructure is

completed around 1991, the lessees have one year within

which to build on their lots. 24 Neither alignment will

be located on Hawaiian Homes Land.

3. Vacant Land

Much of the project area consists of vacant,

uncultivated land with predominantly natural

vegetation. This is the case for much of the

24. Hardy Spoehr, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, personal
communication, March 1988 and January 1989.
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state-owned land as well as large areas of private

land. Natural vegetation is also the predominant cover

type within the residential/agricultural subdivisions

except where small parts of these areas have been

cleared for roads and a few residences.

4. Conservation District

Two physically separate portions of Nanawale Forest

Reserve ("Part 3" and "Part 2") are crossed by

Alignments A and B respectively. The forest reserve is

designated state Conservation District and Resource

subzone, and is state-owned land. The environmental

character of the portions of the Reserve impacted by

the alignments is very similar to the surrounding

subdivisions and vacant lands, and is not

environmentally s~nsitive.25

Nanawale Forest Reserve is open to the public for

hunting wild pigs and goats. The public hunting

period, regUlated by DLNR, is weekends and holidays,

year round. The only arms permitted on these lands are

bows and arrows and knives.

25. Appendices B, C, 0 and E of Routing stUdy and Appendix I of
EIS.
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5. Urban District

Lands encompassing the town of Keaau are designated

state Urban District. These lands will be avoided by

the alignments.

H. INFRASTRUCTURE

1. Roads

state Highway 130 (Pahoa Highway) is the primary route

in Puna between Keaau and Pahoa and Kalapana. The

highway is a two-lane paved, all-weather road, in good

to excellent condition. It has a pavement width of 20

to 24 feet with 4 to 10-foot wide gravel shoulders

within a 40-foot wide right-of-way. The State

Department of Transportation is in the process of

expanding the highway right-of-way up to 100 feet. The

portion between Pahoa and Kalapana is planned to be

realigned somewhat and widened to meet federal

standards.

As the primary route in the Puna region, Highway 130 is

travelled by commuting residents as well as tourists,

having an adjusted average daily traffic count of

12,819 in 1988. 26 The general morning peak hour is

7:00 to 8:00 with 80% of the traffic heading north to

Hilo. Although the afternoon peak hour varies

26. Department of Transportation, Highways Division, Planning
Branch, "Keaau-Pahoa Road, 1.6 Mile NW of Waipahoehoe Bridge,
Final Report" for 1988.
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according to location along the road, south of Keaau

the peak hour is 4:45 to 5:45 p.m., with 73% southbound

toward Pahoa. At the Kahakai intersection, the peak

hour is between 2:00 and 3:00 with 53% to 60%

northbound. 27

Highway 130 would be the major route for transporting

construction equipment and crews between Hilo and the

final alignments.

Highway 130 currently runs through the center of Pahoa

town. However, the state Department of Transportation

has proposed construction of the Pahoa Bypass Road,

which would carry through-traffic around the heart of

the existing urban area. Right-of-way appraisal and

acquisition is currently underway and advertising for

bids is scheduled for early 1989. Actual construction

is estimated to take one year. Based on this schedule,

it is possible that the bypass could be usable during

construction of the first 69 kV line, and most likely

for the second line.

Two other major roadways in the region are Kapoho Road

(state Highway 132) and Pohoiki Road (a County road),

both of which are adjacent to the Pohoiki geothermal

27. Department of Transportation, Highways Division, Planning
Branch, 24 Hour Traffic Count Summaries for Keaau-Pahoa Road at
Waipahoehoe Bridge, May 17-18, 1988; and Keaau-Pahoa Road at
Kahakai Blvd., September 8-9, ],986.
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site. These roads are two-lane, narrow roads with

about 22-foot wide pavement and 5 to 6-foot dirt and

grass shoulders in 50 to BO-foot wide rights-of-way.

In addition to the state and county roads in the

region, there are numerous private roads, primarily

within the subdivisions. The majority of these are

cinder-surfaced within 40-foot rights-of-way, and are

relatively well-maintained and easily accessible. The

private unpaved roads in orchid Land Estates, however,

are poorly maintained, and access on these roads is

much more difficult, time consuming, and influenced by

the weather.

There is also a network of private "cane haul" roads

throughout the area that could provide access for the

proposed project as needed.

The former right-of-way of the Puna Consolidated

Railway, now an overgrown jeep/walking trail, between

Hawaiian Beaches and the Puna SUbstation could provide

access opportunities in an otherwise secluded area with

rough lava terrain.

2. Utilities

An existing 34.5 kV electric subtransmission line is

located along Highway 130 and Kapoho Road, between the

Puna Substation near Keaau and the Kapoho substation
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near the geothermal site. This is a radial line which

provides power from Puna Substation to Hawaiian

Paradise Park substation, Hawaiian Beaches substation,

Kapoho sUbstation, and soon to the new Ainaloa

substation. The 34.5 kV line to Hawaiian Beaches

substation is adjacent to Kahakai Boulevard. The

subtransmission line between Pahoa and Kalapana, along

Highway 130, is presently energized at 12.47 kV. It

will eventually be 34.5 kV and feed the Kikala

substation to service the Kalapana region. The two new

69 kV transmission lines will be connected to HELCO's

main power grid at the Puna 69 kV substation.

In addition to subtransmission lines, there is an

existing network of electric distribution lines in the

Puna area, typically along roadways. Within the

routing study corridors, these lines are shown on the

physical conditions exhibits in Chapter VI of the

Routing study. HELCO has franchise rights to use any

public right-of-way for power lines, although State and

county agency regulations must be adhered to. In areas

where existing HELCO lines are not along roads,

easements have been acquired.

Hawaiian Telephone company's main trunk lines are

located on the side of Highway 130 opposite HELCO's

34.5 kV line. Telephone lines are also located along
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most roadways in the corridors. Often times, in the

sUbdivisions, poles are shared by HELCO and Hawaiian

Telephone.

I. VISUAL CHARACTER (Exhibit II-6)

The Puna region has a clearly rural visual character

exemplified by the natural and agricultural vegetation and

low-density development. The gentle sloping topography

allows wide-angle or panoramic views across areas with low

scrub vegetation and recent lava flows and agricultural

plantings. However, the rainy weather and amount of tree

cover often limits extensive views, especially along the

major highways. The most dramatic views in the region are

those in which the ocean or the summits of Mauna Kea, Mauna

Loa, or Kilauea can be seen.

The main highways through the region are continuous vantage

points for frequent view exposure for large numbers of

travellers, both residents and visitors. They are vantage

points from which the new transmission line, if within

visual range, potentially has the most significant impact on

pUblic views. For t~is reason, the detailed analysis phase

of the routing study identified and mapped visual resources

along major roads within and near the proposed corridors.

(Refer to Exhibits VI-3,5,?, and 9 in the Routing Study.)
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EXHIBIT 11-6
PHOTOS REPRESENTING VISUAL CHARACTER OF PUNA

Hawaiian Paradise Park subdivision (left) State land (right),

Highway 130. 34.5 kV transmission line (IefU. telephone
line (right).

View toward ocean across former sugarcane fields from
Highway 130 south of Keaau.

Typical view from road of dominant vegetation cover in region

-young ohia forest. DHM inc.



Physical features which screen views from major vantage

points were indicated on the exhibits, as well as locations

and descriptions of views.

The view from roads and lots within the subdivisions depends

on the amount of development at specific locations, and, in

undeveloped areas, the height of natural vegetation. Many

residents in the subdivisions have built two-story homes

with lanais and large windows at the second level to take

advantage of expansive views to the ocean and mountains over

the surrounding trees. At ground level, trees and

undergrowth typically block long expansive views.

J. SOCIAL-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The proposed transmission lines are within the Puna District

of Hawaii, which is comprised of two census tracts: Census

Tract (CT) 210 (Keaau-Mountain View) and CT 211

(Pahoa-Kalapana). Exhibit 1I-7 shows the census tract

boundaries within the Puna area. The population and

socio-economic data for these census tracts is used in this

section to give an overall picture of the existing

characteristics of the Puna region. 28

28. All data, unless otherwise noted, is based on the U.S. Bureau
of the Census, 1980 Census of Population and Housing, Census
Tracts. Hawaii, Issued June 1983.
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EXHIBIT 11-7
PUNA AREA CENSUS TRACTS
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Throughout the island of Hawaii and the Puna District, the

population increased significantly between 1970 and 1980.

Island-wide there was a 45 percent increase over the 1970

population, from about 63,500 to 92,000. In Puna, there was

an increase of 128 percent, from 5150 to 11,750. In the

period from 1980 to 1986, Puna had a growth rate of 57

percent, with an estimated 1986 population of 18,400. 29

Likewise, the number of residential HELCO customers has

increased dramatically. The meter count between 1970 and

1980 increased 68% island-wide and 123% in the Puna

District. From 1980 through 1986, the nUmber of residential

meters increased 35% island-wide and 61% in Puna. 30

Puna's rapid population growth during the 1970's resulted in

large part from in-migration, partially due to the abundant

supply of relatively low-priced land for residential and/or

agricultural purposes. Virtually all of Puna's growth from

1970 to 1980 was outside the three urbanized settlements of

Keaau, Mountain View, and Pahoa. Ethnically, Puna changed

from a largely Japanese to a largely Caucasian area. A+so,

more than half of Puna's net population growth from 1970 to

1980 was not Haw~ii-born.31

29. Dept. of Business and Economic Development, state of Hawaii
Data Book, 1987.

30. HELCO, Customer and Consumer Services Division.

31. Bechtel National, Inc., Puna Geothermal Venture Project
Application, December, 1986.
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Despite a frequently expressed belief that Puna subdivisions

are being filled by retirees, the district's population

actually grew somewhat younger during the 1970's.

compared with the island as a whole, the residents of the

Puna region were much more likely to:

o be born on the mainland or a foreign country

o be caucasian

o have a lower-than-average income

o have an income below the official poverty level

o be owner occupants of their home

o have a lower-than-average house value

o be a non-participant in the labor force

o be unemployed

o be self-employed

However, the Puna residents are comparable to island-wide

residents in terms of:

o median age
o percent of population over 65 years old
o education
o number of persons per household

Exhibit II-S shows specific 1980 Census statistics

supporting the above generalizations for the two Puna census

tracts and, for comparison, the island of Hawaii.
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EXHIBIT II-8

1980 CENSUS STATISTICS FOR PUNA AND HAWAII COUNTY

TOTAL PERSONS

Place of Birth
Hawaii
Mainland
Foreign

CT 210

7055

4038 57%
1874 27%
1096 16%

CT 211

4696

2877 61%
1176 25%

453 10%

Hawaii Co.

92,053

64,938 70%
17,577 19%

8,665 9%

30
764 11%
3.0

General Characteristics
Median Age
65 years & over
Persons per household

Race and origin
White 3154
Asian and Pacific Islander

(incl. Hawaiians) 3662
Other 199
Hawaiian 750

45%

52%
28%
11%

27
370
3.2

1924

2619
124

1012

8%

41%

56%
26%
22%

29
9,378 10%

3.1

31,316 34%

57,063 62%
3,055 33%

17,274 19%

Years of School Completed
Persons 25 years & over
% College Grad
% High School Grad

4338
633 15%

68%

2547
245 10%

71%

53,704
8,142 15%

69%

Income
Median (Household)
Mean (Household)
% Family Income Below

Poverty Level

Housing
Housing units
Owner occupied
Median Value

Labor Force Statistics
Labor Force
% Persons 16 years &

over in Labor Force
% Civilian Labor Force

Unemployed

$15,364
$18,634

12%

2863
1807 63%

$53,100

2984

57%

13%

$12,728
$16,124

17%

1712
1035 60%

$47,900

1645

52%

12%

$16,975
$20,398

10%

34,215
17,731 52%

$71,200

41,214

61%

7%

Class of Worker (Percent of Labor Force)
Private Wage & salary Worker 57%
Gov't. Worker 17%
Self-employed 13%

59%
16%
13%

66%
18%

8%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of Population
and Housing. Census Tracts. Hawaii, Issued June 1983.
percentages and rounding were computed by DHM inc.
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significant growth is expected to continue in the Puna

District, particularly in terms of the district's role

within the County. Hawaii county Planning Department

projections for the year 2005 consider Puna to have a larger

percent of the island's total population than in the past 

23% as compared to about 13% in 1980. The projected

population, based on a "medium" growth rate, is nearly

50,000 for Puna and 217,000 for the island of Hawaii. 32

As has been the case in the past, additional population

growth will generate housing development in Puna rather than

vice-versa. since there are no proposals for major

residential home development in this area, the general

prospect is for continued development of single homes on

. undeveloped subdivision lots.

The economic base in PUlla was significantly affected by the

closing of Puna Sugar Company in 1984. The closing took

approximately 15,000 acres out of sugar production and

resulted in the cumulative loss of approximately 485 jobs. 33

However, as a result of the release of acreage for other

purposes, diversified agriculture has become more important,

and is expected to continue to expand in Puna.

32. Keith Kato, Hawaii county Planning Department, personal
communication, May, 1988. statistics from the General Plan
Revision, August, 1987.

33. Bechtel National, Inc. p. 11-23.
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Puna's residents view themselves primarily as rural and,

more specifically, as people who have intentially chosen

such a lifestyle. 34 Exhibit II-9 lists the best features of

life in puna, as volunteered by the residents of Puna.

certain frequently encountered community values may be

particularly relevant to any proposed development in Puna.

These include:

o Family. The concept of intact and extended families is
of critical value.

o Slow pace. Puna's rural quality contributes to the
slow pace of life.

o Land. Subdivision activities have allowed for 1- to
5-acre parcels for residents to grow their own food and
to produce crops that can be marketed to supplement
their income.

o Living off the land. Because Puna is largely
undeveloped, people can enjoy a variety of activities
within the district that are consistent with the Puna
lifestyle image, i.e., hunting, fishing, and foraging
for plants.

o The last frontier. Many of the district's newer
residents view Puna as the frontier boundary of Hawaii.
Its undeveloped character, from their point of view, is
associated with the frontier values of rugged
independence and self-sufficiency. Living in an active
volcanic area adds to this feeling of frontier living.

34. The following paragraphs consist of excerpts from Bechtel
National Inc. Puna Geothermal Venture Project Application, pp.
11-26 to 11-28.
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EXHIBIT 11-9

BEST FEATURES OF LIFE IN PUNA

ITEM

Population/development
(generally lack of such features,
e.g., country atmosphere,
rural area, uncrowded, etc.)

Other physical/environment
(climate, beauty, etc.)

Social/lifestyle factors

Personal associations/commitments

Economic attributes
(cheap housing, land, prices)

Location/convenience factors
(close to Hi10, work, ocean)

PERCENTAGE OF
RESPONDENTSl a )

49

40

33

19

11

11

(a) Percentages can total more than 100 percent because of
multiple responses. Sample size = 778.

Source: SMS Research as recorded in Bechtel National Inc.,
p. 11-27.
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These values help define what Puna residents might mean by the

term "ruraL" other, sometimes contradictory, lifestyle

values are also operating in the community. For example:

o Jobs. People in Puna are seriously concerned about the
district's economic future. A commonly reported problem
in the 1982 survey was lack of opportunity.

o services. Although the Puna lifestyle image is one of
independence and a pioneering spirit, the residents are
demanding better infrastructure and services.

o Education. People in the Puna area place a high value on
education. Education is usually associated with upward
mobility and economic success.

o Underground economy. Marijuana is the economic backbone
of Puna's underground economy. Based on anecdotal
information, it is surmised that marijuana provides a
high cash income for those engaged in its production.

These present values can be expected to persist in the future

with or without the proposed project.
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CHAPTER III. IMPACT ANALYSIS

A. POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION

Mitigation of potential adverse environmental, social, and

economic impacts, short and long term, has been incorporated

into the planning process for the proposed transmission

lines from the initial stages, as documented in the attached

Routing study. As a result of the overall planning process

an~ route selection process un~ertaken for the propose~

transmission lines, the cumulative impacts of the dual-line

project have been addressed, and the probability of

significant adverse effects from the proposed project is

minimized.

Nevertheless, there ~re some unavoidable potential impacts

of the proposed actions which may occur during construction

and/or operation and maintenance of the lines. Potential

impacts and appropriate mitigation measures are discussed

below.

1. Soil Erosion

Due to extensive lava soils, minimal slope, high

absorption of rainfall into the ground, and minimal

surface runoff, the potential for long-term effects on

soil erosion in the area is expected to be minimal.

Further, soil erosion was one of the constraint factors

considered in the selection of the alignments for the

transmission line, so areas of high erosion hazard

potential and steep slope have been avoided.
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There is, however, some potential for soil erosion

during the construction phase in areas which are

cleared for the pole sites, pole anchors, and unpaved

access roads. The following steps will be taken to

minimize potential soil erosion problems:

o Existing roads and jeep trails will be used as

much as possible for access by necessary ground

crews and equipment during construction and

maintenance of the line.

o In many cases, the access roads will not need to

be totally cleared of vegetation unless it is

heavily vegetated, so this will help reduce

erosion of bare soils by wind and/or rain. In

these areas, disturbance to soils and their

vegetative cover will be confined to the pole

sites. Fortunately, where new access roads may be

needed, the ground is primarily lava flows where

there is little if any soil cover and the erosion

potential is very low.

2. Geologic Hazards

Geologic hazards in the project area include lava tubes

and cavities and lava flows. Due to the possibility of

unidentified subsurface lava tubes and cavities along the

alignments, extensive field surveys will be conducted to

determine optimum sites for poles in these sensitive
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areas. Remedial work may then be required to provide

lateral support to transmission pole foundations where

such tubes or cavities are encountered. These formations

are also a concern for pole placement due to their high

potential for archaeological sites and artifacts and

unique ecosystems for insects. When a pole site is

directly above a lava tube or cavity, an archaeologist

and biologist will be called in to evaluate the

significance of the formation and recommend appropriate

mitigative action.

The potential for lava flows overrunning the alignments

is generally equal throughout the area, with a slightly

higher risk near the Kilauea east rift zone. To reduce

the likelihood of a natural catastrophe damaging or

destroying both lines at once, they were located at least

one-half mile apart wherever possible.

Although seismic loads are probable throughout the

alignments, the lateral loads due to seismic conditions

would be expected to be less than that due to wind loads,

and wind loads will probably be the criteria used for

design. 35

35. Dames & Moore, "Final Report, Geologic Consultation," May 11,
1987, p. 10. Full report is Appendix F of Routing study.
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3. Biological Resources

Vegetation

A major criterion for route selection was the avoidance

of unique or native ecosystems which might be adversely

affected by the construction and operation of a

transmission line. A detailed botanical survey of the

routing study corridors indicated that the botanical

resources in the area are common, of low diversity, and

the impact of the project would be very minimal. 36 The

project botanist confirmed that the plant formations in

the Conservation District lands impacted by the project

are also low-diversity and early-successional

communities which occur throughout the Puna district. 37

Much of the proj,ect area has already been highly

altered by man and consists of introduced plant species

and weeds. Even in cases where native Metrosideros

(ohia) forest was encountered, the floristic quality

was consistently poor, and the same species composition

was repeatedly expressed. The botanical report

confirmed that youthful communities of ohia forests

like the ones common over the geologically active

terrain in the Puna region are not likely to harbor

plant rarities: and based on general ecological

36. W.N. Takeuchi, et.al., Appendix C of Routing study.

37. Wayne Takeuchi, Letter to DHM Planners dated April 20, 1988.
See Appendix 1 of EIS.
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principles, it is highly improbable that some

outstanding botanical find could ever be retrieved from

the kind of forests prevailing in the Puna district. 38

Nevertheless, disruption to forest areas was minimized

by locating the alignments along the edges of forests

and avoiding densely vegetated areas. Because the

degree of impact on vegetation is related to the amount

of existing access along the alignments, existing roads

and jeep trails will be used to the extent possible for

access to the pole sites by construction and

maintenance crews. No herbicides will be used to clear

pole sites or to maintain clearance within the

transmission line easements.

other than the effects of direct physical disturbance

to areas along the proposed alignment during

construction and maintenance activity, the transmission

lines' probable impact on nearby ecosystems is expected

to be negligible. The possibility of fire due to

arcing or spark discharge from conductors is extremely

remote. Periodic tree trimming clears all vegetation

within ten feet of energized conductors. In the

grassland and scrub-vegetation areas, where the chance

of fire hazard is greater, the height of vegetation is

naturally low, well below the lowest point of the

38. W.N. Takeuchi, et.al., Appendix C of Routing study, p. C-16.
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conductor sag. Any damage or disturbance to the line,

such as the downing of a conductor, would cause the

system to "trip out." The relay mechanism would sense

a fault on the line and immediately (within one-fifth

of a second) cause the breakers to open at Pohoiki

Substation, stopping the flow of electricity.

Wildlife

Vegetation in the project area primarily supports

non-native and common native insects and birds.

Further, the mitigation measures described under

"Vegetation" will avoid the removal or degradation of

important habitat, and therefore adverse effects on

wildlife populations are expected to be minimal, and at

most, temporary.

One 'io (Hawaiian hawk), an endangered species, was

sited during the ornithological field survey. This

species feeds primarily on rodents, insects and birds,

and it is unlikely that the power line will hinder its

activities, but may in fact provide appropriate hunting

perches. Electrocution of the 'io will be prevented by

spacing the conductors about 48 inches apart

vertically, whereas the wingspan of the 'io is only

about 36 to 40 inches.
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While other native birds may occasionally be found in

the alignment areas, it is not likely that they are

dependent upon them. Bird populations may retreat from

the area surrounding the pole sites during construction

but will return after poles are set and conductors are

placed.

Two stilt, endangered waterbirds, were seen on some

small ponds which have been avoided by the alignments.

No other wetland habitats were found in the project

area.

Field surveys identified four areas of concentration of

important native insect species, including two lava

tube caves and two native vegetation habitats, all of

which have been avoided by the proposed alignments.

However, it is likely that additional subsurface caves,

which may also be habitats to insects, exist along the

alignments. Prior to construction, a consultant with

knOWledge of caves in the region and Hawaiian cave

biotas will be hired by HELCO to provide input as to

the best way to cross caves with the least possible

disturbance. During the pole hole digging phase of

construction, the oonsultant will be notified upon

discovery or disturbance to subsurface caves. Upon

inspecting the caves in terms of biologic significance,

he will make recommendations for preservation and

repair and assist HELCO in adjusting the pole site. If
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there is no need to preserve the cave (for animal

habitat or archaeological reasons), HELCO will decide

whether to pursue placing a pole foundation at that

location.

During the maintenance of the lines, HELCO's policy of

not using herbicides in the right-of-way will eliminate

chances of killing the host plants above the caves, or

of herbicides percolating down into the caves and

directly affecting the animals.

4. Archaeological Resources

Due to the nature of the proposed project, ground

construction impacts are limited to disturbance at the

pole sites and along newly created or graded access

roads. This allows sufficient flexibility in the

placement of pole foundations to avoid sensitive areas.

As a result, the proposed transmission line is not

expected to have any adverse effect on sites which have

been identified as having historic or archaeologic

value.

The archaeological survey of the routing study

corridors located eleven prehistoric-type sites and

three historic-type sites, as described in Chapter II.

The condition of the sites was evaluated to be fair to
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good, and they were assessed as having either good or

excellent research potential. 39 Results of the survey

also indicated that the sites located in the survey

area are of limited areal extent, and are therefore

easily avoided by adjusting the location of the poles.

There is a high probability, however, that isolated

sites are present throughout the study area. The dense

vegetation and rugged terrain of many parts of the

study area make location of sites such as lava tube

caves very difficult. To avoid destruction of unknown

sites, proposed pole sites and any other surface areas

that will be disturbed by construction activities will

be surveyed by an archaeologist, who will locate and

describe any historic remains within the areas affected

by construction. suitable means to protect or remove

significant remains will be determined in consultation

with the archaeologist and the Hawaii state Historic

Preservation Office.

5. Air Quality

During construction of the transmission lines, air

quality will be temporarily affected. The blasting and

digging for poles and anchors, the movement of

construction vehicles over unpaved trails, and the use

39. Eric K. Komori, Appendix B of Routing study.
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of helicopters will create dust and particulate

emissions. At no time, however, will state or Federal

ambient air quality standards be exceeded.

Fugitive dust emissions from construction are a factor

of rainfall and the soil silt content. Since much of

the project corridor consists of lava flows with little

or no soil cover, dust emissions will be minimal in

these areas. Even in the areas with silty clay loam

soils, fugitive dust is not likely to be a serious

concern because of the high rainfall in the Puna

region.

Since there is only a slight potential for fugitive

dust, and the disturbed areas will be small and

localized, adequate control measures should not be

difficult to employ. To reduce air quality impacts

during construction, helicopters and blasting will not

be used near populated areas. Further, travelling

speeds along unpaved trails within one mile of

residences and roadways will be restricted to 20 mph.

This will reduc~ dust generation by 65 to 80 percent.

Should dry periods occur, dust control could also be

accomplished through frequent watering of construction

areas near roadways, residential and other active use

areas where dust may be an annoyance or problem.
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In areas away from main roads and agricultural

subdivisions, these construction effects probably won't

be noticed by anyone other than the workers on site.

Long term operation and maintenance of the lines will

have no effect on air quality.

6. Noise Levels

There will be temporary and localized noise level

impacts during construction of the project; however all

pertinent state noise control regulations and

ordinances will be complied with.

Noise generated by the construction equipment will

contribute to the noise along the major roadways and

and near the agricultural subdivisions. Although this

noise generation will be of short duration, the levels

will be substantially higher than ambient noise levels

along much of the alignments. Noise emissions

generated by various pieces of equipment such as

trucks, backhoes, chainsaws, and jack hammers range

from 70 to 95 dBA at 50 feet from the source. A

hovering helicopter generates approximately 93 dBA at a

distance of about 100 feet and blasting will probably

generate levels of up to 95 dBA at the same distance.

These outdoor noise levels will be loud enough to

interfere with human speech (60 dBA or greater) within

approximately a half-mile of the construction site.
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To minimize noise level impacts on the residents in the

region, helicopters will only be used for stringing

operations and will not be used near the subdivisions

and major roadways. All other construction noise will

be controlled and mitigated as required to meet state

standards.

After construction, there will be no long term or

permanent noise impacts. The 69 kV lines are of low

enough voltage that there will be no corona

discharge. 40 It is possible that a barely-audible

hissing sound could be produced from loose or worn

hardware, or contaminants such as salt or dust on the

lines. These problems can and will be corrected by

HELCO crews.

7. Public Health and Safety

Electric and Magnetic Fields

In recent years there has been increasing interest in

the long-term biological effects which are believed to

be associated with the electromagnetic field generated

by extra high voltage transmission lines (345 kV to 765

kV). On the U.S. Mainland and other parts of the

world, 69 kV transmission lines, such as those

40. Corona is the discharge of electrical energy from the
transmission conductors into the atmosphere, where it is
dissipated.
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proposed, are not considered extremely high voltage

lines. These power lines have been on the Big Island

for 40 years and in service on the mainland for 75

years. There are about 500 miles of 69 kV transmission

lines on the island.

Electric fields for transmission lines range from a

fraction of 1 kilovolt per meter (kV/m) for 69 Kv lines

up to 10-12 kV/m for 765 kV lines. Almost all

household appliances and other devices that operate on

electricity create electric fields when plugged into an

electrical outlet. The field decreases rapidly with

distance away from the device. Typical values measured

one foot away from some appliances are shown in Exhibit

III-l.

A magnetic field is created by an electric current

flowing in any conductor (electric equipment, household

appliance or otherwise). The magnetic field under

transmission lines is low in comparison with

measurements near many household appliances and other

equipment. Typical values of magnetic field one foot

away from some appliances are also ShOWll in Exhibit

III-l.
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EXHIBIT III-l

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD VALUES FOR APPLIANCES41

ELECTRIC FIELD VALUES (at 1 foot distance away)

Appliance

Electric Blanket
Broiler
Stereo
Refrigerator
Iron
Coffee Pot

Electric Field. kV/rn

.25

.13

.09

.06

.06

.03

MAGNETIC FIELD VALUES (at 1 foot distance away)

Appliance

Refrigerator
Iron
Coffee Pot
Electric Range
Garbage Disposal
Can Opener
Blender, Processor
Fluorescent Fixture
Color TV

--------------------

Magnetic Field. rnilliGauss

.3-3
1-3

.8-1
3-30

10-20
35-250

6-200
2-40
9-20

41. J. Michael Silva, "Pohoiki Geothermal 69 kV Transmission
Line, Report on Electrical Measurements and Calculations," March
1987, p.3-4.
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42. Ibid.

To address the concerns of Puna residents regarding

potential health effects from the proposed project,

HELCO hired an electric and magnetic field expert,

J. Michael Silva, president of Enertech Consultants of

Sunnyvale, California. Mr. Silva conducted an

evaluation of the electric and magnetic fields for the

proposed 69 kV lines in March 1987 which included

computer calculations and field measurements near

existing (and similar) 69 kV facilities. The report42

documenting the results of Silva's evaluation is

included in its entirety as Appendix 2 of this EIS.

Silva's field measurements of existing 69 kV lines

indicated electric fields up to .265 kV/m at the

centerline below the lowest point of sag, and .188 at

25 feet from the centerline. Magnetic fields were

measured as 4.75-5.0 milliGauss (mG) at the centerline

and 2.5-3.0 mG at 25 feet from the centerline. These

field values are representative of typical situations.

Calculations were also made to account for conditions

which may not have existed during routine field

measurements such as high conductor temperatures and

heavy electrical loads. Exhibit III-2 is a lateral

profile of the electric field for a Pohoiki 69 kV line

with a 30-foot minimum ground clearance. It
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illustrates that the electric field gradients drop

significantly as one moves a short distance from a

transmission line. At the edge of a standard 50-foot

right-of-way, the electric field exposure will be

comparable to that which results from normal use of

household appliances.

The maximum magnetic field in the same location will be

about 2-5 mG. These values are low due to the higher

than normal conductor ground clearance. They are

generally comparable to some household appliances and

some of the existing lower voltage distribution lines

already in operation along the route.

Silva concluded that the proposed Pohoiki 69 kV line

design is in compliance with Hawaii and federal

standards. The ground clearance (30 feet minimum and

50 feet typical) is greater than the 20 to 22-foot

clearance used on the Mainland. As a result, the

electric and magnetic field values below the line are

low. The proposed design will produce a

well-engineered and safe facility.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) property

The FAA leases 181 acres from Hawaiian Home Lands along

Highway 130, just south of and adjacent to Hawaiian

Paradise Park (TMK 1-5-10:17). The site contains a

"non-directional beacon" and "CD facility" which are
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used for navigation and communication with aircraft.

Initial discussions with FAA indicate that they do not

foresee any problems or conflicts between their

facilities and the proposed project. 43

The Pahoa airstrip is located on the makai side of

Highway 130 about one mile north Kahakai Boulevard,

near both proposed transmission line alignments. Its

present use is limited to helicopters for "Green

Harvest" operations44 and to crop-dusting planes for

emergency landings. The FAA does not foresee any

conflict with the proposed line as long as safety

requirements are met. 45 The existing 34.5 kV

subtransmission line along Highway 130 is equipped with

standard aviation markers. The proposed lines will

also comply with safety requirements of the FAA.

Traffic

Highway crossings and transmission lines within highway

rights-of-way present certain safety considerations.

--------------------
43. Michael Musgrove, Pacific Airways Facilities sector, FAA,
personal communication, February 10, 1989.

44. "Green Harvest" operations are conducted by the County Police
Department and involve aerial search for marijuana plots.

45. Norman Suzuki, FAA - Hilo, Personal communication, January
24, 1989.
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Alignment A will cross Highway 130 once near Leilani

Estates Subdivision and again south of Keaau, and will

be within the right-of-way for 9.7 miles. It will also

cross Pohoiki Road near the geothermal site. Alignment

B will not cross Highway 130 but will be within the

right-of-way for 5.5 miles. It will cross Kapoho Road

near the geothermal site however.

construction of the proposed lines will create

short-term impacts on traffic conditions along Highway

130 between Pahoa and Keaau. The most frequent and

regular type of vehicle trip will be the transporting

of workers and materials to various locations along the

alignment under construction. (The alignments will not

be constructed concurrently.) The most concentrated

use of the highway will be the hauling of poles from

Hilo to the three staging areas. Approximately 50

trips will be required per alignment, however only a

limited number of trucks (2-4) will be used, making

continuous trips until all poles are delivered.

construction-related traffic will be limited to weekday

daylight hours. Slow moving, large transport vehicles

carrying poles and other heavy materials may delay

other drivers from time to time. However, increased

traffic resulting from the project will not generally
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be noticeable on the major highway except during

construction of the lines immediately along the

highway.

The Traffic Impact Analysis46 for the project indicates

that construction of the alignments within the 100-foot

highway right-of-way may intermittently disrupt traffic

when one lane of the two-lane highway is temporarily

closed or realigned. However, with appropriate

mitigating measures such as those described below,

traffic disruption can be minimized to an acceptable

level.

Based on the capacity analysis for the Highway 130, no

major traffic congestion problems are anticipated

during construction of the proposed Pohoiki

transmission lines, since proper construction

procedures will be adhered to as specified by the state

DOT Highways Division and the county of Hawaii Public

Works Department. Also, if lane closures or

channelization of two-way traffic flow through the work

area is necessary, approved traffic control plans will

be diligently implemented.

46. Pacific Planning & Engineering, Inc., Traffic Impact Analysis
for EIS, August 1988.
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To lessen impact on traffic flow during the lane

closures or constriction, the following mitigating

measures will be utilized as necessary:

1. Informational signs advising motorists of possible

delays due to lane closure will be posted at least

two weeks in advance of the start of construction.

2. Lane closures will be avoided wherever possible by

utilizing an approved channelization plan to

maintain two-way traffic, as shown in Exhibit

III-3. Where lane closure is necessary (highway

segments without an adequate shoulder), an

approved lane closure plan will be used, as shown

in Exhibit III-4.

3. Avoid working during inclement weather or when

visibility is significantly reduced.

4. Employ off-duty police officers at lane closures

or near work areas.

During long-term operation of the lines, the

probability of a significant interruption to traffic

due to a fallen pole or conductor is small. As

described in the vegetation section (fire hazard), a

fallen line will trip out the system in one-fifth of a

second.
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EXHIBIT 111-3
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other

other forms of effects on public health and safety

could result from the project·s impacts on air quality,

noise levels, and fire hazard potential. As pointed

out in previous sections, however, these factors are

not expected to be significant.

Beneficial effects on public health and safety will

result from the proposed project. It will allow for

transmission of additional capacity and improve the

reliability of electric power service on the Island of

Hawaii. This will help prevent potentially dangerous

conditions, such as traffic light failures, which can

lead to traffic accidents, and darkened residential and

commercial areas, which can lead to higher levels of

criminal activity and personal injuries.

8. Surrounding Land Uses

The project will not significantly impact existing land

uses in the immediate vicinity of the proposed

alignments.

Since HELCO will acquire an easement rather than a

fee-simple right-of-way for the proposed transmission

lines, owners of property along the alignments will

retain limited rights to the use of the property. The

use will be restricted by safety requirements applying
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primarily to buildings and structures. 47 Uses such as

parking lots and small sheds are permitted within the

easement but no dwellings are allowed, nor are any

structures which would encroach into the minimum

clearance for transmission conductors. Compensation

will be paid to landowners who grant the transmission

line easements based on a fair market appraisal.

Since the alignments will be entirely within the State

Agricultural or Conservation District, the use

limitations obviously have less impact than they would

on lands in the Urban District. Urban District lands

have been purposely avoided to minimize conflicts with

surrounding uses and property rights. Furthermore,

potential conflicts with existing or potential uses

have been avoided or minimized by following property

lines as much as possible.

Owners of Agricultural District property within and

alongside the proposed easement will be limited little

more than they already are by existing land use

controls. The potential for agriculture use, for

example, will be largely unaffected. Easements for 69

kV transmission lines can and have been used in Hawaii

for grazing and the cultivation of sugarcane, pineapple

47. Public Utilities Commission, State of Hawaii, General Order
No.6: Rules for Overhead Electric Line Construction in the
State of Hawaii.
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and other crops without discernible adverse effect.

Landowners may apply for special or conditional use

permits for certain types of development projects

outside the range of specified permitted uses in the

Agricultural District, but it is not likely that the

proposed transmission lines would preclude many such

potential uses.

The productive agricultural lands, such as the papaya

fields near Nanawale, will be temporarily impacted

during construction of the transmission lines. The

land within each transmission line easement would need

to be cleared and used for construction vehicles and

equipment. Once each line is complete, agricultural

use could continue such that it doesn't conflict with

safety requirements. Crop production and field

operation on lands outside of each easement could

continue throughout the construction phase without

conflict.

Several agricultural subdivisions are located adjacent

to the alignments. Transmission lines through

residential areas are often perceived as a nuisance

which can detract from the use and enjoyment of

adjoining properties. For this reason, both alignments

have been routed to avoid crossing residential lands.
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Construction and operation of the Pohoiki 69 kV

transmission lines will have no impact on hunting uses

in the Conservation District lands. The alignments are

located on the edges of the property. The easements

may serve as a bUffer between the hunting activity and

the adjacent subdivisions.

9. Visual Quality

One of the criteria for selecting the proposed route

for the transmission line was the avoidance of adverse

visual impact. 48 Several means were used in route

selection to minimize adverse visual impacts. Highway

rights-of-way were not considered in the routing study

for preferred alignments, as per HELCO's initial

guideline; routes parallel to a highway were set back a

sufficient distance to be screened by vegetation along

the road; visual screens and distant backdrops were

taken advantage of to avoid direct exposure or sharp

contrast to views from the road; roads were crossed at

right angles to minimize visibility; and road crossings

were minimized.

Most of the proposed alignments still meet these

criteria to minimize visual impacts. However, since a

segment of each final proposed alignment is located

within the right-of-way of Highway 130 between Pahoa

48. See pp. 78-80 of the Routing Study.
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and Keaau, the potential for continuous view exposure

along this road will be the major visual impact of the

project. Along this stretch of highway, the proposed

lines will be visually prominent due to the lack of

visual screens within the right-of-way. Fortunately,

however, there will be many areas of solid or partial

vegetation screens immediately behind the right-of-way.

These will serve as a backdrop to the lines and will

minimize the direct contrast of the poles against the

sky and other surroundings. The backdrops will serve

to visually "absorb" the poles.

The use of joint and double circuit poles along the

highway will also minimize the visual impact that could

otherwise occur f.rom multi-lines within a single

corridor. The existing telephone line (and poles)

along the mauka side of the highway will be removed and

combined with Alignment A on the mauka side. Once

Alignment B, a double circuit line, is complete on the

makai side of the highway, the existing 34.5 kV li~e

(and poles) will be removed. Therefore, other than the

use of taller poles, the visual impact of the lines

along the highway will remain about the same.

There are vantage points other than the highway from

which the proposed transmission lines will probably

have occasional and limited view exposure, namely the

subdivisions. As shown in the "Visual Resources"
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exhibits of the Routing study (Exhibits VI-3,5,7,and

9), the existing solid and partial vegetation screens

around the subdivisions will minimize the visual

impact. Furthermore, the rustic appearance, texture

and color of the wooden poles will blend well with the

varied natural landscape.

10. Social and Economic Impacts

Overhead transmission lines through urban or

residential areas are often perceived as nuisances

which can detract from the use and enjoyment of

adjoining properties. Some residents of Puna have

expressed concerns about several such issues inclUding

the transmission lines' effect on property values,

insurability, future transmission lines in area, health

and safety, and radio and television reception. These

issues are discussed below as well as project impacts

on employment, the economy, and housing.

Property Values

HELCO consulted with the county of Hawaii regarding the

impact of transmission lines on property values. It is

difficult to ascertain whether there is a direct effect

on property values due to the presence of transmission

lines. However, data for residences along a street
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with a typical 69 kV line indicate that county

assessments of property values, based on market sales,

did not decrease. 49

Insurability

According to several insurance companies contacted by

HELCO, the factors which affect rates and insurability

for homeowners insurance in respect to fire hazard are

the distance from a fire hydrant and the accessibility

of the house. The presence of electrical lines is not

a factor in obtaining fire insurance for homes.

Future Power Lines

The proposed transmission lines are for the transport

of 25 MW of power from PGV's geothermal development in

Pohoiki only. This power is expected to be sUfficient

to support the project island load growth for the next

10 years. However, HELCO may require additional power

depending upon the survival of the sugar industry and

retirement of two existing generating units. The two

proposed 69 kV alignments would not be capable of

transmitting the additional power. If an additional 25

MW are required in the future, the proposed lines would

have to be reconstructed or a third line installed in a

separate easement. Any new line would require a new

49. Joseph W. Andrews, Director of Finance, county of Hawaii,
Letter to Clyde Nagata, HELCO, dated August 6, 1987. Letter is
included as Appendix 3 of this EIS.
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routing study to select the transmission line

alignment. If a higher voltage line is necessary,

wider easements, taller poles, and larger insulators,

would be required in addition to PUC approval.

Future power to meet the islandls energy needs mayor may

not come from geothermal development. Other than the

contract with PGV for 2S MW, HELCO has no contracts with

other geothermal developers. However, Puna residents are

understandably concerned about the potential

proliferation of geothermal-related transmission lines

through the Puna District and the lack of an overall

development plan by any governmental agency.

Health Hazards

Concerns about potential hazards of the project to

people living near the transmission lines are addressed

in section A.7 of this chapter.

Interference

Transmission lines and insulators can cause

interference with AM radio and television reception

under certain conditions, which may be an annoyance to

residents in nearby areas. HELCO promptly investigates

interference complaints to determine the nature,

source, and cause of the interference. Generally, the

primary cause of interference is loose, worn or damaged
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hardware which when replaced or tightened will remedy

the problem. Occasionally dirty insulators require

washing.

Employment and Economy

While most of the design and construction work for the

proposed transmission lines will be done by personnel

from HELCO and its parent company, HECO, certain tasks

requiring specialized skills may be contracted to

outside companies and individuals. At this time it is

difficult to ascertain how many temporary jobs will be

created or what proportion of these would be held by

residents of the island of Hawaii. Outside

contractors, who will be responsible for hiring their

own personnel, have not yet been selected. A company

based on the mainland will need to be hired for

helicopter lifts and installation of poles, since there

are no companies in Hawaii with the necessary equipment

or specialized experience to perform this task.

Otherwise, it is probable that all other outside

contractor jobs will go to state residents. The

creation of these temporary jobs will generate income

and excise tax revenues accruing to the state

government. Both the creation of direct jobs and the

purchase of supplies and materials for construction

will support jobs locally through the mUltiplier

effect.
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After construction, the project will have little direct

or indirect effect on employment levels, since the

maintenance requirements for a transmission line are

not substantial. Nevertheless, by transporting an

additional 25 MW to the island's electrical grid and

providing reliable electrical energy service, the

project will indirectly help maintain the viability of

the island's various economic sectors.

Housing

The proposed project will not significantly or

adversely impact the existing housing stock and

popUlation level in the area. Most workers will be

HELCO employees and/or local residents. However, if

skilled workers for specialized tasks are not available

on the island, they will be brought in from outside

Hawaii and will make their own arrangements for

housing. Because they will be residing on Hawaii for a

relatively short time, it is likely that they would

rent quarters rather than build or buy housing. In

addition, there will be no displacement or relocation

caused by the project.

B. ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Construction of the project will create localized and

temporary adverse impacts on air quality, noise level, and

traffic flow. The movement of construction equipment,

drilling, and blasting will increase the amount of air-borne
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dust and particulate emissions, and contribute to soil

erosion around excavation sites. Noise will be increased

above ambient levels along most of the proposed alignment.

One lane of the highway may be temporarily closed during

construction within the highway right-of-way. Traffic

disruption will be minimized by channeling the traffic flow

to maintain two lanes of moving traffic.

The disturbance to land areas during construction and

occasional maintenance operations will have an adverse

effect on some native plants and possibly on the rate of

soil erosion, despite efforts to avoid the most sensitive

areas through the route selection process and additional

mitigation measures which were described in the previous

section. Due to the precautions which have and will be

taken, the adverse impacts are not expected to be

significant over the long term.

Except along Highway 130, it is expected these impacts will

be perceived by few people other than construction workers

because of the remoteness of much of the proposed activities

from urbanized areas.

The proposed transmission line may also have an adverse

visual impact, depending upon one's subjective opinion

regarding the quality of views and the appearance of the

proposed transmission poles and conductors as seen within

those views. The significance of this impact is also
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dependent upon the probable frequency of view exposure.

Except along Highway 130, the lines will not be exposed to

frequent viewing.

The potential for unavoidable adverse impacts must be

weighed against the significant long-term benefits of the

project. The new lines will transmit additional capacity

and improve the reliability of electric power service on the

island.

The potential adverse impacts to the environment must also

be evaluated against the numerous state and county plans and

policies intended to achieve energy self-sUfficiency. The

adverse impacts of the project are mitigable to levels which

allow for balanced and acceptable tradeoffs between

conservation-type plans and policies and energy-type plans

and policies.

C. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Construction of the proposed project will require an

irreversible commitment of capital, labor, construction

materials and fossil fuels. The facilities, once installed,

will remain there for the life of the project and will

require periodic maintenance. Some of the construction

materials could be recycled if the facilities were

dismantled, such as the copper and aluminum used for

conductors, the steel used for guy wires and anchors and the

wood poles used for supports. The vegetation which would be
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cleared to provide for pole sites, access roads and safety

clearances for the energized lines will be irretrievably

lost. However, much of this vegetation can be expected to

regenerate over the long term. While it is conceivable that

the transmission line could be removed or relocated, and the

land restored to its natural condition or some other use,

HELCO intends to acquire a perpetual easement wherever

possible in anticipation that the affected land area will be

committed to transmission line use for an indefinite period.

D. UNRESOLVED ISSUES

The potential impacts of the proposed action are generally

known and appropriate mitigation measures have been

developed to address these impact. There are no significant

unresolved issues.
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CHAPTER IV. RELATIONSHIP OF PROPOSED ACTION TO PLANS, POLICIES

AND CONTROLS FOR THE AFFECTED AREA

A. FEDERAL

No Federal controls were found to be directly relevant to

the proposed action.

B. STATE

1. State Planning Documents

The proposed project complies with the following

objectives of the adopted Hawaii State Plan:

o To protect rare and endangered plant and animal

species and habitats native to Hawaii. (The

selected routes for the transmission lines avoid

important habitats and proposed mitigation

measures will avoid or minimize impacts on these

resources.)

o To preserve and restore significant natural and

historic resources. (The route selection process

and proposed mitigation measures avoid potential

adverse impacts on these resources.)

o To provide dependable, efficient and economical

energy systems capable of supporting the needs of

the people. (The objective of the proposed

project is to provide reliable electric power for

the island of Hawaii.)
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o To ensure that the development or expansion of

power systems and sources adequately consider

environmental, pUblic health and safety concerns

and resource limitations. (This objective was

built into the project and route selection process

from the outset.)

o To increase energy self-sufficiency and to promote

the use of renewable energy sources. (The

proposed project supports the development and use

of geothermal energy.)

The proposed transmission line project also meets one

of the Hawaii state Plan Priority Guidelines for energy

use and development which is to encourage the

development, d~monstration, and commercialization of

renewable energy sources.

Functional Plans have been prepared as part of the

state planning process and were passed by the

Legislature in 1984 and 1985. The following Functional

Plans are pertinent to the proposed project.

o state Agricultural Plan: The proposed

transmission lines would not interfere with or

adversely affect any existing agricultural

operations.
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o state conservation Lands Plan: The route

selection process for the proposed transmission

lines respects the policies to protect and

preserve valuable natural resources and wildlife

habitats.

o state Energy Plan: The proposed project is part

of HELCO's overall strategy to encourage the

development of renewable, indigenous energy

sources.

2. state Land Use Controls

Most of the selected alignments are within the state

Agricultural Land Use District. A small portion of

each route crosses non-contiguous portions of the

Nanawale Forest Reserve which is also state

Conservation land. According to Chapter 205, Hawaii

Revised statutes (RRS), utility lines are allowed in

the Agricultural District. Although transmission lines

are not expressly allowed in the Conservation District,

an approved Conservation District Use Application

(CDUA) will allow such use if it can be shown that the

public benefits outweigh any impact on the Conservation

District.

The Conservation District, which is under the

jurisdiction of the state Board of Land and Natural

Resources, is divided into subzones, as authorized by
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Chapter 183, HRS. The Board's Regulation No.4

establishes four subzones and sets forth objectives and

permitted uses for each, in varying degrees of

restrictiveness. The Conservation land affected by the

proposed alignments is in the Resource (R) subzone,

which is one of the two most permissive subzones. The

objective of the Resource subzone is to develop, with

proper management, areas to ensure sustained use of the

natural resources of those areas.

The Alignment A is on the boundary of the Nanawale

Forest Reserve, adjacent to Leilani Estates

Subdivision. (Refer to Exhibit II-4.) There is an

existing 20-foot-wiue perpetual non-exclusive easement

to the County along this boundary for a future water

line. Alignment B crosses 250 feet of the narrow

triangular tip of the Nanawale Forest Reserve where it

is adjacent to Nanawale Estates Subdivision. In

neither location is the conservation land distinctly

different from the adjacent subdivisions or vacant

lands in terms of environmental characteristics. 50 Due

to the proximity to non-conservation lands, and the

localized nature of the project, the encroachment into

the conservation District is minimal and will not

adversely affect the natural resource values which the

District is intended to protect. On the contrary,

50. Appendices B, C, D, and E of Routing Study and Appendix 1 of
EIS.
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alternative alignments through the subdivisions were

found to have greater potential impact due to the

number of small private landowners that would be

affected. Residents of both subdivisions requested

that the alignments be placed outside of their

subdivisions.

3. Environmental Impact statements

Under the provisions of Chapter 343, HRS, all proposed

actions that involve the use of state lands are subject

to an assessment by the state Department of Land and

Natural Resources (DLNR) to determine whether or not an

EIS is required. DLNR determined that an EIS is

required for the proposed project and this document was

prepared to fulfill that requirement. DLNR will be the

accepting authority for this EIS.

4. Department of Hawaiian Home Lands

Although the project area includes portions of the

Hawaiian Home Lands of Maku'u, neither proposed

transmission line will cross these lands.

C. COUNTY

1. General Plan

The County of Hawaii General Plan was adopted in 1971,

with revisions in 1979 and 1980. Additional proposed

revisions are currently before the county Council for

approval. The proposed project is consistent with the
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county goal to strive towards energy self-sufficiency

since the transmission lines also meet the county

policy to encourage development of alternate energy

resources. Other policies in the County General Plan

which are met by the project include ensuring a proper

balance between the development of alternate energy

resources and the preservation of environmental

fitness, and to assuring a sufficient supply of energy

to support present and future demands.

The proposed transmission lines are not in conflict

with planned land uses (as shown on the Land Use

Pattern Allocation Guide Map of the General Plan),

since the General Plan designates nearly all of the

easement areas for "orchard." A small area near Keaau

is designated "intensive agriculture," and the Puna

Substation area is designated "industrial." Along

Highway 130, near Kahakai Boulevard, the mauka

alignment cross an area designated "alternate urban

expansion."

2. Other Land Use Controls

The proposed easements are not in conflict with County

zoning and is not within any special districts

administered by the County.
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D. PRIVATE

1. Easements

HELCO will seek to acquire a perpetual 50-foot wide

easement for each transmission line from all private

and public landowners along the proposed alignments.

The easement will allow the landowner to retain limited

use of the property. HELCO prefers to negotiate a

settlement with property owners rather than exercise

its power of eminent domain. The latter approach will

be used only as a last resort.

Normally, the acquisition of an easement is a two-step

process. The first step is a right-of-entry, which

allows HELCO to conduct surveying necessary to stake

the precise boundaries of the easement. Some of the

proposed mitigation to avoid sensitive areas will be

carried out at this stage. Once the boundaries are

determined, formal documentation for the easement is

drawn up.

E. LIST OF NECESSARY PERMITS AND APPROVALS

TYPE OF APPROVAL

Conservation District
Use Permit

Construction Permit
(for crossing State &
county highways)

Right-of-Entry
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ISSUING AGENCY

State of Hawaii Board of
Land and Natural Resources

State of Hawaii Department
of Transportation and
County of Hawaii Department
of Public Works

Various landowners
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CHAPTER V. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT TEaK USES OP THE

ENVIRONMENT AND MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OP LONG-TERM

PRODUCTIVITY

operation of the proposed transmission line project will result

in a long-term gain and benefit for the region and island in

terms of increased electrical generating capacity and

reliability, and reduced dependence on oil-generated power.

Some short-term losses will occur during the project construction

phase. These include disturbance to the vegetative cover and

temporary impacts on air quality, noise levels, and traffic flow

in the localized areas of the alignments.

The project's visibility, particularly from the major roadways,

may subjectively be considered a long-term loss. No significant

long-term losses of resources are anticipated.

Development of the project would not completely foreclose future

options for land use beneath the lines as long as safety

requirements are met. After initial disturbance by construction,

the terrain and vegetation will pretty much revert to its natural

state or can be maintained in its pre-project state by the

landowner.
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CHAPTER VI. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

A. NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The no action alternative would result if the

geothermal-electric power plant at Pohoiki was not built.

If no geothermal power plant was built to produce the

proposed 25 MW of electricity, there would be no need for

the two 69 kV transmission lines to transport this power to

the Puna Substation. As a result, the no action alternative

would eliminate all potential impacts, positive or adverse,

identified in Chapter III.

The no action alternative is not a "no energy" alternative,

but means a continued reliance on imported oil and petroleum

products as the primary energy source on the island of

Hawaii. This is cou~ter to the state and County and HELCO

energy goals of increased energy self-sufficiency. Because

HELCO is legally required by the state of Hawaii Public

utilities Commission to provide reliable electric service to

its customers, they would need to build a generating

facility to replace the capacity of the geothermal plant if

it was not built. This facility would be either a

conventional power plant, or one or more gas (combustion)

turbines, both of which use fuel oil to create electricity.

As a result, the no project alternative has environmental

impacts such as the air quality deterioration from the

combustion of fuels associated with it. Furthermore, the
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cost of constructing and operating a new generating

facility, including the transmission lines which would be

necessary to transport the power, would be significant.

If a new conventional generating facility is built on the

west side, the transmission lines of this project may not be

needed. However, the existing transmission lines in the

Puna region are nearly at maximum capacity, and increasing

growth in the area will require new and/or upgraded

transmission lines and substations in the future. The time

frame for these improvements depends on how fast Puna grows.

B. PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

A wide range of alternatives was considered during project

and routing selection, They are discussed in various

sections of the Routing study. others are a result of

post-routing study discussions with Puna residents. The

following are basic categories of alternatives which were

studied.

1. single 69 kV Line

Construction of·a single 69 kV transmission line

instead of two 69 kV lines was considered, however this

alternative would not provide adequate system

reliability and would increase the risk of power

failures on an island-wide level.
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HELCO's transmission planning is based on the ability

to operate its electrical system within acceptable

limits for a single contingency outage. For example,

the loss of a single transmission line should still

allow the electrical system to operate and provide

service to its customers.

If only a single line were to connect the 25 MW

geothermal plant to HELCO's system, its failure would

cause the power plant to be disconnected from the

system. This would cause a major disruption to HELCO's

customers. Coupled with the unavailability of another

large generating unit, this large loss of firm

generation would result in rolling blackouts on the

HELCO system. This reduction in reliability is

unacceptable to HELCO and its customers because

reliable electric power is important for the

maintenance of public health, safety and economic

well-being. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, HELCO is

legally required to provide reliable electric serv~ce

to its customers by the Public utilities Commission.

2. Marine and Underground Cables

Marine and underground transmission cables were

considered as generic alternatives to an overhead

transmission line. The marine cable alternative would

have an obvious influence on the selection of the

route. An underground cable would also affect route
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selection, but in a less apparent way. The features,

advantages and disadvantages of marine and underground

cable systems are discussed in Chapter III of the

Routing study. The table in Exhibit VI-l provides a

summary comparison of the three systems in terms of the

four basic categories used in route selection. The

marine and underground cable alternatives are not

cost-effective when compared to an overhead

transmission line and they would probably not result in

less environmental impact. Furthermore, the

difficulties and delays involved in repairing these

cable systems make them less reliable than an overhead

line for the transmission of power.

3. Routing Alternatives

The study area for the route selection process was

delineated to allow for routes up to 50 percent longer

than the straight-line distance between the terminal

points. (Refer to page 3 of the Routing studv.) Within

this study area, virtually every possible overhead

route between Pohoiki and the Puna Substation was

considered. The methodology, described in Chapter II

of the Routing Study, included a thorough analysis of

constraints and opportunities for a transmission line

route. Through a narrowing-down process, described in

Chapters IV and V of the Routing study, study corridors

were identified. Chapter VI describes conditions in
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EXHIBIT VIol
COMPARATIVE CONSTRAINTS FOR OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINE,

MARINE CABLE, UNDERGROUND CABLE

FACTORS OVERHEAD MARINE UNDERGROUND
GEOPHYSICAL I. Possible collapse of I. Possible burial or I. Possible burial or

poles or lines due rupture of cable rupture of cable
to earthquake or due to earthquakes due to earthquakes
volcanic activity. and slides. and lava flows.

2. Turbulence in ocean 2. Soil erosion and
waters during con- alteration of land
struction and main- form due to extensive
tenance.

3. Possible oil leakage
in ocean waters.

BIOLOGICAL I. Potential damage to I. Potential damage to 1. Potential damage to
vegetation and wild- marine habitat due wildlife habitat
lift habitat due to to oil leakage. and vegetation due
fire hazard. to oil leakage.

2. Possible entangle-
2. Potential bird ment of deep-feeding 2. Extensive removal

collisions. marine organisms of vegetation and
with cable. wildlife habitat.

3. Lava cave habitats.

SOCIO- I. Visibility of the I. Visibility and 1. Visibility of right-
ECONOMIC poles and lines in regulatory restric- of-way in forested

areas exposed to tions wi th respect areas or other
public view. to terminal stations uniform landscapes.

near the shoreline.
2. Dense urban areas 2. Potential disturbance

where high land 2. Potential confliets of archaeological
values, fragmented with commercial and sites.
ownership patterns, sport fishing.
restrictive land 3. Limited use of land
regulation and poten- 3. Regulatory controls above the line.
tial interference on use of ocean.
with human activities
are probable.

COST 1. Areas which are I. High cost of con- I. High cost of con-
inaccessible by land. struction (3 times struction (5 times

as much per mile as much per mile
2. Areas su bject to as overhead line). as overhead line).

high wind or salt
spray and low 2. Difficulty of access 2. Difficulty of access
rainfall. for repair. for repair.

3. High cost of 3. Uncertainties in- 3. Uncertainties in-
special pole volving technology. volving technology.
foundations in
underground lava 4. Energy loss through 4. Energy loss through
cavities. the cable. the cable.

5. Specializing equip- S. Specialized equip-
ment and crew required. ment and crew required.
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the study corridors and the criteria for selecting the

potential alignments. Further evaluation and

discussions with local community associations, elected

officials, and Hawaiian Telephone, resulted in the

final selected alignments, portions of which deviate

from the routing study alignments.
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CHAPTER VII. AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND INDIVIDUALS CONSULTED

A. FEDERAL

Federal Aviation Administration

B. STATE

Department of Agriculture

Department of Business & Economic Development

Energy Division

Department of Hawaiian Home Lands

Department of Health

Department of Land and Natural Resources

Aquatic Resources
Forestry and Wildlife Division
Land Management Division
Office of Conservation and Environmental Affairs
State Parks and Historic Sites Division
Water and Land Development Division

Department of Transportation

Office of Environmental Quality Control

C. COUNTY

Department of Public Works
Department of Water Supply
Mayor's Office
Planning Department

D. OTHER

Ainaloa community Association
Hawaii Audubon Society
Hawaiian Shores Subdivision
Leilani community Association
Moku Loa Group, Sierra Club
Orchidland community Association, Inc.
Ormat Energy systems
Paradise Park Hui Hanalike
Puna community council
Thermal Power Company
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1525 BERNICE STREET· P.O. BOX 19000A • HONOLULU, HAWAI'! • 96817 0916 • (808) 847-3511

MUSEUM

TO
FROM
RE

Wayne Takeuchi/Botany

BISHOP

April 20, 1988

Wendy McAll ister
Wayne Takeuchi
Vegetation Status of the Pohoiki Project Extention

Received
APR 22 1988

DHIVI inc.
As per our recent phone conversations, I have no salient amendments to

the botanical assessment of the Pohoiki-Puna transmission corridor.
The revised alignments at 1) the northern end of Seaview Road and 2)

along Kahukai Street, traverse terrain with vegetation similar to adjoining
and previously described areas. Both extentions include native ohia forest,
but the plant formations are low-diversity, early-successional communities
which are common throughout the Puna district.

Since our field reconnaissance of February 1987 was conducted prior to
the altered alignments, my judgment is based upon recollection of roadside
observations--and not to an actual walk-through examination. From the
information currently available to me, the recommendations and conclusions
of our final report (22 April 1987) still stand as originally submitted.
I see no reason for opposing the realignment on the basis of botanical
concerns.

Respectfully submitted,
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UNIVERSITY OF lNij) NORTH DAKOTA

•

DEPARTMENT or BIOLOGY
BOX B238. UNIVERSITY STATION

GRAND rORI(S. NORTH DAKOTA 58202
(701) 777-2621

28 March 1988

Ms. Wendie MeAllaster
DHM Inc.
1188 Bishop street
suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Ms. McAllaster,

In response to your letter of 8 March 1988 I have reviewed
your maps and my notes and data concerning the areas proposed for
the realignment of the Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line.

Both of these areas were essentially included in our initial
survey because we surveyed a wide corridor around the proposed
line (100-200 meters). The proposed realignment appears to
correspond to our I, 0 and N subsections. Data for these
subsections indicate that we observed only introduced birds
within these areas (see Table 1 of my final report). It is
doubtful that the numbers and types of birds would differ by much
only 100-200 meters from the original line. In addition, my
memory of these areas is that they did not contain likely habitat
for any endangered or threatened avian species.

The realignment of the transmission line in these areas
would not be objectionable to me. If you require additiona~

information please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

~C.1-~
Robert c. Fle1scher, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology
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1525 BERNICE STREET· P.O. BOX 19000A • HONOLULU. HAWAI'! • 96817 0916 • (808) 847-3511

B I s H o p M u s E u M

Received
fIlAR 1.: 1988Ms. Wendi McAllaster

OHM Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Ms. McAllaster,

DHIVf
.
Inc.

March 8, 1988

$-"-

I have examined the proposed revisions to two segments of the Pohoiki
Geothermal Transmission Line alignments as shown on your map of the
Pahoa area on the island of Hawai'i (dated February 29. 1988).
Located in the Nanawale Forest Reserve, (TMK 1-4-3:8 and 1-4-1:4), the
two segments are situated in areas that were included in the
archaeological survey that! directed in February 1987. Therefore,
the evaluations and recommendations presented in the survey report
(Bishop Museum Ms. 043~187) also pertain to the revised alignment
sections.

No archaeological sites were found during the survey of the two areas
(Transects 20 and 25) and the potential for sites was assessed as very
low. However, additional archaeological survey should be conducted
when specific alignments are selected.

Sincerely,
•

~__L_
Eric Komori
Assistant in Anthropology
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Received

B I

~~ March 1988

s H o p M U s E U M

DHrVl inc.
I~Afi 1 l; 1988

Wendy MacAllister
OHM, Inc.
~~88 Bishop street
suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 968~3

Dear Wendy:

This letter is in regard to your proposed realignment in the
Pohoihi Geothermal Transmission Line Routing study, date 29 Feb.
1988.

After studying the proposed realignment and after consulting our
field notes, we do not feel that the proposed changes will
seriously impact the areas affected. We do not feel that
reasses~~nt of the areas of concern is necessary at this time.smcif /
/;/(-;.
Gordon M. Nishida
Acting Chairman
Department of Entomology

GMN:tmk
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Hawaii Elec:~ic Lighe Company
Poholki Geot~er~al 69 kV ~~ans=ission Line

Symmaev

~~ e~a1uation ot the elec~=ic and =a~~etic :iel~s and corona
noise for t~e ~roposed Hawaii ~lec:~i~ Li;ht Company (E~LCO)

Pohoiki Ceother=al 69 kV line has ~een conducted. This incluced
computer calculations and field mea5ure=en:s near existinq (and
5i=ilar) 69 tV tacilities and 12.47 kV and 34.5 tV ~acilities

near t~e ;roposed line rou~e. As a result of these =easur~=ents

and calculations. the :ollowing conclusions were reached~

1. This voltage classi:ication has ~een in service ~~r ove~ i5
yelrs. The~e are curr~ntly over 324.000 =ile5 of line in
service in t~e United States rated at 63 kV and above. ~his

provides a su~s~antial base of operatin; ex?erience tor use
in desi~n. construc:ion and operation of new 69 kV trar.s~is

sion lines.

~e~or~

en
~lec:~ic31 Measure=enC3

and
Ca1=~!a:icns'

Pr.~a=ed
~y

J. Hlc~.el Silva. ?~

~RT!CM Consu1cants. Inc.
1010 w. ::e=ont Avenue

Sunnyvale. Cali~o~nia 9408;

2.

3.

~.

T~e electrical perfo~ance of :~e ;roposed ~esivn ~as co=
~ared ~it~ other t:~ical 69 kV line desi;~s and qenerall~

.ee~pted ~n;ineerinq standards. ~he desi~n and ele~:ri;al

per:or~anes 0: t~e ~roposed S£LCO 69 kV line is not unique.
~~t very ty~ieal ot ot~er 69 kV lines. ~he line ~esi~n

~e:~cdolo~~ is based on sound ~nvineering ~~inci?les. and
years ot o~eratir.q ex~erier.ce.

~a proposed HZLCO 69 kV line vill be desi;ned:o no~ally

not ~ro¢ue. any commercial radio. television or a=ataur
radio inter~erenee. !:. situation should arise due to line
h.~dware. H~~CO has a policy 0: loe&~ing a=d correc:inq a=y
inte~~er~nce ~roblem due to the line.

T~. ~ropo.ed ?ohoiki 69 tV li~e desivn is in =o~pliance ~ith·

Mavaii Ganeral Order No.6. 4n ad~iticn. the line desi;n
~eets s:andards set by California General Crder No. 95
(Rules tor Overhead £lec:=ic Line Const=~ctionJ and vill
eX~eed the National ~lect=i;al Safety Code (NESC). The long
cperatinq experience for lines desi~.d wi~h the N£SC !or
=an1 decades has shown tha~ its re~uirements have prOVided
an ample =arvin tor pUblic safety. T~e proposed desiva is
consistent with the technolo;y and state-of-the-art in
transmission line envineerinv • The H£LCO proposed desi;n
for the Poboiti 69 tV line should ¥~o~uce a well-engineered
a~d sate facili~y.

~a~c~ 1987

T=ans=ission lines in ~he 69 tV ~aD;e have been an important part
of ~~e electric energy system tor ove~ 75 years (transmission
lines of ~his voltage we~e in:~oduced in the ~irst decade ot this
cencur7J. There are curren~lY over 324.000 =iles ot trans=ission
lines raced at 69 kV and above. The ~o~lowing Table 1 SUMmarizes
~he miles ot t~ans=ission line in se:vice in t~e United Sta~es~



u.s. TRANSMISSION L!NE C~~CUIT HI~£S IN S£RV:C~

voltage Clasf4tiea~ion

09 - 161 kV
~JO kV
J45 kV
500 kV
;65 kV

Miles in Se.7ice-
185.991

68.248
45.392
~2,S52

2.~65

324,349

It 1s yossi~l. ~~at loose or ~oorlY !itti~g ha~dvar@ c~uld cause
a s~all gap dlscha~;e noise Source. I: t~is occurs. H~LCO has a
policy to locate and correct any i~te:~erenc~ situaeion due to
t:ans~ission lines. In any evene. e~~ lar_~ ~.jor~ty ot inter
terence complaincs are found to ~e a~t=ibu~a~le to sources oc~e:

t~.n t:ans~iss10n lines (eq. tree:er, se~inq =ac~ines. C3 :ad10.
ignition syste~. poor an~enna, ~oo: signal. !luo:escene lig~ts.

a~uarium ther~os:at. etc.'

Corona ~er:orpanee

pehc~k~ 6 0 ~v Desien

Tha ~roposed line will ~e desi~ned in acc~rdance vi:~ Mavaii
Gene:11 Order No. 6 and will also c~m~lY vi:~ ~he Nati~nal Elec
trical Sa!et? Code (NESC). The basic desi;n :o~ the~ ~r~?osed
line i. ~or a ~ai= of single circ~1:. three ~hAse. 00 Her~:.
69.000 vole. AC electric tr.ns~iss10n 11nes. ~~e ph~se c~n~uc
-crs wil' cons~st at s~n;le 556.500 ci:cular M1_ Al_ Alu~~n~~
~onductor: The- cransmission line will be censeructed wi~h Qne
overhead .hield wire. ~e :~:ee elect:ical ~hases v~ll ~e
supported by s~eel davit a=:s and 6 insulators i~ a delta c~n~iq

uration on wood pole st~~c~ures. Hinimco desi~n ground clearance
will be 30 t~ Chewever. 50 ~c would ~. a =ore ty~ical ~alu.J.

T~e line wocld have. 50 ~: vide riqht-~f-way.

Corona is. parcial dise~a:qe ot elee::ical ener~. C~r~na is
noc limited to powerlines, but also occurs in ce:cain .l.c:rical
davie.s such as ai= clean.rs. c~py machines, and elec~:ical

equipmene. Naeural corona due co the .arth's electric field
someti~es oecurs on trees, ships. and a~=planes. It corona is of
su!!iciene magnitude. ie can create sooe radio in~e:~.:enc••
Corona is an important d.si~n consideration :or e=ans=ission
lines operacing at 345 kV or higher. but it is not a 2ajor tact~r
tor 230 kV lines and belo~ dua to lower volca;e levels on the
conductor. The calculae.d conductor sur!ac. q:adient for the
Poboiki line ot 6.7 kV/c2 is only about hal: of value. lor bigbe~

voltag. line. (about 12-16 kV/C2'. This m.ans chat the proposed
69 kV line s~ould noc cause any radio or ~ ineerference - the
11ne noi.. should be less than ambient levels c=.ated by the
ea:th and sun. fA calculated f:equency s~ectrU2 for Corona noise
i. given in the Appendix).

Source: Nor:h ~e.1c&n ~leccric Reliabilicy Council (1'. and
Nacional £lec:rical Hanu!acture:s Associaticn 12).

Elec:ric tields are due to the ~otential or voltage (elect.ieal
pressure) on an object. T~e =easure of voltaqe is not li=ited t~

the sU:!ace ot the object bue e~ists in the space su==~undinq the
objece. The change in vol~aqe over distance is knovn as ~he

elec~=ic tield. The uni~s descri~inq an electric tield a:~ volts
per ~eee: (vIm) or kilovol~s ~e. oete: lkv!=). T~is ~eans ~hac a
di~~ereace ~n electrical poe~n~ial or vol:a;e exists bet~ee~ t~o

points one mete: a~ar:. The elec~:ie field beceoes $tron~e: neAr
• char~ed objecc aad decreases :a~~dlY ~ith dise~nc~ avay !rom an
o~jec~.

£lec:ric tields a:e a very c~~on phenooenon. 90dy volta~es have
been ~easured by ~he Textile Research Ins:i~uee as high as 15.000
v~lts due co walkin~ acr~sS a car~et. The ea=~~ c:eates a stacie
~ield in fai: weathe: of a~oue 0.150 kV/~. T~is =eans that a D ~t

~4l1 person vould have a sta~ic el~c:ric ~ocen:ial ot a~ou~ 275
vol:s bet~een t~e top and boe:~m of the ~ccy. Na:ural static
elec~:ic fields u~cer clouds and in dcs~ s~or~s can reach )-10
kV/2.

ilectric tields for trans:ission l~nes :an;e !ro= a ~:ac:ion o~ 1
kV/m lor 59 kV lines up :0 10-12 kV/= lor 765 kV li~es. Al~os:

.11 household appliances and other devices that operace on elec
trici:y c:eaee electric ~ields ~hen plu;;ed into an elec~ric.l

ou~lee. The elec:ric :ield is due to ehe voltage on the appli
.nce and the field decreases :apidly wit~ discance away ~=om the
~evice. ~ical values aeasured one foot away :=00 so=e appli
.nces are shown in Ta~le 2:



TABtt 3

TYPICAL ~t~CTa!C FISLO VALUES FOR A?PLI~CSS IAT 1~ INCHES)

Applhnce

Ha~etic Field Due to Household Appliances

~aqnetic Field - =illiGauss (l~G • O.~OlGI
1;- ~~.v Maxi~u~

• 1~10 kV/~ next to ~lanket wires

An electric cu:=ent :10"1no in any conduc:or lelect=ic e~ui?ment.
haU5e~01~ appliance. or ot~e:v!sel creaees a =aonetic field. ~he
=a~etic field intensity unit ~s t~e Gauss. whic~ is a =easu:e ot
the illaonetie fl~~ density - the int.nsi~y ot maonetic field
at~=action over a unit ot a:e.. l~aqnetic field is also ~iven
so~etiille. in ~~e Tesla and Amp/meterl. As. a re~.:ence. the ear:h
bas a natu:al static ~a~e~ic f~eld of a~ou: 0.5 Causs (or 500
=111iCauss. aGo s~~c. 1 =G • 0.001 Gaussl.

The =.~netic field under :ransaiss!on lines is relatively low
at l.as~ in comparison with measu=e~ents near ~any household
appliances and other e~ipment. The =aqent!c tield near an
appliance dec:eases rapi~ly witn ~istance away froQ t~e device.

Ty~ical values of =a;netic field near .elected appliances ar.
given in Ta~le J as numerical exa=ples to unde~stand common
household levels (units a:e in millicauss. mG. or t~ousandths Of
a Gaussl:

100-1,200
10-50

S50-!..250
4-15

10-~00

)-SO
15-250
70-150
15-90
90-300

10,000-20.000
500-7.000
:50-1.050

~.OOO-'.OOO

100-1.100
20-300
6"-;0,000

150-15.000
lSO-SOO
140-2.000
400-3.500

2.000-10.000
4.000-9.000

3-30
2-5

10-20
0.J-3

2-30
1-)

O.S~l

0.6-a
O.S-1

1-)
35-250

6-100
6-20

20~200

1-010
0.4-40

1-,0
1-100
9-~0

2-40
6~~0

10-"250
25-35

A se~ies of eleetrie and ~aqnetie field =easu:ements vere made in
the vicinit7 0: the proposed routes ter tn. Pohoiki 69 kV t:ans
mission line. These measurements "ere made lIit~ an Elect~ic
Field Measurements Company Hodel 113 Field He~e:. This mater is
designe~ for power :=equency field illeasu=ements. The meter t~at
was used has been calibrated at the Na:ional Bureau of Standards
nel: Washington. DC. Heasu:e=ents ve:e made in" accordance wit~
Institute of Electrical and !lectronics Engineers 1!!!EI Reco~
mended Practices for Heasu=ement of Elect=ie and Magnetic Fields
~~o~ At Po"e: Li~es: IEEE Standard No. &(4-197~.

Heasu:ements "e:. =ade at nine (91 sites near existi~o 12 .•7 kV.
34.5 kV. .~d 69 kV trans=!ssion lines. Th. 12.47 kV and 34.5 kV
lines are i~ the vicinity ot the line route. "hile the 59 kV line
vas selec~ed ~ecause it is si=ilar to :he proposed desi~ !or the
?ohoiki line. The results 0: the me.su:e~ent pro~a= a~e listed
in t~. !ollowi~o daea su==a~y:

Elect::-ic Ran;e
!:lec::.-ic Oven
Ga:.-baqe Disposal
Retl:'iOI:::-ator
Clothes Washe:
Clothes Drye:
Cof~ee Hake::
Toaste:
C::-ock ?Ot
I::-on
Can Opene:
Mill:e!:
31en~el:'. roppe:. Processor
VacuUill Cleaner
POrtlhIe Haaur
Fans/Slolle:s
!l~i: O::/e:-
Zlee::ic Shave:
CJ:llo::- TV
Fluo::-escent FL~tu:e
Fluorescent Desk La~p

Cir:::t:lar Sa"s
Elect=-:.e D:i11

0.~5·

0.13
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

App!iance

!leet:ic Blariket
Broile:
Stereo
Ref:l;lIratar
Iron
Hand M~er

Phonor;:rapll
Cotfee ?at

l\,)
I
w



ELE~~tC AND KAC~IC FI!LD MEASUl!M£NT RESULTS
(Haren 11, 1987: H. Silva. f. karlroto. E. Ma~~1

Leilani Estates - ~ahukai 3lvd.
9:30 alii
12.47 kV - ve~tic:a1 c:ons~~c~ion - 3 phase vi~~ c:o~on

neutral and telephone uode~build. Hid5~an s:~uc:tu~!S

'4:-43.

Al~aloa Su~ivision - Kwy *130
10:45 alii
34.5 kV - ve~~ical c:onst~uc:~ion - vith 12 kV unde~

build. ~idspan St~uc:tures 1147-148.

~
0.050
0.043
0.040
0.OJ7
0.031
0.O::!5

Resultant
iL...A.La
0.0040
0.0035
0.0032
0.0030
0.0025
0.0020

Macnetie rield

0.0::0
0.038
0.055
0.062
0.060
0.052

~lec::-ic: :ield
;:, !sV/:lI

Site No. 5

D;stanc:e !~orn C,LT :;
o
5

10
15
20
2S

Site No. «
:'0c:at100:
Ti::le:
Line:

!l, :JIC
0.050
0.055
0.052
0.046
0.035
0.03!.

lL.......ALi!.
0.0040
0.0045
0.0042
0.0037
0.0029
0.00:5

MlIcnetie Field

0.009
0:010
0.013
0.Ol2
0.009
0.007

El.et~1e Field
;. \sV/jD

site No. 1

Loc&t~on:

':'i:le:
Li:le:

D;s~lInee :~oA CTL, :;
a
5

10
15
20
2S

HCPA Ceot~e~lIl Plant - nea: ent:ance
9:50 a:ll
34.5 kV - vertical c:ons~~uc:~ion - vit~ 3 ~base 12 kV
underbuild vit~ neut~al and .hieldvi:e on to~. ~id

.~an St=uc:~c:as ;2S-:7.

Kavlliian Plrad~se ~ 2St~ St.
11:05 alii
12 kV - si~~l. ~hase vit~ neut=al
s~ruetu~es #~-5.

~
0.006
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.003

R~sul;an:

if, "I"
0.0005
O.OOOi
0.0006
0.00C5
0.0004
0.0003

0.052
0.054
0.05a
o.osa
0.053
0.044

Eleetrie :ield
E:. itv/:s

Site No.6

~~tance :;o~ C.u. :t
o
S

lO
15
20
:5

Loeatlon:
T:':!e:
!,.i:se:

L....2Q.
1.125
l.OOO
0.~37

0.5i5
0.912
0.750

KItS!;l ian;;
ii.....Ala
0.0900
0.0800
0.0750
0.0700
0.0650
0.0600

HlIen.tic: f~.ld

0.010
0.012
0.013
0.012
0.012
0.011

!lect=ic: field
t. IojY':J!

Site No. 2

Dis;anc: :;em tTL, :;
o
5

10
15
20
25

Loc:ation:
'l'i::le:
Line:N

I
~

Nan.vale Estates - Lido Lane
10:05 a:ll
34.5 kV - witb 12 kV un~e=build

st=uct~res '277-278.

Sawaiian ?a~adise - 24t~ St. Inear M=. Ren ~hilli~.'

housel
11:20 a=
12 kV - single ~base

~
0.006
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.001

'eSU1sani
H, a/:ll

0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002
0.0001

t!agneeic :ield

0.080
0.085
0.087
0.083
0.075
0.066

Elect:'ic: 71eld
!:. kV/:.

o
5

10
15
20
25

trom C: .. L~ :;

Location:

Tillie:
Li:1e:

h...i!Q.
4.000
3.750
3.625
3.375
3.250
2.875

Resultant
tL..-A.!a
0.3200
0.3000
0.2900
0.2700
0.2500
0.2300

Magnetic ritld

0.037
0.055
0.067
0.070
0.062
0.048

~lect:ie Field
S' kY/;Il

Siu No.3

Location:
Tillie:
Line:

PittaD., t.oP e,L. :;
o
5

10
15
20
25



~awaiian Paradi,e - Rail~oad Ave. (Dear 18th St. in
ce~s.ction)

11:40 all
l~ kV (~ phase flatl with neutral and telephone ca~le.

Site No. 7

LacatiDn:

Time:
Line:

5
10
15
20
25

5:lectric field
S, leVI::!

0.054
0.055
0.050
0.050
0.042
0.030

H~<i:letic field
iLAL!!!.
0.0004
0.0003
O.OOOl
0.0002
0.0001
0.0001

~
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001

~leet.;c ana ~acne:ic field Cale~lat;ons .

~he elee:~ic and =aqnetic !~eld values t~at were =easured neap
exis:~nq H~LCO :rans~ission and distoi~ution facilities are rep
rese~tative of typical situations. Howeve.. o!:en it is neces
saoy to calcclate electric and ~aqneti~ field values ~or condi
tions t~at lIay not exisc during roueine !ield =easure~ents. For
exa=pla. electric and =aqnecic !ields :or ~iDi=uQ Qround c!ear
ance situacions. ~iqh conductDr te~peratures. and heavy elect=ic
al lDads. The electric and =agnetic !ields were calculated for
typical 12.47 kV and 34.5 kV elect~ical ~acili:ies (vit~ =iniDUQ
clearance and heavy electrical laadinql t~at are representative
of lines in the vicinity of the ~rcposed ~outes. Also. !ields
vere calculated for the ~roposed ~DhDiki 69 kV desi;~ for nar=al
and eDergency loadin;s. Sketc~es Dt the line detailS used in the
calculations are prDvided in the Appendix (Figures LAo 2A. 3A).

Saddle !'load
12:35 ~11
69 kV - Davi: a~ ~:!.thout ~,de=build.

tures 1443-444.

In 7i;ure J. t~e elec:rie field is plotted to~ the proposed
?ohoi~i 69 kV line for 30 ft ~i:li=U11 (and 50 !t t:~icall qround
clearance situacions.

Ha;netic field lateral profile values fD~ t~e Pohoiki propose~ 69
kV desi;n are plotted in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6. the
magnetic field is ;iven !or the OUt~ut of one geother=al unit
l2.5 HW (abDut 105 Ampe~esl. !n zi~~e 7. t~e assu=ed electrical
loading is doubled co 25 HW to simulate e=ergency conditions vhen
a single 59 kV line lIi;hC h~ve :0 te=~ora~ily car~7 the oUt~u: c~

tvo geother=al units.

The calculation ~esults are s~ari:ed in t~e following Table 4.

The results at t~es. ca1cul.~ions are p~esented as latersl prD
files of both the electric and =~Q:le:ic ~i~l~s.· A lateral pro
file is a plot at t~e calc~la:ed ~ax:!.=u= !ield as a tunc~iDn of
~istance a~ay from the riqht-of-wa1 (RO~1 c~nter.

:n ~iqUre 4. the ma;netic field lateral profile is given tDr •
1~.47 kV line ~i~h a su~er peale loading o~ 400 ~peres and 27
minimull ground clearaDee. Fiqure 5 ~=ovides t~a maQDe~ic :i,l~

late~al protiles for a 34.S leV line ~it~ a suame= peak load of
300 ~~er!s !or 30 !t =~ni=um gro~d clearance land 40 tt typical
clearaDce).

!~ Fi~~~ 1. the elee:~ic ~ield is shovn ~or a 1~.47 k~ dist=i~u

tion line with 27 f: =i~i~um q~ound cl~arance. !n :iguoe 2. the
elec:~ie field lat'ral ~rotile is ~rese:lted !~= a 34.5 leV di5tr1
~ut1on line ~or 30 ~t ~i:li=~ ;round clea~ance (.n~ also tor 40
ft - a :o~e typical valuel.

~
5.000
4.150
4.375
3.500
3.125
~.500

~
4.150
4.625
4.500
4.000
3.500
3.000

tl........AL:a
0.4000
0.3800
0.3500
0.2800
0.2500
0.2000

li..:......A.La
0.3800
0.3700
0.3600
0.3200
0.2900
0.2400

1.4 leV under~uild.

Malijlet!c f!dd

0.263
0.280
0.282
O.26~

0.235
0.188

0.023
0.082
0.152
0.190
0.185
0.158

Electric Field
;;, ,.,VleI

Elect=iC', Field
;. !cV/:!!

a
5

10
15
~o

25

Distanc,

sit. No. 9

Loc.~:!.on:

Time:
Line:

LDcation: ~aUQa~a Drive
~i::le: 12:20 pm
Line: 69 leV - Davit ~r~s ~ith 3 ~h~se

Hids~an strUctures ~7~-73.

Site No. I

Pistane~ :;om Ct~, :i
a
5

10
15
20
~5

r-.J
I

U1
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Hawaii ElecLric Light Co. 69 kV Line
Electric Field Lat.eral Profile
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TaBLE 4

Th. Il,ctrie fillda vill be .0=lvhat high.r than di.tribu~ion

line. Ibut Itill 1'.1 than all thl cc~lr llrgl: vol~.ql linll)
Ind fields vill be loaewhlc lov.r ~or 21gnetic field,. The elec
tric and .I~netic fieldl a.lociltld vi:~ t~1 propo.ld Poboiki 69
tV linl arl alao ••ny timls llaa t~ln Inf IXlsting Itandardl for
el.c~ric and.magnetic fi.lds.

Thl rllultl ot electric and maqnltic tield calculations
m.a.ur.m.nts i~dicac.d thac the (1.1ds a••oclac.d vlc~ chi
pOlld ~ohoikl 69 kV lin. Irl Olnlrally 11mllar to loml of
RELCO .xi.cing di.t:ibucion !acili~i.s.

SUKKARY OF ELECTRIC AND HAGNETIC FIELD C~LCULAT!OHS

~he electrical performance ot tb. propo.ed d.sign va. com
pared vit~ other t7Pical 63 kV line d••i;n. and ~.n.ral1y
acc.pted .n01n••r1no standards. The des ion and .lectrical
~.r:orm.nce oe ~~. ~ropos.d H~LCO 63 kV line i. not unique.
but very typical oe other 69 kV linas. T~I lina d.510n
=.thodoloqy is based on sound en;~neerin; princi~les. and
y.ars ot oper.~ino exP.rienca.

Th. proposed H~LCO 69 kV lina vill b. designed to n0:02al11
not produce any commercial radio. television or aDlteur
rsdio in~.r~lr.nc.. I~ a situaticn should .ris. due ta line
hardvare. H~LCO has a polic1 of locitiao and co::~ctino .~y

interference problem ~ue to the line.

The el.ctric ~i.ld ot t~. proposed 69 kV line will ~. about
0.12-0.33 kV/s at the ri;ht-of-~ay IdOl. :he maxi=um ma;n.
tic ti.ld in the same location will b. about 0.002-0.005
eaua. lor 2-5 mGI. T~lse vllulS ar. lov due to thl in
c:.a.ld 2ini~um desion clearance. They ar. oenerally ca=
parable to some household appliancls and soe. oe the Ixist
100 lover voltaOI distribution lines alre.dy in operstion
along the proposed li~. routes.

Thl propoaed Pohaiki 69 kV lin. dl.iqn is in campliance with
Havaii G.neral Ordar No.5. In addition. the linl dl.i;n=••t. .tandard. Sl~ by Cal1eornia Genlral Ord.r No. 95
(Rul.. for ov.r~ead Ellctric Linl Construction) and vill
exceed the Naeional £lectric.l Safat7 Coda CHESC). The lon;
operatlng .xperilnCI tor linl. designld with tbl NESC fOr
=any deeld•• bas sbo-a that lts requir.=.nc. ha.. provided
an ample margin tor public laf.tr. The proposed design is
con.i.t.nt with the t.chnology and statl-of-t~.-art in
t=ans~iss10n 11ne Inoin.ering. Th. DELCO proposed d•• i;n
for the Pohoiki 69 kV lin. should ~roduc. a vel1-.n;in":ld
and ••f. facility.

T~iD voltaoe cla.si!icltion hi' be.n in ,ervic. for oVlr 15
Yllrl. Ther. arl currentlr over 324.000 miles of line in
••rvic. in the Unit.d Stat•• rated at 59 kV and above. ~is

providl. a .ub.tantial ba,. of operatinq .xperi.ncI for U.I
in dl.ion. con.~ruction and opera~ion ot nev 69 kV t:ans2i,
sion lin.s.

5.

c.

3.

Z.

1.

Conslulion.

and
pro

.ho

10.9

5.Z

Field. mG
ROW Edge

14.5

9.3

6.3

5.4

Z.6

Haqnlc1c
l!IL
Z9.7

Field. tV/m
SOV :d9'

0.050

0.119 0.103 17.1

0.069 0.067 9.1

0.359 0.334 9.1

0.15& O.lH 3.Z

O.35~ 0.334 18.Z

0.156 0.U4 6.5

Ellctric
...!IA.L
0.06:

Cn. NUlIb'r
1) lZ.47 kV: Z7 t.f400 A
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DANTE K. CARPENTER
Mayor

JOSEPH W. ANDREWS
Ott.Clot Q' FIn."C.

-,

COUNTY OF HAW"""

DePARTMENT OF FINANCE
25 Aupuni Slreet

l'iilo. Hlwell 96720

August 6, 1987

Hr. Clyde H. Nagata, Manager
Engineering Department
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
P; O. Box 1027
Hil0, Hawaii 96721-1027

Dear Mr. Nagata:

You have asked for our comments reg~rdins our real property assessed
values covering the fiscal years 1972 through 1976 pertaining to parcels
abutting Kawailani Street·.

As S' general observation. I find that real property assessed values
increased annually from 1972 through 1976. It should also be noted that
between 1975 and 1976 there was a change in the percentage used to
determine the assessed value. In 1975 assessments were based on 70X of
market value whereas in 1976 this'percentage was reduced to 60%. This
change must be taken into account when comparing the assessed valuation
of 1975 and 1976.

Very trU1

t
oaurs, --'I

-<1 .(i-J'~'~

~
t~'.t..:1 't./ ,'t.,r:J((..,(fOJ

'1--

JO EPH • ANDREWS
v

01 Ear R OF FINANCE

I/'cc: Mayor Dante K. Carpenter
.~

3-1
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APPENDIX 4

COHHENTS AND RESPONSES
DURING THB CONSULTATION PHASE

The EIS Preparation Notice vas published in the CEOC Bulletin ot

october 8, 1987. All comment letters received by either the

Department ot Land and Natural Resources, OEOC, or the applicant

durinq the conSUltation phase have been answered and both comment

Bnd response letters are included on the following pages.

Those writing to request a copy ot the Environmental Assessment

were immediately sent one. Substantive comcents received have

been addressed in the Draft EIS. Letters containing substantive

comments vere responded to in detail prior to filing the Draft

EIS.
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--._Atoo4II--
STATE OF HAWAII

OFFJCE OF ENVIRONMENTAl. QUAUTV CONTROL
.., IOInIl 11.Uf. -aou .to

_"'u ·J

November 13, 1981

Ifltl't<)loll lfO•.......

Dr. Marvin T. Miura, Director
Office of Environmental

Quality Control
465 South Xing Street- Rm. 115
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

SUBJECT:
Dear Dr. Hiura~

Subject: Environ~ental Assess~ent Notice of preparation
of an Environ~ental r~pact State~ent for the
Pohoiki Geothermal Trans~ission Line Project
Funa, Ha-.:aii

Ms. Wendie McAlaster
DHM Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop st., Suite 2405
Honolulu. Hawaii 96813

Dear Ms. HcAlaster:

Environmental Assessment/EIS Preparation Notice
for the Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line

The Office of Environmental Quality Control has reviewed
the subject environmental assessment/EIS preparation
notice and offers the following comments for your
consideration:

1.We have received the attached En~iron~ental Assessmentt' prepared by Dl-:H Planners Inc. for the applicant, P.ii.'l.:aii Electric
~ Light Co~pany, and concur with the decision that a~ Environmental

Impact Statenent is required for the project.

Any co~ents or requests should te a~d[e5Sed to:

Wendie McAlaster
DHH Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop Street,
Suite 2405
Honolulu, Hawaii, 96813

Please find enclosed for your information four (4) copies of
the EA/Prep l:otice for the Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line.

For any questions to the foregoiF9, please contact our Land
l1anagerr.ent Division at 548-6460.

Enclosures
cc: Hawaii eoard Member

Hawaii District Land office
All Divisions, DLNR

Y.M:en

The corridors for the proposed transmission line will
cross several privately-owned agricultural
subdivisions. What is the total number of lots that
will be developed at complete buildout of these
subdivisions? What is the approximate number of lots
that will be directlY impacted by the location of the
supporting poles?

2. In the documentation reviewed, it is stated that
current research indicates that there will be no
biological impacts on human health from these
transmission lines. A discussion of what impacts have
been studied should be included in the environmental
impact statement.

Thank you for providing this office the opportunity to
comment on the subject document. Should you have any
further questions, please contact Faith Miyamoto at
548-6915.

Sincerely yours,

~f.~
Harvin T. Miura. Ph.D.

lii~r

Faith M~moto
Planner



OHM inc.
land U!1t
and envitClnmental
p1aming

1188 Bi5hop Sllfel
Suite 2-=05
Hono~ulu. HI/JSB13
Fh. t5G6) 52H?655

....
1
w

Nove~er IS, 1987

Hr. Harvin T. Hiura, Ph.D.
Interim Director
Office of Environmental Quality Control
state of Hawaii
465 South Kinq street, Room 104
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Hr. Hiura:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POMOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LINE

Thank you for your November 13, 1987 response to the
Environmental Assessment for the subject project•

At this time, the proposed alignments cress portions of the
following privately-owned agricUltural subdivisions: Hawaiian
Paradise Park, orchid Land Estates, Ainaloa, LeIlani, and
Nanawale Estates. The specific number of lots that will be
impacted by the transmission lines has not yet been calculated.
This vill depend on vhether the new lines are built within
existing HELCO rights~of-way (over existing distribution lines),
or vhether new rights-of-way viII need to be acquired. There are
existing rights-of-way and distribution lines along most of the
roads currently proposed as routes for the nev transmission
lines.

Hawaii Electric Light Company has consulted with J. Michael Silva
of Enertech consultants regarding the biological impacts of the
proposed 69 kV lines. A discussion on current research and
impacts that have been stUdied vill be inclUded in the EIS.

SincerelY,

~ht~
Wendie HcAllaster
Project Hanager
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November 24, 1987

DHM inc.

December 8, 1987

land use
..!\d enworJ:'".f;nlal
i'lanning

1~6a 8lSt\Op S::eel
SU':e 2'::(;5
Honc!ulu. HI ~613
FR. ,;oa) =21·~c:.'5

Office of Environmental Quality Control
465 South King Street
Kekuanaoa Building, Room 104
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

According to the October 8, 1987 issue of the OEOC Bulletin,
DH~ Planners, Inc. will be preparing 3n EIS for HELeO's proposed

~POhoiki Geothermal Transmission Line in Puna, Hawaii.

~As ChaIrman of the Subcommittee on Agriculture and Energy of the
Hawaii county Council and a Councilman representing the Puna
District, I am very much interested in learning more about the
potential negative impact that HELCO's proposed transmission line
will have on the environment. Therefore, I am requesting that I be
conSUlted during the review process and that I be forwarded a copy of
the Draft EIS when it is COmpleted.

1 realize that November 9, 1987 was the deadline for making such a
requestl however, circumstances prevented me from me~ting the
deadline. I sincerely hope that you will be ahle to accommodate my
reqcest.

Than~ you for your cooperation.

~J.~
Russell S. Kokubun
COUNCILMAlI

cc: .' DI1H Planners, Inc.
(Attn. - Ms. Wendie McAlaster)

The Honorable Russell S. Kokubun
city Council
County ot Hawaii
25 Aupunt Street
Hl10, Havaii 96720

Dear Councilman Kokubun:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRAUSHISSION LINE

Per your request to OEQC to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project, we are enclosing a
copy of the EIS Preparation Notice/Environmental Assess~ent.

Upon review of the document, if there is specific information
Which you would like covered in the forthcoming EIS, please
inform us accordingly.

A copy of the draft EIS will be sent to you during the pUblic
review period. The complete text of the Routing study report
will be included in the EIS.

Sincerely,

Wendie HcAllaster
project Manager

Enclosure



AiI!ll&ttA~~!l.oeU1UllK
ARt BOX 43

PAHOA. HAWAIl96778
TELEPHONE: tBOBI966-&C2.

OCtober JO, 1987
OHM inc.

land use
and en\'ironmenlal
p1iiMiog

n68 BiShop Slreet
Suite 2.:05
HCflOlulu. HI 96813
Ph. 16081 52H?E55

"'"I
111

Office of Environmental Control
465 South King Street 1104
Honolulu HI 96813

R£; 69K Transmission Line--Pohoiki
Geothermal Line

Sirs:

It Is the understanding of the wtdersigned that Havail Electric
Light Co. must sutmit an Environmental I~ct statement vith
regards to the 69K Pohoiki Geothermal Transmissial Line proposal.

As President of the Board or Directors of the Ainaloa Camnmity
Association, across ""hose aenbers' property this proposed line
will probably pass, I hereby request that I be a consulted party
to the Environmental Impact StatB:leJlt.

I can be reached by mail or telephone at the address and phone
nlmlber listed abo\"e.

Than)( you very much.

~;::~
~~~~;~~s1ld of ~~=~or~

November 18, 1987

Ks. Mary J. OWens
President, Board of Directors
Ainaloa Community Association
RR 1, Box 43
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778

Dear Ks. OWens:

SUBJECT' EIS PREPARATIOn nOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANsMISSION LIUE

Per your request to OEQC to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project, we are enclosing a
copy of the EI5 Preparation Notice/Environ~entalAssessment.

Upon review of the docu~ent, if there is specific information
Which you ~ould like covered in the forthcoming draft EI5, please
inform us accordingly.

A copy of the draft EIS will be sent to you by EQC during the
public review period. The complete text of the Routing StUdy
report will be included in the EI5.

Sincerely,

Wendie McAllaster
Project Hanaqer

Enclosure



DHM inc.
land ...~c
a'1d E~\·ilclimen:al

~ann'"9

l~Ea B'shcp SlleEI
Su,:e 2.205
R;r.c"....... HI !?6C13
Fi"I lEeS, ~21·2E=5

Ms. Wendy McAlaster
OHM Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop St •• Suite 2405
Honolulu, Hawaii. 96813

Dear Ms. HeAlaster.

October 30. ]987

November 4, 1987

Mr. Earl A. Dunn, Jr.
CREDAA
P.O. Box 574
Mt. View, Hawaii 96771

CREDAA is a non-profit organization that Is concerned about the
impacts of geothermal development In our 81g Island community. We
would like to be included In the lIst of Concerned Parties for the

~Envlronmental Impact Statement for the Poholkl GeothermaJ
I Transmission Line, Puna. Hawaii. listed in the OEQC Bulletin for

"'October 23. 1987•.

We are also requesting a copy of the Draft EIS at this time.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

ForCR~

~. Dunn.~

Dear Hr. Dunn:

SCBJECT: EIS PREPARATION JIOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRAUsMISSION LINE

We appreciate your request to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project.

Enclosed is a copy of the EIS Preparation notice/Environmental
Assessment for the SUbject project in Puna, Hawaii. Upon review
of the document, if there is specific information which you ~ould

like covered in the forthcoming draft EIS, please info~ us
accordinglY.

Sincerely,

(;JM1.diiJJ7~
Wandie HcAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure



DIamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company

4 Uovember 1987

Ms. wendie HeAlastel:'
DHK Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop Street '2405
Honolulu, HawaIi 96813

Dear Wendie:

Ralph .. ,.n_ Jt.
1'14.,.. Prt';<P:l U.a"\ll~

tn accordance with our conversation, please include
Thermal Power Company as a consulted party in the Datter of the
EIS for the Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission line.

Thermal pover has no comments to offer at this time but
will review the Draft EIS when it is available.

Thank you for your consideration.
ol>
I

-.I

RAP/cn/0330A

cc: DLNR, DiY. of Land Mgt.
OEOC

~SinCerelYY~,O,~u~r~s~.'VvlU,""..c



For 1M Proln:tio" of Hrlwtlii"s Nrll/~ Wildlife

HAWAH AUDUBON SOCIErY
'.0 101 mil

HOHOLl.A.lL HA..........:U:

P. O. Eox 275
Volcano. HI ~6i35 DHM inc.

'i::P~ :.':~

~"~ ':··.I·o,~"-·::-~i::l

:-.';:;~~,~,'J

1';'2:: ..... :; ~:f'-'E-I

0:. ", ~ ~(-;

"~: .',; hl~::'j

I.' :::;:'::1.~~:5

....
I

CO

y.~. _endie f.cAlaster
r~ ~lannera. Inc.
11~3 Einhop Street. Suite 24(5
Eonolulu, HI 96313

r.e: POhOlki Ceothe~l Transmission Line, Pur.a, P.awaii. to be cor.Gtr~cted by the
F.a1o'3.ii Electric Light COlIlpany, Inc.

Dear )1;8. Y.cAlaster:

Thank J'O'.1 for sending the Society a coRY of tt,e preparation notice for an
enviro~ental impact statement (£IS) on the proJect rMLmed above. The Society
as<s to be a consulted ~rty and receive a copy of the eraft EIS when It is
a\"ailabie.

We expect that detailed flndincs of the bioloSical surveys cor.ducled along
the burfer Zones and alignments of the tranSllIirsion lines will be p'~blished in
the draft £15, along with bioloSical surveys or 1he alternative roates between
?ohoiki and Keaau. We loo~ forward to obJective analyses of the project's
impacts on the native cOCllCll1nities of plante, birds ar.d insects in the area.
The EIS sho:Jld provide a full description of the foresl; of "ncattered. illZUt~re

Chia trees" mentioned in the preparation notice. Also, the unique biological
\~lul! of the newly-discovered lava t~be eCo8yatemB th~t are present in the
pro~ect area should be discussed.

Thanic yO:.l for the opportunit,J' to Mlce theae cocnenh.

October 19, 1981

Hs. Mae flUl1
Hawaii Audubon society
P.o. Box 215
Volcano, Hawaii 96185

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATIOll NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRAlISHISSION LI}IE

Enclosed, per your request to Havaiian Electric Company, is a
copy of the EIS Preparation Notice/Environmental Assessnent for
the subject project in Puna, Hawaii.

We appreciate your interest in reViewing the document. If there
is specific information vhicn you would like covered in the
forthco~ing draft EIS, please inform us accordingly.

cc. DL.\"R
OEQC

Sincerell yours,

~£U, t.. 'tIwff
}I.ae E. Hull
Island of Hawaii Rl!presentati~e

Sincerely,

k~m~
Wendie HcAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure



llalph. l. VoH
'5-1713 N. Het St,ett
Pahoa. HI 96771
Ottabet !I. 1917

OHM inc.
land use
and environmenlal
p1aMlng

1'88 Bist'lOp SIreel
Suile 2405
Hono1t:1u, HI l:6S13
Ph. 16OS) 521-9855

...
I

\0

066ict 06 Enuiton"tntal Quality Contlol
Roo_ 104
465 S. Kins Stteet
Honolulu, HI 96113

Aloha.

a. a te£ident 06 Hawaiian Beache£. in the Oi£ttict

o~ D~na. and the Vice-pte£ident 06 the Hui (ahabai CO.Qunit,

A££ociation and the Apoke£pet£on ~o. Hawaiian ShettA Sub

diuiAion 60\ thi£ ~a.ticula. p\oject.

The pU'poAe 06 thiA lttte. iA to announce out intete£t

in the 60tthco.ing fnuitcn~e"tal Idpact Study lot HEleas

p~opoAed High ren&iOnr,4n£.i44ion lint4 in the OiAt.ict

06 Puna.

It i' out wiAh to be a Con'ulted Pa\tv in thiA £tudV

AO that we can be a'4u.ed 06 the cppe,tunitv to bnow how

the 4tudv wd' done dnd thdt we will be ablt to .ake ,ational

conmtnt4 and 4u9Sf4tion, at the app\op\iate tice.

ltoveJDber 18, 1981

Hr. Ralph L. Yost
Spokesperson for Hawaiian Shores Subdivision
15-2713 N. Hee street
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778

Dear Hr. Yost:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERJof.AL TR\NSHISSIO)l LINE

Per your request to OEQC to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project, we are enclosing a
copy of the EIS preparation Notice/Environmental Assessment.

Upon review of the document, if there is specific inforDation
which you would like covered in the forthcoming draft EIS, please
inform us accordingly.

A copy of the draft EIS will be sent to you by EQC during the
public review period. The complete text of tho Routing Study
report will be included in the EIS.

Sincerely,

Wendie MeAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure



Iie·'
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.1ei1-.i e"",,,,,,,,;!., IlJJ4Ci:;a-
po. 80X 361·PAHOA.. "'AW"11 06778

OHM inc.
land use
and en~-ironmenlal

planning

l1ea BIshop Slr~1

Suite 2405
Honolulu. H19€613
Ph.IE.G5) 521·':lSSS

November 4, 1987

Office of Environmental Control
465 South King St., Room 104
Honolulu, HI 96813

sirs:

We would like to be a consulted party in the Pohoiki Geothermal

transmission line E.I.S. and ....ould appreciate•. being put on

your mailing list.

Thank you.
r II,:::-,u,Y_ ..........~
Dave Hess
President

}lovet:lber 18, 1987

Hr. Dave Hess, President
Leilani co~unity Association
P.o. BoX 361
Pahoa, Ha....aii 96778

Dear Mr. Hess:

SUBJECT: ErS PREPARATIOll NOTICE
POHDIKI GEOTH£JUiAL TRANSMISSIOn LItlE

Per your request to OEQC to be a consulted party in the Ers
process for the transmission line project, ~e are enclosing a
copy of the E1S Preparation Notice/Environ~entalAssessment.

Upon review of the document, if there is specific information
Which you ~ould like covered in the forthco~ing draft E1S, please
info~ Us accordingly.

A copy of the draft EIS will be sent to you by EQC during the
public review period. The complete text of the Routing study
report will be included in the E15.

sincerely,

?<Juzd{pm~
Wendie HcAllaster
Project y.anager

Enclosure

." ' .



16 J:ovetr.ber 1987

OHM inc.
land use
and Cfwuonmenlal
pl3Mil"g

1188 Bist-oC'p Sllct:l
SuiTe 2<:05
H0"0lulU. HI 96513
Ph.I6C8) =21·9555

...
1

t-'
t-'

~~:':t Inc.
11S8 31sho~ street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, 31 96813

reat: Sirs:
rlease send ~e a rough draft of the 3IS you are creating
for HELGO. on the 31g Island and their proIosed transnission
routes troo Leilani ~states to Keaau.

~:ahalo. '\:..
-p...r.W-J ~J'.W'YI~
3ich~d KacCulstcn
R:t 1 EDT. 4653
Fahoa, Ha~aii 56778

November 18, 1987

Hr. Richard MacQuistan
RR 1 Box 4853
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778

Dear Hr. MacQuistan:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRAJlSHISSIOIl LINE

We appreciate you request to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project.

Enclosed is a copy of the EIS preparation Notice/Environmental
Assessment for the SUbject project in Puna, Hawaii. It serves as
a basis tor an Environmental Impact statement currently in
preparation. Upon reviev o~ the document, it there is specific
information Which you would like covered in the forthcoming draft
EIS, please inform us accordingly.

A copy ot the draft EIS will be sent to you by EQC during the
public review period. The complete text of the Routing study
report will be included in the EIS.

sincerely,

Hendie HcAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure



MOKU· LOA· GROUP
SIERRA aU8 'HAWAIl CHAPWl

~} How "ELeD will come to acquire title and control over the
power-line when Thermal Power is the party paying for the
feasibility studies and construction costs.

...
I
I-'
IV

Ms. Wendie McAlaster
DRM PJ&nners. Inc.
1188 Bishop St., Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813

Nove.ber •• 1987

Dear Hs. HcAlaster.

Sierra Club. Hoku Loa Group requests to be a consulted party in
the matter of the pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line in Puna.
HawaU.

Based on the informational hearings previouslY held in and around
Pahoa. we are aware that attempts have been made by DHM Planners
to identify and avoid routes impacting some of the most sensitive
biological co.-unities and archeOlogical sItes. He are also
aware that the two chosen routes de:ineated by DHH still have not
answered some major objections raised by affected communities
along the corridor.

It is our position that this power-line is environmental
degradation resulting from energy production or use and is a
subsidy to the energy developers. We urge that a reaaonable
route be aelected that addresses communIty concerns yet does not
demand that the biological coamunities further subsidize
geothermal industrial development.

We request that the draft EIS discuss in detail the following
issues:

1) What the regulatory and other constraints are that inhibit
the use of the Pahoa Highway (130 and 132) as the main power-line
route. What accomaodations would need to be made with what etate
agencies to allow this alternative route (since the State
government so eagerly supports geothermal development).

2) What the reqUirements are for burying the power-line and what
coat factors are involved. The DEIS shOUld identity where and
how many miles ot power-lines must actually have to be buried (in
the vicinity of communities) as one of the alternatives to the
project.

3) What the business relationship of HELtO and Thermal Power is.

P.O. BOX 1137 'HILO'HAWAII'9S721

5) Whether HELCD has the power to condemn and acquire land
(eminent domain for purposes of rights of way) if in fact they
are acting as private subcontraetors to Thermal Power.

6) What the constraints are of having this proposed power-Jine
upgraded to a higher Voltage using electricity from a) Thermal
Power's potential expansion beyond 25 megawatts; and/or b)
Campbell Estate's (True/Mid-Pacific geothermal developers)
proposed 100 megawatt geothermal project in the former WaD Kele 0
Puna Natural Area Reserve. which is west of Leilani Estates.

7) What the procedure would be for any upgrading of the proposed
69 kv line to any higher voltage. What hearing processes. if
any, would be initiated.

B) Whether this project is subject to "contested case"
proceedings when it undergoes hearings before the Dept. of Land
and lIatural Resources and the Public Utilities Commission.

Sierra Club also requests that a copy of the draft EIS be
provided our Club. as we have many members who wish to review it
and prOVide input. Please mail the DEIS to P.O. Box 590 Mountain
View. Hawaii 96771

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this EIS process.

Yours truly.

~~
Uelson Ho
for the Conservation Committee



OHM inc.
land use
and envitoorr.ental
planning

11BS Bi!.hop Sireel
Suite NOS
Hot\olu1u. HI 96813
Pl"l. cBC81 521·9655 OHM inc.

April 26, 1989

land use
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plaMing
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November 18, 19B7

Hr. Nelson Ho
Conservation committee
Hoku Loa Group, Sierra Club
P.o. BoX 1137
Hilo, Havaii 96721

Dear Hr. Ho:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEoTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LInE

We appreciate your request to be a conSUlted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project. The issues you
mentioned viII be addressed in the EIS or the Routing Report
which will be an appendix to the EIS. Questions that require
very technical responses will be answered personally by us or by
HELeO.

Enclosed is a copy of the EIS Preparation Notice/Environmental
Assessment for the project. A copy of the draft EIS viII be sent
to you by EQC once it is completed.

Sincerely,

tv~tr1Cd~
Wendie HcAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure

Hr. nelson Ho
Conservation Committee
Hoku Loa Group, sierra Club
P.o. Box 1131
Hilo, Hawaii 96721

Dear Hr. Ho:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Trans=ission Line

As Moku Loa Group is a consulted party for the Pohoiki project, I
am vritin~ to inforD you that the Environmental Impact statement
for the subject project will be tiled with OEQC in Hay. since
co~pletion of the Routinq StUdy, HELeO has been meeting with
co~unity and subdivision organizations, government officials,
And Hawaiian Telephone Company in attempt to delineate the
alignments for the two proposed 69 kV transmission lines. As a
result of these meetings, two alignments have been identified and
the draft EIS prepared for these. A map showing the proposed
alignments is enclosed for your information.

The issues you raised in your letter of November 4, 1987 have
been considered in the preparation of the EIS. Specific
responses to these issues are provided on the following pages in
the sequence of your comments.

If you have additional comments on the draft EIS, please send
them to us during the 4S day review period.

Sincerely,

DHM Planners inc.

~1?1~
Rendle HcAllaster
Project Manager

hll:1t

Enclosures



1.

2.

HOXU LOA GROUP SIERRA CLUB

Tho constraints for using Pahoa Highway as a 69 kV
transmission line route are as follows:

8. Highway 130 between KeaaU and Pahoa is under the
jurisdiction of the State Department of Transportation
(DOT), and the portions of Highway 130 and 132 through
Pahoa town is under tho jurisdiction of the County of
Hawaii. In order to construct any facilities within
the state Highway portion, HELCO must sUbmit its
construction drawings to the DOT for approval. For
those areas under tho jurisdiction of the county of
Hawaii, HELCO may construct its facilities within the
public right-of-vay in accordance vith the franchise
rights granted by tho State of Havaii and in compliance
with the State IS General Order No.6 for overhead lines
and General Order No. 10 for underground lines.

b. Highway 130 through Pahoa Town is a highly traveled,
narrow, two-lane road. In several places, the
buildings along the highway closely abut the road
pavement. Several of the existing utility poles
fronting these have been installed through holes in the
overhanging roofs of these bUildings. Several
construction restraints are present:

1) The construction would necessitate closing one of
the two lanes for the entire day for several
weeks. Traffic would be severely disrupted.
Business along the route would be inconvenienced.

2) Replacing the existing poles with the taller ones
necessary to support the additional 69 XV circuit
would be extremely difficult especially where the
poles protrude through the overhang.

3) The taller poles would require additional
easements for anchors.

c. The Hawaiian Telephone Company's main trunk lines are
located on one side of Highway 130. HELCO is working
with the HTCO to construct a joint pole line (HELCO and
HTea occupying the same poles) rather than having each
utility on its own pole line. This would minimize the
total number of poles along the highway.

Underground power lines must meet requirements outlined in
the Rules for Construction of Underground Electric and
Communications Systems, General order No. 10.
Undergrounding the entire length of the route, approximately
17 Diles, was investigated as an alternative for the
proposed transmission lines. It was determined that
underqrounding between the Pohoiki and Puna terminal points

4-24

3.

5.

6.

B.

would affect the environment geophysically, biologically and
socia-economically as will be described in the dEIS. The
proposed transmission lines have been rerouted to avoid
various sUbdivisions. There is no rule requiring
underground power lines in the vicinity of communities.
However, undergroundinq the transmission lines between the
two terminal points was estimated to cost $50 million, or
nearly five times the estimated $10 million cost of the
proposed overhead line.

Thermal Power was acquired by Ormat in August of 1988.
HELCO's business relationship with a geothermal plant
developer is one of manufacturer and buyer. A geothermal
plant developer will manufacture electrical energy and will
sell this energy to HELCO under a negotiated contract.

The interconnection of customer generation with HELCO's
system must be achieved without adversely affecting HELCO
and its customers. HELCO seeks a fair price for purchased
power and seeks to recover all expenses, including
interconnection costs. Interconnection costs are defined by
PUC rules 6-74-1 and 6-74-26. The transmission lines
linking the geothermal generating plant at Pohoiki with
HELCa's transmission grid at the Puna SUbstation qualifies
as an interconnection facility. Therefore, the Ceothermal
Plant Developer is required to pay for all costs incurred
.hile HELCa will own, operate, and maintain the transmission
lines.

HELCO is NOT a subcontractor for the geothermal plant
developer. HELCO does have the power to condemn and acquire
land if the rights-at-way acquired are held by HELCO. It
does not have the power to acquire land for a private party.

The current agreement is for the purchase of only 25 HW of
electric energy. If, in the future, this generating
capacity is increased, due to any additional geothermal
plants, the party responsible for the additional generation
will also be responsible for interconnecting this power to
HELCOls 69 kV grid by constructing additional 69 kV
transmission lines or increasing the capacity of the
existing 69 kV transmission lines. If the existing 69 kV
transmission lines were to be upgraded to a higher voltage,
approval by the PUC must be obtained before construction
begins. Increasing the voltage would generally require
wider ease.ents, taller poles, and larger insulators.

HELCO does not anticipate the need to upgrade these lines in
the current time fra~e. However, if and When these lines
are upgraded to a higher voltaqe, public hearings with
governmental agencies and community associations will be
conducted in accordance with PUC Rules.

A pUblic hearing for the project will be held by the Board
of Land and Natural Resources for the segments of the
alignments Which cross conservation land and require a

4-25



Conservation District Use Permit. This public hearing is
subject to "contested case" proceedings. state law also
requires that the PUC hold a public hearing prior to
approving the construction ot new 69 kV overhead
transmission syste=s in residential areas. This hearinq is
not subject to "contested case" proceedings.



:':6. \~endie :·:cAlaster -2- f.ovember 6. 1987
Qrchidland Com~unity ts&ociation, Inc.

TRA::S:·lISSIQN LINES COHXITTEE

S.R. Box 56S~ - Kea'au, Hara11 967~9

11. How will the costs of construction and =aint~nance of the lines
affect the current price per kilo~att hour being paid by the
cor-sumer?

rithin privately oaned residential
If these were exclUded, ~hy were

22. ~~ll full and cc~prehensive archaeolOGical site and historical
si to field studies be done for all proposed transmission lines
routes. specifically those rcutes outside the corridors reCcm
mended by D~~ Planners Inc.?

23. ~ould Helco cooperate with tho Departoent of Transportation
to incorporate ~ndergrour.d transmission lines into the upco=ing
project to nden HithYlay'1}O?

24. In Qrchidland Estates many homes are located close to the road
way which has a '10 foot easement. As Helco requires a 50 foot
essecent. what will be the i~pact of the trans~ission lines
poles on these ho~es?

The enclosure to !:ormen t>•• Oss' letter of J"u&Ust 20 1937
(IIDcar t:eighborn ) mentions loy:er costs for electridcation of
ho~es c~rrently ~ithout service. Specifically. how will the
transaission' lines reduce these costs?

7.hat are the existing corridors and routes aV~ilable for hieh
voltage tranSUlission lines in the Puna District.? How are tha
boundary lines for these corridors established?

If all available mQdern technology for existing corridors and
routes were utilized, how much po~er could be transmitted from
the teothermel cenerating fccilities in Puna to lhe main por-er
6rid in Kea'au?

Are the proposed transmission lines in full coopllance Y:ith
the Hawaii County Ten Year aeneral Plan? If not, in rhat specific
areas do they differ ar.d what are U:.e long ranee effects?

!.bere is the s~eciric interconnect point bet~een Thermal roroer
and J:elco?

1~.

12.

20.

~here specifically is the increased caracily for po~er provided
by the proposed transmission lines to be ueed?

Viliat plans prese~tly exist to increase the capacity of the
generating facility at rohoiki nithin the next ten years?

~ben and where aill additional trans~ission lines be plLced
to satisfy the need to trans~t the increased power?

The Froposed routes for the transmission lines impact many sub~

divisions. If these coI:tmunities refuse to grant rights-of-way.
how will Helco acquire access to thece areas1

21. Was the Saffie DHM ?lnnners Inc. criteria applied eqUally to both
proposed transoissicn l1nes routes through Crchidland Estates?

16.

17.

lB.Did the stUdy include arens
sSr1cultural subdivisions?
they exel uded?

4. Were there other specific areas or zones of exclusion for the
routing?

5. Was any other transmission technology included besides over
head; i.e., underGround. massive cable?

~e wish to be considered a consulted party for this £.1.5. and
sub~it the fol1o~ing questions:

1. CD September Z and 3, 199? Helco announced their proposed
transmission I1nes routes as recom~onded by their consultants
OH~ Planners Inc. As of ~ovembor 6. 1937 ~e have been unable
to review this stUdy. t~y is this?

2. 'r.hat were the specific Guidelines for this study?

Hovember 6. 1987

Xs. ~endie ~cAlester

DP~ Planners IDC.
ll3a Bishop Street, Suite 2405
Honolulu, Hartaii 96713

~E: Environ=ental Impact statement for the Two Proposed fohoi~i
Kea'au Transmission Lines ?outes

6. What are the existing technologies for placing high voltase
transmission linea underground?

7. ~~at is Helco's experience in placing transmission lines
underground?

8. Helco proposes to construct. o~n and operate the transmission
lines. How is this project financed?

9. What are the specific cost differences between overhead,
underground and massive cable construction?

10. How do the overall costs compare when amortized over the life
of the line, including initial construction. damage, maintenance,
etc •• for overhead, underground and massive cable construction?
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c. I. HEtCO villing to compensate property owners if placing
trancmi:sion poles and lines in front of their property

causes a drop in property valu~?

24 a. Current building code. al10v house. to be built 30 ft. from
the 40 ft. ro.d~ay. Hov vill pl~cing tr~n~mi•• ion po1@s ~nd

line. affect building codes, ~~tback restrictions and
zoning r~9ulation.?

b. As hOUEe. are already built v@ry clos@ to the roadvay ~here

the pales and lines vould be placed, in what ways could
they aff~ct th ••• hom•• in the event of:

1) Hurricane.
2) Strong wind gu.ts -Orchidland i. quite open
3) Electrical storm
4) Earthquake
5) Traffic accident
6) Vandalism

25. The majority of the roads in Orchidland Estates are ~O feet
~ide and the transmission lin~s poles req~ire between 40 and
.50 feet. !:ow will lIolco cortpensate affected property ceners?

26. ~ill Orchidland ~stetea be co~r-ensated for damage Bnd wear to
roads by Helco vehicles including vehicles and equipment
utilized by Helco's sUbcontractors both during construction and
later for maintenance and repair?

2? ~hat co~pensation will be oltered to property orners for the
encroachcent of pole support cables upon their property?

23. During the construction or the proposed trans~ission lines
will there be significant grading. re~oval o~ trees. shrubs
and gr~undcover1

a. r.here will romoved ~ateri3l DO dumped?

b. Will private landscaping be replaced or will co~pensatlon

be ~ade to property orners?

c. ~ll1 herbicides be e~ployed by Helco in ~ phase of the
construction. ~aintenance and rep~ir of the proposed trans
l!1ission lines? I f so. speci fy ,,'h1ch ones.

29. that impact will the clearance of trees. shrubs nnd grasslands
have on the native flora and fauna occurins 1n the displaced.
changed or destroyed environments?

30. statecents have been made by Ralph Fatterson of Ther~al Fower
(E.I.S. r·u~lic !'iorkshop I. Hila. J!awaii. July 31. 1987) to the
effect shOUld the Geothermal &enerating plant have an emer&ency
shutdown. a blackout would not occur because Eelco would supply
the additional power until the plant is producing again.

a. Exactly why does Helco ceed two transmission lines trom
Fohoiki to Kea'au?

November 6, 19872.

...
I
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b. Under what circumstances aro thoso lines expected to tall?

c. What criteria supports Helco's decision to construct two
transalssion lines routes across private subdivisions
rather than a single line along HiGhway l}O? Is it a
general practice to construct two trans~ission lines when
one will suffice?

d. Has a sIngle corridor for all geothermal transmission lines
been considered for Funa as an alternative to t~o or three
corridors? ~hat were Helco's considerations?

e. ~hat would be the advantages of having only one under
ground transmission line for five - eight miles along
Ei6h~ay 130 capab1a of carrying 138 KV?
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

":hat 1s Heleo's l1libillty in this project? What bonding is
required and 1n what amounts?

Is Heleo willing to post a substantial bond tor the re~oval

of obsolete and abandoned equipment?

?ererenclng Peul A. lneledew's leltor or JUly 3. 1987 (enclo£cd)
how wl11 Heleo co~pen6ate property o~nerG for their loss?

lobst will be the l~~act to the County of Hawaii's property tax
base when the reduction 1n property values occurs?

J.ccordlng to the dratt 0 r the Jiawaii Coun ty General Plan
(April 1987. p. VI-21. the Eoals for the County of 1I"1I:a11 sith
recard to natural beauty are:

UProtect, preserve and enhance the quality of areas endowed
~lth natural beauty, including the quality of coastal scenic
resources.

IIFrotect scenic vistas and vicw .t=lli.nes fro;] becoming obstructed.

Ul-!axioize opportunities for present and future ccneratior.s to
appreciate and enjoy natural nnti scenic bee::.uty."

In Qrchidland Estates, we have ~any arecs where propcrty o~nerB
have unoDstr~cted views of the F~na Coastline, hBuna Aea and
:!auna Loa. Existing 30 Bnd ItO foot utili t)' poles are partly
hidden by ohila trees approximately the SB.:rle heiGht. ::0" will
He1co oiti&ate the visual intrusion of poles exceeding 60 teet
in height?

hn unobEtrueted view of the Funa coastline is seen from Ei6hway
130 from the Plantation ManaGers rouse to Kokania street,
Kea lau-Ku1a Subdivision. Iroc will lieleo mitigate the obstruction
of the coastal view by the two proposed transmission line routes,
one that extends across Ship~an property and the other that will
co~e frea behinG the Plantation r~naGer8 :!ouse?

till the proposcd trana~ission lines cause an increase in the
backsround interference noise tor radios and televisions?

Is Helco presently in compliance with F.C.C. Rule 15?

Whot is Helco's res~onse procedure and/or criteria y:hen an
R.F.I. or T.V.I. complaint is received?

Does telco have a system tor periodically monitoring interference
senerated or caused by their tralls~i!!s1on lines?

':.lhat is Hel.cols procedure 6nd/or criteria for a:onitoring the
proposed transmission lines for ? F. I. 0:- T. V.I.?

that tect.no10b)" does Ha1eo prescntly use to elialnete P..F.I.
e.nd T.V.!.?

43.

45.

4(,.

47.

48.

49.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

~hat type of specific dioceses cen be expected to occur among
people livinG under or near hieh volta~c tr3nsmisslon lines bs£ed
on various studies of physiolo£1cal effects of electroml!gnetic
fields Olt huoans?

"hat are electroma£netic effects on houses near.n high voltacc
transmission line since the eleetromnenetic fields generated by
trans!Jlission lines £ore a runction of both the voltate Dnd the
current end energy cculd be coupled into ncreal household ~irlng
and other J:i.etallic conductors such as coppl.r pluobing?

Could this coupled energy be rocused into s~ecifie are3S of the
house exposing hUl!;sns to a hazardous level?·

Please detail the effects of electro~aE;net1c radiation on peonle wiul
~etnllic parts within their bodies such as pins or plates. •

Flease detail the effects of e1ectrocagnetic radiation on persons
~ith pacemakers. ~hat stUdies h3ve been cor-due ted and what are
the conclusions and reco~endations?

Does the sciE:ntit1c comounity agree that overhead hiGh voltage
trans~ission lines do not ~ose a health hazard.

:~ave there been studies regarding the e rrec t 0 f R.M. F. 's on
honeybees? ~"hat T:ere the conclusions and recoClcendat1ons?

Orchldlond Estates residents raise racing nirlgeons and exotic
birds. '11hat Is the effect of E.1':.:. 's on these and athol' avian
lIfe? Please cite reference =aterials pertaining to the impact
on breeding of these birds.

\':hat is the etrect of E.H.F. 's on farm livestock such as pigs,
milk COY.B and milk goats? Pleaoe cite reference material on
milk production as ~ell as breeding stUdies.

~he.t effect does close proxiaity to electromagnetic fields have
on hUman and cnimal behavior? Please cite references.

Are there any studies indicating a cause/effect relationship
betT:een electromabDetic radiation and fhysiological changes in
humans and/or anicals? What do they ccnclude and recoamend?
~hat are the specific qualifications of the researchers who
conducted t~e study?

Are PCB's or other carcinocenic SUbstances used in the construc
tion of the transmission lines? i'lould burning or 1aI0king or
lines result in any carcinogenic byproducts?

~hat are the statistics regarding increased dsncer to life and
property due to the preEence of hi~h voltage transmission lines?

~hat sneelflc rls~s are there nith the proposed transmission
lines?-

• • I
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11e

I)~J,.~
Daniel Laine
Chairman

~e appreciate the opportunity to respond to the preparation notice
for this very important Znvirontlental l:.p..ct state:aent.

Sincerely,

'j'RAt;S~~ISSI(;H Llli~ COi!.M.li'T~E

Have any jUdGe~ents been handed do~n 1n the Courts Ggainst
electric co~panies where trans~csion lines ~ero JudGed to
ha\'o contributed to hu:aan death, illness or disease?

~hat is the source of crac~lingt buzzinG sounds neard froc
trans~1sGion linos? Cen this noise he eliminated?

:-:0'" long does it usually take for Helco maintenance or ropair
personnel to respc.nd to a cooplaint call?

Orchidland ~statos does not have fire-fiGhting equip~ent, water
lines or hydrants. '.':111 the presence of the proposed traris
ndssion linos IncJ,'eaGo the cl.irriculty of obtaininG residential
fire inGur~ncc fro~ available insurance ccmpanies? ~ould there
be an increGse in ratos?

76.

75.

73.

74.

"hat masnitude (Richter Scale) earthqUake will the proposed
tran~ssion lines and equipment tolorate before they fail?
~hat research supports that fiGure?

What magnitude (Richter Scale) earthqUake will the poles
tolerate before they fail and betore the lines separate fro:n
tho poles? fihat research supports those fiGures?

What is the response/repair priority for the proposed trans
mission lines if thoy are damaGed in n district-wide disaster
such as earthqUake?

66. Twenty poles were knocked do~o by 70 m.p.h. wind gusts in 1985
because they were inadequately seated. ~hat are ~elcots

procedures for installing tho proposed transa1ss10n lines poles?

57. ~hat is Helcots liabilit1 for dnmacc inculTed by darned poles?

5a. Does the presence ot tho proposed lines increase tho risk of
liGhtninG strikes? If so, ~hat are the pos6i~le cJnsequcnces?

59. Do tho transmission lines poles increaoo t~e drivinB risks
to vehicles usins tho road?

60. Could a vehicle collioins with a .010 cause sparkinG and
resul t in a brush fire?

61. Will access roads be reGulred by Helco to reach samo of the
areas ghere pulos are planned? Who will pay for maintaining
these access roads? Will these access roads be aVailablo for
use by emerGency vehicles such as fire - rOGcue?

62. What are the results of Geological studies concerning the
possibilities of any destructive volcanic activity in the
Foholkl area ~here these proposed tranGmisslon lines oriGinate?

...
I

.....
\0

67. ~hat installation methods Will be used to deal with the
incidence at intermittent streams which occur during heavy
rains? Please identify the location of these intermittent

. streams.

68. What srs ths satety tsctors contained within the proposed
transmission lines which do not allow a recurrance of the
tragic accident which reSUlted 1n the electrocution death
of a =an near the entrance to ~anawale Estates in Funa?

69. \~'hat is the failuro rate for this protective system?

70. ~hat are the statistics on insulator breakage on transz1ssion
liees?

71. ~bat damaGe would result to transmission lines, people and
property due to inSUlator breakage?

72. How often will polos and equipaent be replac~d due to corrosion?



QUESTIONS AND ANS~~RS

Pohoi~i - Keaau 69,000 Volt Transmission Line
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HawalJ EI~lrlc light Company, Inc. •PO Box 1021. HJIQ. HI 96721·1021

August 20. 1981

Dear Heighbor:

About fourteen years ago, the National Science foundation and the State of
Hawaii envisioned a day when renewable energy ~Ight provide us with all the
heat and light we needed and financed a University of Hawaii proposal to
,_plore for geothe~l energy at Pohoiki. Not only were the results
successful. but today that small, e_ploratory ~~ll supplies enough electricity
ror about 800 Big Island homes.

lhe prospects that geothermal energy may provide more Big Island homes with
electricity rose even higher this year when H£tCO signed an agreement to
purchase up to 25.000 kilowatts or geothenmal-produced energy rrom lhermal
Power Company. beginning In late 1989. This means that some 8.000 more 81g
Island homes will be getting their electricity ,from geothermal energy.

In a few months. ~ will begin construction or a new &9.000 volt transmission
line between Thermal Power's proposed geothermal plant at Pohoiki to our
substation in Keaau. Construction of this line will enable us to transport
this geothe~l-producedenergy far use solely on the Big Island.

In order to plan the best route for the transmission line. we solicited public
input and c~nts. At these neetlngs. some people understandably expressed a
numbp.r or concernS. and a few did not like our plans at all. And, while we
had the ans~rs to most of the Questions. we thoroughly investigated those we
didn't.

Because some of those who are disenchanted With oUr plans have been making
nlsleadlng statements. we'd like to set the record straight and share with you
the results or our research.

I would also lite to Invite you to tune In when Clyde Nagata. our Hanager or
£nglneerlng, and 1 discuss these laportant issues from ~~~_t~J:OO P.".,
1!lL!.'"~day._~u!lus.t."27._on.·BI9.IS!an.d I~sue_s. an.d.~nswers·•.KHBC. Channel 2•.

You are also Invited to a pu~11c 1nro~tional meeting. which will be held at
7:00 P.". Sept~~~J._1987. at the Pahoa Neighborhood Center. The fJ]!]
transiiiBsio"n Une aUqllllM!nts ~1l1 be .sli@ij ~t ~hh'lIIeeting:

Should you have any questions after reviewing e'ther the materialS or the
show, please feel free to call Oennls Tanlgawa at 935·1111.

Thank you for your interest and consideratIon.

Sfncerely.

*'--~.~'(::man A. Oss
President

An HEI Campa"')'

Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

Do transmission voltages increase the danger of
injury and fire if a line falls to the ground?

Transmission lines are actually better desi~ned
for autooatic protection than lower voltage
distrihution lines. By the time a transmission
line fallS to the ground, they are normally
already de-energi~ed hy automatic protective
devices which also signal an interruption to our
system operations personnel.

During the February 1986 windstorm, for example,
several of our 69,000 volt 169 kvl tranSmission
lines fell and were automatically de-energi~ed hy
protective devices. No injuries or fires resulted.

To our recollection, there have been no injuries
or fatalities on the Big Island due to downed
transmission lines. The tragic fatality earlier
this year in Nanawale Estates involved a 12 kv
line. a distribution voltage.

U111 the electromagnetic field (£HF) created by a
transmission line cause adverse health effects,
particularly in children?

J. Michael Silva is a professional engineer and
president of Enertech Consultants and has performed
many studies on this subject. According to
silva, EMF from a 69 kv transmission line can be
even less than that generated by some typical
household appliances. His analysis, inclUding
field measurements and computer calculations
indicate no significant effects from EMF on human
health.

HELCo has always been concerned about this matter
and continues to support research efforts of the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). To
date, none of EPRI's studies over the past decade
has found any correlation hetween EKP and human
health.

Nonetheless, we recognize the need for additional
research. EPRI has expanded its research program
and has as~ed 15 experts from the scientific
co~unity and industry to serve on an oversight
committee to review and to make recommendations
on their researeh program.



Question: h~at effect, if any, would a 69 kv transmission
line have on my home insurance premiums?

Answer: The insurance companies we contacted unanimously
agreed that there would be no effect. In fact,
they reported that premiums are sometimes lower
in homes served by electric utility service
rather than by their own generators. Some companies
reported that they would not insure a house that
didn't have electric service from a utility.

....
I
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Ouestion:

Answer:

Ouestion:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

Will EMF cause interference with TV, radio,
telephons, and emergency communications?

This usually doesn't occur, since interference
can be minimized through proper design and the
use of appropriate hardware, its primary cause.
When it does, as was once the case on a part of
our Hamakua 69 tv line, the introduction of
special hardware immediately cleared up the
problem.

Can future power lines from geothermal fields be
master-planned to minimize adverse effeets on the
cOlmlunity?

Thermal Power Company appears to be the only
active geothermal developer in Puna. Although it
is possible that others may eventually produce
geothermal power there, we have no knowledge of
further developments. This makes master-planning
of transmission lines extremel1 difficult, if not
impossible.

In the meantime, our power needs are rapidly
approaching the critical state. We need more
generation and we need to proceed to plan and
build the lines needed to tie Ther=al's proposed
plant to our system.

What about the visual intrusion"the electrical
power structures will have on views of the ocean,
mountains, and landscape?

Contrary to what some" people think, we will not
be installing steel tower structures. What is
being installed are 65- to 70-foot wooden poles,
with 7 to 8 feet buried in the ground.

In addition, it Is our· experience that the issue
of aesthetics is generally subjective. While one
person may greatly dislike a utility pole in his
view, another may be indifferent about" it because
he values other factors about his surroundings
more.

Question;

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

What effect would the presence of a transmission
line have on property values?

There are a number of 69 kv lines already around
the Big Island, inclUding through some residential
areas as Kawailani Street. Research by the
County tax office established that there was no
evidence of deerease in property values.

There is also the argument that values may increase
in many sections of subdivisions currently lacking
electricity. since distribution lines could be
installed on the same 69 kv poles, making it more
economicallY affordable for residents to obtain
line extensions, especially in conjunction with
our new Special Subdivision Project Provision
Program (SSPP).

could the transmission line be placed underground
instead?

It could, but the cost would be approximately 6
times greater than an overhead line and would
create an unfair and unnecessary financial burden
on all our Big Island eustomers. In this case, it
would cost $4 ~illion for one overhead 69 kv
line, compared to $22 million for one underground
line.

There is pro and con to most situations and this
is no exception. Because underground lines are
buried and not visible, maintenance and restoration
of power due to cable failure takes considerably
more time. Depending on the severity, repairs
may take several days. Also, since there are no
poles on an underground line, they would have to
be installed later, anyway, whenever line extensions
are necessary to serve customers requesting
electric service to areas eurrently without it.



QUestion: How wide will the easement for the line be?

Answer: Althouqh the ·corridors· we have been studyinq
are quite wide, we nor.mally require a maximum of
only 50 feet for the actual alignment for a
69,000 volt line. However, if the line is located
along a roadway (which Is a likely case), we
would be satisfied with an easement covering the
width of the roadway. Then we would not have to
ask for easements within individual lots except
for anchors wherever the line changes direction.

OHM inc.

November J, 1987

land use
and environmental
plaming

1159 eishop S:rEel
Suite 2405
Honoll,;lu. H19E-813
Ph. 18001 521-9655

Hr. Daniel Laine
orchid Land Community Association
Transmission Line Committee
SR 4607
Keaau, Hawaii 96749

Dear Hr. Laine:

SUB.JECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
PeHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LINE

Enclosed, per your request to Hawaii Electric Light Company, is a
copy of the EIS Preparation Notice/Environmental Assessment fQr
the subject project in Puna, Hawaii.

We appreciate your interest in reviewing the document. It there
is specific information which you would like covered in the
forthcoming draft EIS, please inform us accordingly.

Sincerely,

W~l1/~
Wendie HcAllaster
l'roject Manager

Enclosure



OHM inc.
land use
and environmenlal
plaMing

1155 Bishop Street
SUI:e 2405
Hcno'u'u. HI !?6813
Ph. IEGSI :21·!?SS5

OHM inc.

April 26, 1989

land use
and emiron<nenlal
planning

1183 Bishop $Ileel
Sui:e 2405
Honolulu. HI 96513
Ph. (BOa) 521·9855

...
I
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November 19, 1987

Hr. Daniel Laine, Chairman
Transmission Lines Committee
orchid1and community Association, Inc.
S.R. BoX 5694
Kea1au, Hawaii 96749

Dear Hr. Laine,

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LINE

We appreciate your request to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project. The questions and
concerns you mentioned in your letter of November 6 will be
addressed in the EIS or the Routing Report which will be an
appendix to the EIS. Questions that require very technical
responses will bo answered personally by us or by HELeO.

A copy of the draft EIS will be Bent to you by EQC during the
public review period.

Sincerely,

~rn~
Wendie KeAllaster
Project Manager

Hr. DanIel Laine
Chairman
Transmission Lines Committee
orchidland community Association, Inc.
S.R. Box 5684
Kea-au, Hawaii 96749

Dear Hr. Laine:

RE: Pohoikl Geothermal Transmission Line

As orchldland community Association, Inc. Is a consulted party
for the Poholki project, I am writing to inform you that the
Environmental Impact Statement for the subject project viII be
flIed with OEQC in Hay. Since completion of the Routing study,
HELCO has been meeting with community and subdivision
organizations, government officials, and Hawaiian Telephone
company in attempt to delineate the alignments for the two
proposed 69 kV transmission lines. As a result of these
meetings, two alignments have been identified and the draft EIS
prepared for these. A map showing the proposed alignments is
enclosed for your information.

The issues you raised in your letter of November 6, 1987 have
been considered in the preparation of the EIS. Specific
responses to these issues are provided on the following pages in
the sequence of your comments.

If you have additional comments on the draft EIS, please send
them to us during the 45 day review period.

Sincerely,

OHM Planners inc.

~1J1~
Wendie MeA1laster
Project Manager

~'K:lt

Enclosures



1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

ORCHID LAND COKHUNXTY ~SSOCX~TXOH

The tinal Routing study vas completed and prInted In
December 1987. A copy vas distributed to orchidland
community Association by HELCO on January 26, 1988. The
entire Routing study viII be bound at the end of the ElS.

The route selection process was an objective evaluation of
conditions in the study region to identify areas of
constraint and opportunity for a transmission line through
the area. Two guidelines were given to the consultant by
HELeO prior to commencing the study. They are as follows:

a. Due to the physical and technical dIfficulties of
placing one or two additional alignments within the
Highway 130 right-of-way, (Pahoa Highway), identify and
locate the proposed alignments outside of the Highway
130 right-at-way.

b. The two Alignments should be separated by one-half mile
to reduce the risk of failure of both linos at one time
due to a natural catastrophe such as an earthquake,
lava flow, brush fire, O~ hurricane. Less than
one-half nile separation WaS acceptable it the
alignments were separated by a major highway corridor.

The study area tor the Routing study did InclUde areas
within prIvately owned re~identia1-agrieu1tural
subdivisions.

HELOO did not explicitly exclude any area tram the
consultant's stUdy. Theretore, a large extent of the Puna
region was considered as the Routing Study study area.
However, as part ot the broadscale analysis methodology,
"Exclusion Areas·, or areas where regulatory controls are so
restrictive that they essentially preclude a transmission
line route, were identified. These included areas within
the Protective Subzones of the State Conservation District.

The three basic configurations that transmission lines can
be designed and constructed by (overhead lines, underground
cables, and subnarine cables) were seriously considered and
thoroughly investigated for this project. The advantages
and disadvantages at each are described in the Routing Study
and the dratt EIS.

The construction of an underground system would require
excavation and backfill along the entire length of the cable
route. Trenches J feet deep by 2 feet wide would be needed
to hold the conductor cables. In addition, concrete
manholes approximately 7 teet by 14 feet by 6.5 feet would
be needed every 600 feet tor cable installation and

maintenance. Even vith teday's sophisticated equipment, a
much longer duration of time is required to locate and
repair an underground fault than an overhead fault.

7. HELCO has not performed any work on underground transmission
lines.

8. Pursuant to Public Utilities Commission regulations, the
geothermal plant developer must pay for all interconnection
costs, inclUding the costs of constructing transmission
lines. The method of financing will be the developer's
concern.

9. An underground system between pohoiki and Puna Substation is
estimated to cost $50 million while a cost of installing a
submarine cable, includinq the terminal stations and the
overhead portion ot the marine route, is estimated to exceed
$100 million. The two proposed overhead lines are estimated
to cost $10 million.

10. If the overall cost is lower, amortized cost is also lower.
Untortunate1y, HELCQ's experience has been limited to
overhead transmission lines, therefore, no detailed
comparison ot amortized costs over the lite of underground
or SUbmarine line can be given at this time. However, it
can be said that maintenance costs of underground or
submarine cables increase faster with the age of the systea
than those of overhead lines.

11. An increase in rates is not expected a8 a result of this
project.

12. since the proposed transmission lines will not be routed
through any subdivisions, the lines will not affect line
extensions under the S8PP program.

13. Existinq public roadways and utility lines (includinq sewer,
water, gas, telephone And electric) may represent potential
routes for transmission lines because they are existing
easements which could conceivably allow for additional poles
or circuits on poles alrea~y in place. However, existing
road and utility easements are not always available or
optimal routes for new lines. For example, existing
easement widths may not be adequate, and the visual impact
ot numerous lines in one corridor is a concern.

14. The amount at power that will be transmitted trom the
geothermal resource in Puna to the HELeO system will be
limited by the amount ot such power that the system can
accept. At this time that limit is approximately 25 HW.
OVer the next twenty years, an additional 25 HW may be
required based on expected system load growth. The proposed
two alignments will be able to adequately transmit the
present level of 25 MH. These lines may have to be
reconstructed or a third line installed if an additional
25 HW is required within the next twenty years.



There have been no proven cases where placement of
power lines in tront of homes has decreased property
valUe.

The proposed transmission lines will not be located
along SUbdivision roads. Therefore, there will be no
impact on SUbdivision homes. Similarly, the proposed
lines will not affect buildinq codes, setback
restrictions, or zoning regulations.

Each line in our system is designed specifically to
conform to all applicable state and national satety
codes for power lines. In addition, the proposed lines
will be equipped with a protective relay device that
will be able to detect Abnormal or undesirable
operating conditions. Upon detecting a faUlty
condition, the interrupting devices will de-energize
the line in fractions ot a second.

c.

b.

HELeO will acquire easements as needed for pole guy wires.
This will be negotiated by the property owners and HELeO.
Should an agreement not be reached, the rate ot compensation
will be determined by an independent appraiser.

In areas where there is no existing road or jeep trail,
narrow widths of land will need to be cleared ot trees and
largo shrubs tor construction access to the pole sitesw
Inforcation on the vegetation in the project area and
anticipated impacts and mitigative measures will be
described in the draft EIS.

a. Disposal ot cut foliage will be made according to the
land owner's preference. Along roadways and within the
conservation District, cut foliage will be taken to a
county-approved disposal site.

b. If "landscaped areas" (as opposed to natural
vegetation) outside the easements are disturbed during
construction, they will be replanted.

c. Insecticides and herbicides will not be used to
construct or maintain the project.

The impacts of project construction on the native tlora and
fauna viII be addressed in the draft Environmental Impact
Statement.

Neither of the proposed alignments will be located along
roads in orchidland Estates subdivision.

No roads in Orchidland Estates will be used for the project
construction or maintenance.

28.

25.

27.

29.

24. a.

26.

The proposed routes for the transmission lines will not
cross private residential subdivisions. Therefore no
easements through subdivisions will be required.

Yes, the same criteria, as described in the R0utina Study,
Were used to evaluate the entire project area.

An intensive field survey and literature search were
conducted Within the Puna area during the B9yting Study
identified sites have been Avoided by the proposed
alignments. The professional archaeologists I report is
included as Appendix B of the Routing study. In addition,
project areas to be disturbed by construction of the
proposed lines will be surveyed by an archaeologist And
mitigative meAsures taken as necessAry.

Any lines placed along Highway 130 viII be with the
concurrence of the Dept. of Transportation. It the
geothermal developer pays for the underground system, HELCO
will cooperate with the Dept. of Transportation in the
acquisition of all necessary construction approvals and
permits to place the trans.ission underground raceways along
the highway. However, because cost was a major concern, it
would not be economically feasible to underground the
transmission lines.

22.

19.

20.

21.

23.

15. The relationship of the proposed project to the county
General Plan will ba discussed in Chapter IV of the draft
EIS.

16. The interconnection point will be at a switching station
located at the geothermal power plant.

17. Approximately 6 HH of the proposed generation will be used
to supply the Puna area. The remaining 19 HH will flow into
the existing transmission grid and will be utilized by the
entire island.

18. HELCO i. aware only ot the potential ot geothermal power
within the Puna area, and is not able to develop detinite
plans until a tirm contract Is negotiated with any
geothermal plant developer.

The only fira contract is tor 25 KW ot geothermal-generated
power Which should support the projected island load growth
tor the next 10 years. only two 69 kV transmission lines
are required to interconnect the 25 HW into HELCOl s systea
grid. AnY future contracts with geothermal plant developers
will require a routing study to select the transmission line
alignments as was done for this project.

30. a. HELeO is regulated by the Public utilities Commission
which requires that the utility'S facilities are
installed, operated, and maintained in accordance with



b.

c.

d.

e.

accepted qood engineerinq practice in the electric
industry. This assures, as far as reasonably possible,
continuity ot service, uniforqity in the quality ot
service furnished, and the safety of persons and
property.

For this proj~ct, two 69 kv transmission lines are
needed to meet these requirements.

If only one 69 kV line were built for this project,
HELCO's ability to maintain service to its customers
would be severely jeopardized it the qeotherqal plant
were to suddenly shut down. This unexpected loss ot
25' of HEtoo's generating capacity could cause an
unstable condition Which might cause complete or, at
least, partial system blackout.

Transmission line outages or failures are primarilY
caused by salt or volcanic dust contamination, tree
branches, wind, lightning, storms, and vehicular
accidents. These unschedUled outages would cause
severe disruptions in service to HELCO's customers it
only one line is in service. Scheduled maintenance for
the transmission line such as the repair or poles due
to termite infestation, pole deterioration, and the
repair ot inSUlators or conductors would elso seriously
jeopardize the availability ot the geothermal-generated
power for extended periods of time.

The proposed lines will be within the Highway 130
right-of-way and will not cross private subdivisions.
It is not a practice for HELCO or any utility to
install any more lines than necessary to provide
quality, reliable service to its customers.

NO, one single corridor was not considered for both
transmission lines as an alternative. To reduce the
probability or losing both transmission lines due to a
natural catastrophe, HELee's position has been that the
two transmission lines require a minimum separation ot
one-half mile. However, during the route selection
process whereby input was received by the community
associations and gove~ental agencies, the design
criteria were relaxed at the expense of system
reliability to allow the placement of a five-mile
segment of both transmission lines within a single
corridor along Highway 130.

The advantages would be reduced visual impact and
reduced probability of vehicular impact. The
disadvantages are reduced reliability with only one
circuit, increased costs ot undergrounding and need for
transition stations at each end ot the 138 kV circuit,
increased potential of environmental pollution it oil
leaks from cable, and increased outage time if cable
tails. The disadvantages tar outweigh the advantages.

31. HELCO'a involvement in the pohoiki Project is the subject of
two contracts: 1) a Power Purchase Contract for Unscheduled
Energy Hade Available From a Qualifying Facility dated Harch
24, 1986 between HELCO and Thermal Power Company, Inc.,
whereby HELOO agrees to buy the power generated by the
Facility and, 2) a letter agreement dated June 27, 1986 for
construction of interconnection facilities including one or
more power transmission line. HELCO's responsibilities
under the letter agreement include route selection,
preparing and processing of an environmental impact
statement, preliminary engineering estimates, and obtaining
governmental permits.

Bonding requirements do not apply to HELeO, as HELeO is not
involved in drilling, maintaining or operating the wells,
nor does it have a mining lease with the State. As
discussed above, HELCO's involvement is limited to
purchasing and transmitting the power generated by the
wells.

32. HELCO will not post a substantial bond for the removal of
its obsolete and abandoned equipment. The removal of
HELeO's transmission equipment such as poles, conductors and
insulators will be done at HEteois expense.

33. The lines will be constructed within existing State or
county road rights-ot-way wherever possible. It a line
crosses private property, HELeO must secure an easement,
from the owner before installing the pole line.
Compensation will be paid to landowners who grant the
transmission line easements based on a fai= market
appraisal.

If the line is installed in large, unsubdivided properties
owned by the State of Hawaii, HELeO will negotiate easement
rights for a fifty foot wide perpetual easement.
Compensation may be part of the negotiated easement terms.

34. The proposed lines are not expected to cause a reduction in
property values. Real property taxes are based on the
Countyls assessed value of a property, Which mayor may not
be the same as market value.

35. The transmission poles are purchased with a dark creosote
coating, blackish-brown in color, to preserve the wood as
well as to provide a natural color Which would blend in with
the natural environment. Whenever possible, natural
landforms and vegetation are used as visual screens, and
distance and vegetation backdrops are used to visually
absorb the pole line. There may be open areas where
Visibility of the pole line can1t be totally avoided. In
these cases, efforts will be made to minimize the visual
impact by limiting pole heights and maximizing the distances
between poles.

36. Same as item 35 aboVe.



37. No, the proposed power lines will not increase the
background level of RFI and TVI. A primary cause of RFI and
TVI i8 looso or damaged hardware. This is readily remedied
by tighteninq or replacement. Occasionally, under rainy
conditions there have been cases of interference directly
under the lines. These are usually corrected by washing the
inSUlators.

Broken or loose hardware can cause radio noise under certain
atmosphere conditions. It is HELCO's policy to correct
these promptly upon notification.

38. Yes, HELCO's lines are in compliance with FCC Rule 15.

39. When any type of interference complaint is received,
technical personnel promptly investigate the complaint to
deter-ine the nature, source, and cause of the interference
problem. Corrective measures are then taken.

40. HELOO has over SOD miles of transmission lines and several
thousand miles of distribution lines on the island. Both
types of lines are potential sources of interference.
Although theso lines are inspected on a routine basis,
interference problems are intermittent and not always
evident during these inspections. The majority of
interference problems are found and promptly corrected duo
to reports trom our customers.

41. Same as item 40 above.

42. computer models of conductor surface gradient can be used to
predict conductor performance and line noise before a 69 kV
line is built. Special clamps with smooth surfaces and
special "fog type" insUlators are often used. A properly
designed line should not produce radio or TV interference.
However, if complaints are received, HELCO has a policy of
locating and correctinq any interference problem due to the
line.

43. A thorough research of all scientific literature to date
concludes that there is no significant evidence of health
hazards associated with high voltage transmission lines.

44. Energy coupled into normal household wiring and metallic
conductors, such as currents in home water pipes, are
primarily due to unbalanced loadinq of the wiring within the
homes. Electromagnetic fields generated by transmission
lines shoUld not produce harmfUl currents in properly
grounded pipes.

45. As noted above, currents in vater pipes are primarily due to
Unbalanced loading ot the house wiring and not from
electromagnetic fields generated by transmission lines.

46. Electromagnetic field coupling to metallic objects depends
on the surface area of the object and on the strength of the
field. Items such as tooth fillings and orthodontic braces
are too small for induced currents to cause an effect. This
is especially true for the low fields due to 69 kV lines.

47. The project will have no impact on persons with pacemakers.
stUdies of pacemakers in electric fields show that 69 kV
fields are 1Ax too low to cause any effect whatsoever.

Studies have been conducted by trained cardiologists and
engineers at the Illinois Institute of Technology and the
University of Rochester in New York. There are no effects
at 69 kV lines and no state or government agency has seen
the need to regulate such low fields.

48. Experts generally agree that no health hazards are
associated with lines as low as 69 kV. However, because
higher voltage lines continue to be built (up to 765 kV),
the scientific community will continue their research on
electric field effects.

49. Yes, there been studies regarding the effect of EHFls on
honeybees. Electric fields above about 3-8 kV/m can cause
small discharges in certain types of hives. It was
recommended that bee hives be moved outside locations of
this field strength. These fields were for lines with
voltages of 765 kV. However, the field strengths for 69 kV
are lesa than 0.4 kV/~ and will not affect honeybees along
the two alignments.

50. We know of no studies on the impact of electromagnetic
fields on racing pidgeons. Many thousands of 69 kV lines on
the mainland have not revealed any effect on pidgeons.

51. There were stUdies done by Purdue University in Indiana and
in Ohio by the Power Siting Board that were unable to dotect
any effects of EMF on farm livestock for lines with voltages
ot 765 kV. There certainly should not be any problems at
fields due to 69 kV line8.

52. We do not know of any obvious health hazards for 69 kV
lines. The major literature reviews by the National Academy
of Sciences, American Institute at Biological Sciences,
State of Florida scientific Advisory Panel, and World Health
organizations reveal that it is unlikely that EMF causes
harmful effects. The Pohoiki 69 kV line has very low field
levels compared to those measured in the stUdies.

53. See questions 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, so, 51, 52.

54. No PCB's or other carcinogenic SUbstances will be used in
construction of the project. Nor would burning or smokinq
of lines result in any carcinogenic byproducts.
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55. There is no statistical data available on damages to
property due to transmission lines. However, HELCO has had
over 500 miles of transmission lines on the 8ig Island in
the past 40 years and there have been very few reports of
incidents of property damage. In fact, the statistical
probability for risk may be greater for distribution lines
since there are several thousand miles of these lines on the
island.

56. people are unaware of the dangers that could originate from
tampering with utility equipment. As such. the utility
company construct its high voltage transmission lines in
compliance with the state l , General order No. 6 which
specifies minimua clearance and construction requirements.

57. HELCO's liabilities for public damages caused by downed
lines shall be determined in a court of law.

58. No. The presenco ot the proposed lines does not increase
the risk of lightning strike. However, the transmission
lines are equipped with a 'Ihield wire' that spans from the
top of each pole to protect the energized conductors trom
direet strokes of lightninq.

59. Transmission poles will be placed adjacent to the roads and
will present a hazard only it the vehicles leave the
roadway.

60. When any type of vehicle collides with a pole, a number of
things can happen. The amount of damage and the type of
damage depends on the type of vehicle involved in the
accident and on the speed at Which it is traveling_ While
it doesn't happen often, it ia conceivable that a car
traveling at a very high rate of speed and colliding with a
pole could cause the conductors to contact each other. This
could cause sparks to occur. However, this rarely happens
on the transmission system due to its extensive protection
system. The few times this has happened have been primarily
on the distribution lines. This is not a condition that is
restricted to transmission lines, but also holds true for
distribution lines.

61. Where the line is not installed next to an established road,
access roads will be needed during the construction period.
HELeO will be responsible for maintaining such access roads
as required.

Yes, emergency vehicles will be able to use the access roads
to reach the site of the emergency.

62. A geologic report was prepared by Dames and Koore in Hay
1987 for the project area and is inclUded in the Routing
~ as Appendix F.

Regarding volcanic hazards in the study area, the report
states that a "future lava flow entering the corridor region
will most probably come from Kilauea's east rift zone •••• •
The most recent flows entoring the corridor region were the
flows of 1840 (near Nanawa1e Estates) and 1955 (near the
geothermal plant site).

In terms of seismic hazards, several strike-slip faults are
located in the corridor near the geothermal plant site, and
earthquake epicenters in the region are concentrated along
the east rift zone. However, Da=es and Hoare states that
"although seismic loads are probable throughout the
corridors, the lateral loads due to seismic conditions would
be expected to be less than that due to wind loads, and wind
loads will probable be the criteria used for design."

63. HELeD does not have any design standards Which are based on
the magnitUde (Richter scale) of an earthquake. HELCO's
pole lines have withstood earthquakes in the +7.0 range
SUffering only minimal damage.

64. Same as item 63 above.

65. Transmission lines that deliver firm power to the power grid
will have the highest priority with respect to repair. The
response time will be dependent on the accessibility to the
damaged facilities and the availability of manpower,
equipment and materials.

66. construction procedures tor the proposed lines will be
described in the draft EIS.

67. Poles are not sited on~ areas that flood or become
watercourses during heavy rains. Two stream channels are
identified in the routing report which run perpendicular to
the transmission lines. The poles will be sited to span
these channels.

68. The unfortunate incident you referred to involved
distribution lines. The circuit protection system on
transmission lines are much more intricate. There are
several levels of system protection. A transmission system
involves protective relays and breakers capable of
de-energizing lines at remarkable speeds of about 1/6 of a
second after a fault is detected. By the time a
transmission line falls to the ground, it shOUld already be
de-energized by automatic protective devices which also
signal an interruption to our system operations personnel.

69. Refer to item 68 above.

70. InSUlators fail infrequently. The insulators HELCO buys are
of excellent quality and have mechanical strengths
commensurate with or exceeding design parameters. When
insulators are broken, it is usually a result of gunshots,
lightning strikes and wind storms.



75.

71. Pa8~ experience has shown that slightly damaged insulators
are capable of performing continuously in a satisfactory
manner. Severely damaged insulators cause the system
protective devices to take the circuit out of service.

72. The wood poles themselves are not affected by corrosion.
The metal hardware such as bolts, guy vires, and anchor rods
are the most susceptible to corrosion. However, these items
are all protected by a galvanized coating and the average
life expectancy for transmission line poles and hardware is
30 years.

73. Transmission lines, particularly through residential
SUbdivisions, should not reduce the likelihood of residents
being able to obtain fire insurance. The proposed
transmission lines have been rerouted to avoid traversing
through any subdivisions in the Puna District.

According to several insurance companies on the Big Island,
the presence of transmission lines should not cause an
increase in fire insurance fees.

74. According to our review of claims for the last five years,
no judgments were entered in Hawaii against HECO, HELCO, or
MECO where transmission lines were judged to have
contributed to human death, illness, or disease.

Crackling and buzzing sounds can be caused by loose or vorn
hardware which can be replaced to eliminate the sounds.
Dirty inSUlators are also another source of sounds. In this
CAse, washing the inSUlators will eliminate the Bounds.

76. When any type of interference complaint is received,
technical personnel promptly investigate the complaint to
determine the nature, source, and cause ot the interference
problem. corrective measures are then taken.
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Keaau. Hawaii 96749
6 November 1987

TO: DHM Planners Inc.
1188 BI.hop St. Suite 2405
Honolulu. Hawaii 96B13

ATTN: Ms. Wendle HcAlester

SUBJECT: £IS, Poholkl Geothermal Transmission Line. Puna, Hawaii

REFERENCE: OEQC Bulletin No. 19. dated October 8. 1987

In accordance with the above reference. the Community Action
Committee ot Hawaiian ParadIse Park requosts to be a consulted
party In the preparation of the subject Environmental Impact
Statement being prepared tor the HawaII Electric Light Co.
(HELeO)/Dept. of Land and Natural Resources. Below is a list of
questions and concerns that we would like to have addressed in
the &15.

HEALTH HAZARDS:

1. What type of specific diseases can be expected to occur among

people living under or near high voltage transmission lines based

on various studies conducted to date ?

2. Since tho electromagnetic fields generated by transmIssions

lines are a function of both voltage and current. how much energy

could be coupled into normal household wiring and other metallic

eonduc~ora auch aa cDppar plumbing ?

3. Could this coupled energy be focussed into specific regions of

the home, thereby, endangering humans with a hazardous level of

exposure ?

4. Explain in detail the effects electromaanetic radiation may

have on people who have metallic parts in their bodies due to

•

past injuries.

S. What is the impact on persons with pacemakers?

6. What studies have been conducted on the effect of electromag-

netic radiation on pacemakers and what are their concluslon~ nnd

recommendations ?

7. Does the scientific community agree that overhead high voltage

transmission lines do not pose a health hazard?

8. Are there any studies indicating a cause/effect relationship

between electromagnetic radiation and physiological changes in

humans and/or animals ?

9. What are the conclusions and recommendations?

10. Please identity the specific qualifications of the research

ers who conducted the studies.

HAZARDS OF DOWNED LINES:

1. What are tho statistics regarding increased danger to life nnd

property due to the presence ot high voltage transmission lines?

2. What specific risks are there with the proposed high voltage

transmission lines?



3. Does the presence ot the proposed lines increase the risk ot

lightning strike ? It so, what are the possible consequences ?

4. Do the supporting poles increase the driving ha:ards to

vehicles using the roadway ?

5. Could a vehicle colliding with a pole cause sparking and thus

cause a fire ? Reference is made to an incident In the Kawalhai

area involving a 69kv power line in April of this year.

6. Since all roads within residential sub-divisions are privately

owned and maintained, will tIle construction and maintenance 0:
the proposed transmission lines cause an economic impact to the

community ?

1. Arc access roads required to reach some ot the areas where

poles are planned ?

8. Will these access roads be usable by emergen~y vehicles -such

as police and particularly tire equipmen~ ?

9. What are the results of geological studies concerning pos

sibilities of any destructive volcanic activity in the Pohoiki

area where these proposed transmission lines origln3te ?

10. How similar are conditions where these lines are to b~ placed

to where twenty poles were knocked down by 70 MPH gusts of wind

above Hilo Coast Processing Co. in 1985 ?

,.

11. Will there be safety factors present in the proposed trans

mission lines which will not allow the kind of tragic accident

that took place earlier this year with death by electrocution of

a man in Puna ? What is the failure rate ?

12. What are the statistics on insulator breakage on these types

of proposed lines ?

13. What possible damaging eftects would bn insulator breakace

present ?

14. As ~his island has its share of corrosive features. how often

will poles and lines need to be replaced?

15. Since the Puna District has onlY marginal fire protection,

will transmissions lines, particularlY through residential sub

divisions, reduce the likelihood of residents being able to

obtain fire insurance with any ot the available insurance

company's?

16. Could this cause an increase in tire insurance fees ?

17. Have any Judgments been handed down in the courts against

electric companies where transmission lines were Judged to have

contributed to human death, illness or disease ?

PROPERTY VALUES:



1. In reference to tho Hawaii Board at Realtors attached letter,

how does HELtD plan to compensate property owners ?

2. If a reduction in property values occur. what is the impact to

the County of Hawaii's tax base?

INTERFERENCE TO RADIO, TV, COMMUNICATIONS:

1. Will the proposed powerlines increase the background level of

RFI and TVI ?

2. Are all current HELCO powerlines in the County ot Hawaii in

compliance with Federal Communications Commission Rule 15 ?

3. When a compliant of RFI or TVI is received by HELCO. what i~

the normal response ?

4. Does HELCO have a system tor periodically monitoring J~t~r

terence generated or caused by their powerlines ?

5. What type of technology is currently being used to eliminate

RFI and TVI ?

IHPACTS OF NATURAL BEAUTY:

1. The Hawail County General Plan (draft, April 1987 p. VI-2)

states that goals for the County at Hawaii with regard to natur~l

beauty are:

o ~Protect, preserve and enhance the quality of areas

endowed with natural beauty, including the quality

of coastal scenic reSOurces.

o "Protect scenic vistas and view planes from becoming

obstructed.

a ~Haximizc opportunities for present and future

generations to appreciate and enjoy natural and

scenic beauty."

Unobstructed views of Hauna Kea, Hauna Loa and the Puna coastline

are seen from several vantage points and the majority of

properties in Hawaiian Paradise Park. Some of the existing 30 it

and 40 tt utility pales are partly obscured by trees which do not

exceed heights of approximatelY 40 ft.

a. How will DELCO mitigate the visual intrusion at

transmission poles exceeding 5a it in height ?

b. The ~ormer sugar processing plant with Hauna Kea

in the background. is visible from many propertle~

on the Kaloli side of Hawailan Paradise Park. Will

the transmission poles and lines also be visible the

3.75 mile distance between Hawaiian Paradise Park



and the Keaau sub-station ?

c. An unobstructed view of the Puna coastline is seen

from Highway 130 from the plantation manager's house

to Kukania Street. Keaau - Kula sub-division. How

will HELeO mitigate the obstruction of the coastal

view by the two proposed transmission alignments, one

that extends across Shipman property and the other

that will come from behind the plantation manager's hcuse ?

1. The proposed route selection for th~ 69kv transmission lines

was announced on 3 September 1987 by HELCO based on a study

prepared by DHH, Inc. What were the specific gUidelines for the

study ?

2. Were there specific areas or zones of exclusion for the rout-

Ing ?

3. Did the study consider the social-economic impact on private

residential sub-divisions ? If not, why not ?

4. Was any other transmission technology seriously considered

besides overhead. I.e. underground. submarine cable. massive

cable ?

5. What is HELCo's experience in underground transmission line

technology ?

6. What are the detailed cost differences between overhead,

underground. submarine, and massive cable construction?

7. How do the overall costs compare when amortized over the life

of the line including initial construction. potential damage.

maintenance, etc. between overhead. underground. submarine. and

massive cable?

8. Two alternative routes were presented to HELeO on 16 October

1987 by Hawaiian Paradise Park. Are these alternate rout~s. and

tho technologies suggested, being evaluated with the same detail

as the currently proposed routes ?

9. HELCO proposes to construct. own, and operate the transmission

lines. How Is the project to be financed? Whae is H£LeO's con-

tribution verus Thermal Power's?

10. Will the construction and maintenance cost of the lines

impact the current price per kilowatt hour being charged to the

consumer ?

11. Where is the specific interconnect point betuc~n Pun3

Geothermal and HELCO ?

12. Are the proposed transmission lines in full compliance with



the Hawaii County 10 year Gener~l Plan ? It not, in what specific

areas do they vary and what are the long range impacts ?

13. Where specifically is the increased capacity of power

provided by these lines to be used ?

14. Is it a seneral practice to construct two trAnsmIssion lines

when one will suffice ?

15. Is HELCO aware of any plans to increase the geothermal gener

atina capacity in Puna within the next 10 years?

16. Does HELCO foresee the need for more than the two proposed

lines within the next 10 years ? It so, when and where would the

next lines be placed ?

17. Since the announced routes for the transmission lines cross

several private residential sub-diVisions, how does HELCO plan to

acquire access it the affected communities do not want the lines

and refuse to grant rights of way?

18. Explain in detail how the transmi~~ion llne~ will reduce the

costs of electrification to homes currently without service. What

are the specific cost breakdowns and how does this tie in with

the SSPP program ?

19. What are the existing corridors and routes available for

transmission lines in the Puna District ? How are these corridors

,..

and boundarY 11nes established ?

20. It one used all available modern technology for lhe existing

corridors and routes, how much power could be transmitted from

the geothermal resource in Puna to the main power grid in Keaau 1

21. Will full comprehensive archeologiCAl site and historical

site field studies be done tor all proposed transmission line

routes, specifically those routes outside the corridors recom-

mended by the DHH. Inc. study?

22. Host of the roadways in the affected residential sub

divisions are 40 tt wide or less. How dues HELCO plan to con-

struct the proposed lines which require a minimum easement of 50

ft ?

23. During construction of the lines, will there be significant

removal of trees and ground cover 1

a. What is the method of disposal ?

b. Will in~ecticides or herbicides be used to keep foliage

down ?

c. Will disturbed land scraping be replaced ?

24. What will be the rate of compensation to properly owners

should guy wires or cables attach to private property ?



26. In the event that a lava flow. earthquake. or other natural

disaster renders the geothermal wells at Poholkl useless, is

NELCO prepared to remove the poles and restore the land to its

original state?

27. Since the proposed construction represents a significant

impact to the community. what is HELCO·s liability tor dbmage and

inconvenience to the community?

OHM inc.
land use
and environmenlal
planning

1188 Eshop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu. HI 96813
Ph. teCB1521·gS55
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RELIABILITY ISSOE:

1. We question the necessity ot two transmission lines proposed

by HELCO solely on the £rounds ot backup. On 31 July 1987 at the

EIS Public Workshop held in Hila, Hawaii. Ralph Patterson ot

Thermal Power stated that it the geothermal power plant had an

emergency shut dONn. it would not lead to a blackout. because

HELca would be able to supply the additional power until the

plant is back on line.

Under what circumstances is one or both ot the proposed transmls-

sion lines expected to tall ?

-
~ 1Itl:..-:~ .;?

Ron Phll1i~s~~;n~
Community Action Committee
Paradise Hui Hanalike

November 18, 1987

Hr. Ron Phillips, Chairman
Community Action committee
Paradise Hui Hanalike
SR 11000
Keaau, Hawaii 96749

Dear Hr. Phillips:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
PeHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LINE

We appreciate your request to be a consUlted party in the EIS
process tor the transmission line project. The questions and
concerns you mentioned in your letter ot November 6 will be
addressed in the EIS or the Routing Report Which will be an
appendix to the EIS. QUestions that require very teChnical
responses will be answered personally by us or by HELeO.

Enclosed is a copy ot the EIS preparation Notice/Environmental
Assessment tor the project. A copy of the draft EIS will be sent
to you by EQC during the public review period.

sincerely,

Wendie HcAllaster
Project Manager

Enclosure
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April 26, 1999

Hr. Ron phillips, Chairman
community Action Committee
paradise Park Hul Hanalike
SR 11000
Keaau, Hawaii 96749

Dear Hr. Phillips:

RE: Pohoikl Geothermal Transmission Line

As Havaiian Paradise Park Hul Mana Like is a consulted party for
the Pohoikl project, I am wrIting to inform you that the
Environmental Impact Statement tor the subject project will be
tiled with OEQC in Hay. Since completion of the Routing study,
HELCO has been meeting with community and lubdivision
organizations, governmont officials, And HawaiIan Telephone
company in attempt to delineate the alignments for the two
proposed 69 tv transmission lines. As a result of these
meetings, two alignments have been identi~ied and the draft EIS
prepared for these. A map showing the proposed alignments is
enclosed for your information,

The issues you raised in your letter of November 6, 1987 have
been considered in the preparation of the EIS. Specific
responses to these issues are provided on the following pages in
the sequence of your comments.

It you have additional comments on the draft EIS, please send
them to us during the 45 day review period.

Sincerely,

DHH Planners inc.

~17lcaff~=r---
Wendie HcAllaster
Project Hanager

HH:lt

Enclosures

1.

2.

3.

4.

s.

6.

7.

B.

9.

A thorough research of all scientific literature to date
concludes that there is no significant evidence ot health
hazards associated with high voltage transmission lines,"

Enerqy coupled into normal household wiring and metallic
conductors, such as currents in home water pipes, are
primarily due to unbalanced loading of the wiring within the
homes. Electromagnetic fields generated by transmission
lines should not produce harmful currents in properly
grounded pipes.

As noted above, currents in vater pipes are primarily due to
unbalanced loading of the house viring and not from
electromagnetic fields generated by transmission lines.

Electromagnetic field coupling to metallio objects dependS
on the Burface area ot the object and on the strength of the
fiald. Items such as tooth fillings and orthodontic braces
are too small for induced currents to cause an effect. This
is especially true for the low fields due to 69 kV lines.

The project will have no impact on persons with pacemakers.
studies of pacemakers in electric fields show that 69 kV
fields are ~ too low to cause any effect vhatsoever.

Studies have been conducted by trained cardiologists and
engineers at the Illinois Institute of Technology and the
University ot Rochester in New York. There are no effects
at 69 kV lines and no state or government agency has seen
the need to regulate such low fields.

Experts generally agree that no health hazards are
associated with lines as low as 69 kV. However, because
higher voltage lines continue to be built (up to 765 kV),
the scientific community will continue their research on
electric field effects.

There are no stUdies that have demonstrated a clear CaUse
and effect relationship between electromagnetic radiation
and physiological changes in humans and/or animals.

HELCO has always been concerned about this matter and
continues to support research efforts of the Electric power
Research Institute (EPRI). To date, none of EPRI's stUdies
over the past decade has found any conclusive evidence and
correlation between electric and magnetic fields (EMF) and
human health,



7.

9.
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10. Biophysical and medical researchers and scientists, both at
EPRI and at other organizations, have been exa.ining the
influence of EMF on plants, animals and humans for more than
a decade.

HAZARDS OF DOWNED LINES I

1. There Is no statistical data available on damages to
property due to transmission lines. However, HELOO has had
over 500 miles of transmission lines on the Big Island in
the past 40 years and there have been very few reports of
incidents of property damage. In tact, the statistical
probability for risk may be greater for distribution lines
since there are several thousand miles of these lines on the
island.

2. People are unaware of the dangers that could originate from
tampering with utility equipment. As such, the utility
company construct its high voltage transmission lines in
compliance with the statels General order No. 6 which
specifies minimum clearance and construction requirements.

3. No. The presence of the proposed lines doe8 not increase
the risk of lightning strike. However, the transmission
lines are equipped with a 'shield wire I that spans from the
top ot each pole to protect the energized conductors from
direct strokes of lightning.

4. TranSDission poles will be placed adjacent to the roads and
will present a hazard only it the vehicles leave the
roadway.

5. When any type of vehicle collid•• with a pole, a. number of
thing. can happen. The amount of duag_ and the type of
damage depends on the type ot Vehicle involved in the
accident and on the speed at which it is traveling. While
it doesnl~ happen often, it is conceivable that a car
traveling at a very high rate at speed and colliding with a
pole could cause the conductors to contact each other. This
could cau•• sparka ~o occur. However, this rarely happens
on the transmission system due to its extensive protection
syatea. The few ~imes this has happened have been primarily
on the distribution lines. This is not a condition that is
restricted to transmission lines, but also holds true for
distribution lines.

6. The proposed alignments will not be located along private
roads within residential subdivisions.

Where the line is not installed next to an established road,
access roads will be needed during the construction period.
HELOO will be responsible for maintaining such access roads
as required.

8. Yes, emergency vehicles viII be able to use the access roads
to reach the site ot the emergency.

A geologic report was prepared by Dames and Hoore in Kay
1987 for the project area and is inclUded in the Routing
Study as Appendix F.

Regarding volcanic hazards in the study area, the report
states that a "future lava tlow entering the corridor region
will most probably come from Kilauea's east rift zone •••• "
The most recent flows entering the corridor region were the
flows of 1840 (near Nanawale Estates) and 1955 (near the
geothermal plant site).

In terms ot seismic hazards, several strike-slip faults are
located in the corridor near the geothermal plant site, and
earthquake epicenters in the region are concentrated along
the east rift zone. However, Dames and Koore states that
"although seismic loads are probable throughout the
corridors, the lateral loads due to seismic conditions would
be expected to be less than that due to wind loads, and wind
loads will probable be the criteria used for design."

10. The first dissimilarity is that the ground in the
Kaumana-Pepeekeo area (to Which you reter) is basically soil
or pepeekeo ash. The load bearing quality of this medium is
very poor. The ground in the Puna area is basically
volcanic rock except for areas that were previously
CUltivated tor cane growing. Volcanic rock has superior
load bearing capabilities. Another dissimilarity is that
the wind in the Kaumana-pepeekeo area bears perpendicular to
the existing transmission lines. During high wind storms,
the wind loading on the poles and conductors are at a
maximum. The poor load bearing quality of the Pepeekeo ash
combined vith high wind loading resulted in damage to the
pole linea above Hilo Coast processing Co=pany in 1985.
Good ground and structural support of the proposed lines
will minimize the probabilities ot the line taIling during
stoms.

11. The unfortunate incident you referred to involved
distribution lines. The circuit protection system on
transmission lines are much more intricate. There are
several levels of system protection. A transmission system
involves protective relays and breakers capable of
de-energizing lines at remarkable speeds ot about 1/6 of a
second atter a fault is detected. By the time a
transmission line falls to the ground, it shOUld already be
de-energized by Automatic protective devices which also
signal an interruption to our system operations personnel.

12. Insulators fail infrequently. The insulators HELCO buys are
ot excellent quality and have mechanical strengths
commensurate with or exceeding design parameters. When
insulators are broken, it is usually a result of gunshots,
lightning strikes and wind storms.



2.

13.

GENERALI

IMPACTS ON NATURAL BEAUTYI

have been cases of interference directly
These are usually corrected by washing the

conditions there
under the lines.
inSUlators.

Whenever possible, natural landforms and vegetation are Used
as visual screens, and distance and vegetation backdrops are
used to visually absorb the pole line. There may be open
areas where visibility of the pole line can't be totally
avoided. In these cases, efforts will be made to minimize
the visual impact by limiting pole heights and maximizing
the distances between poles.

l.a.b.c. The transmiSSion poles are purchased with a dark
creosote coating, blackish-brown in color, to preserve the
wood as well as to provide a natural color which would blend
in with the natural environment.

4. HELCO has over 500 miles of transmission lines and several
thousand miles of distribution lines on the island. Both
types of lines are potential soUrces of interference.
Although these lines are inspected on a routine basis,
interference problems are intermittent and not always
evident during these inspections. The majority of
interference problems are found and promptly corrected due
to reports fro. our customers.

5. Computer models of conductor surface gradient can be used to
predict conductor performance and line noise before a 69 kv
line is built. Special clamps with smooth surfaces and
special "fog type" insulators are often used. A properly
designed line shOUld not produce radio or TV interference.
However, if complaints are received, HELCO has a policy of
locating and correcting any interference problem due to the
line.

2. HELCO's lines ere In compliance with FCC Rule 15.

3. When any type of interference complaint is received,
technical personnel promptly investigate the complaint to
determine the nature, source, and cause of the interference
problem. Corrective measures are then taken.

1. The lines will be COnstructed within existing State or
county road rightS-Of-way wherever possible. If a lIne
crosses private property, HELCO must secure an easement,
from the owner before installing the pole line.
compensation will be paid to landowners who grant the
transmissIon line easements based on a fair market
appraisal.

If the line i. installed in large, unsubdivlded properties
owned by the state Of Hawaii, HELCO vill negotiate easement
rights for a fifty-foot-wide perpetual easement.
Compensation may be part of the negotiated easement terms.

The proposed linea are not expected to cause a reduction in
property values. Real property taxes are based on the
county's assessed value of a property, Which mayor may not
be the same as market value.

Past experience has shown that slightly damaged insulators
are capable of perfor.inq continuously In a satisfactory
manner. Severely daasgsd insulators cause the system
protective devices to take the circuit out ot service.

14. The wood poles themselves are not affected by corrosion.
The metal hardware Such 8S bolts, guy vires, and anchor rods
are the most susceptible to corrosion. However, these items
are ell protected by a galvanIzed coating and the average
life expectancy for transmission line poles and hardwara is
30 years.

17. According to HELCO'. review of claims for the last
five years, no judgments were entered in Hawaii against
HECO, HELCO, or HEco where transmission lines were jUdged to
have contributed to human death, illness, or disease.

PROPERTY VALUESI

15. Transmission line8, particularly through residential
subdivisions, should not reduce the likelihood of residents
being able to obtain fire insurance. The proposed
transmission lines, however, have been rerouted to avoid
traversing through any subdivisions in the Puna District.

16. No, according to several insurance companies on the Big
Island, the presence of transmission lines would not cause
an increase in fire insurance fees.
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INTERFERENCB TO RADIO, TV, COKKUNICATION81

1. No, the proposed power lines will not increase the
background level of radio frequency interference (RFI) and
TV interference (TVI). A primary cause of RFI and TVI is
loose or damaged hardware. This is readily remedied by
tightening or replacement. occasionally, under rainy

1. The route selection process was an objective evaluation Of
conditions in the study region to identify areas of
constraint and opportunity for a transmission line through
the area. Two guidelines were given to the consultant by
HELCO prior to commencing the stUdy. They are as follows:



10. An increase in rates is not expected as a result of this
project.

11. The interconnection point will be at a switching station
located at the geothermal power plant.

or submarine line can be given at this time. However, it
can be said that maintenance costs of underground or
submarine cables increase faster with the age of the system
than those of overhead lines.

8. All suggested alternatives have been seriously considered
using the criteria used to evaluate the Routing study
alternatives. The proposed alignments are based on input
from the community, and government agencies as well as from
findings of the Routing stUdy.

9. Pursuant to Public Utilities commission regulations, the
geothermal plant developer must pay for all interconnection
costs, including the cost of constructing transmission
lines. The method of financing will be the developer's
concern.

HELCO is regulated by the Public Utilities Commission which
requires that the utility's facilities are installed,
operated, and maintained in accordance with accepted good
engineering practice in the electric industry. This
assures, as far as reasonably possible, continuity of
service, unitor-ity in the quality of service furnished, and
the safety of persons and property.

For this project, two 69 tv transmission lines are needed to
meet these requirements.

15. HELCO is aware only of the potential of geothermal power
within the Puna area, and is not able to develop definite
plans until a firm contract is negotiated with any
geothermal plant developer.

16. The only firm contract is for 25 HW of geothermal-generated
power which shOUld support the projected island load growth
for the next 10 years. Only two 69 kV transmission lines
are required to interconnect the 25 HW into HELCO's system

The relationship of the proposed project to the county
General Plan will be discussed in Chapter IV of the draft
EIS.

proposed generation will be used
The remaining 19 HW will flow into
grid and viII be utilized by the

It is not a practice ror HELCO or any utility to install any
more lines than necessary to provide quality, reliable
service to its customers.

Approximately 6 HW of the
to supply the Puna area.
the existing transmission
entire island.

14.

12.

13 •

An underqround system between Pohoiki and Puna Substation is
estimated to cost $50 .illion While a cost of installing a
Submarine cable, including the terainal stations and the
overhead portion ot the marine route, is estimated to exceed
$100 million. The tvo proposed overhead lines are estimated
to cost $10 million.

If the overall cost is lover, amortized cost is also lower.
Unfortunately, HELOOls experience has been limited to
overhead transmission lines, therefore, no detailed
comparison of amortized costa over the life of underqround

a. Due to the physical and technical difficulties of
placing on8 or two additional alignments within the
Highway 130 right-ot-way, (pahoa Highway), identify and
locate the proposed alignments outside of the Highway
130 right-o~-way.

b. The two alignment. should be separated by one-half mile
to reduce the risk of failure of both lines at onB time
due to a natural catastrophe such as an earthquake,
lava flow, brush tire, or hurricane. Less than
one-half mile separation was acceptable if the
alignments were separated by a major highway corridor.

HELCO did not explicitly exclude Bny area from the
consultant's stUdy. Therefore, a large extent of the Puna
region was considered as the Routing Study stUdy area.
However, as part of the broedscale analysis methodology,
"Exclusion Areas", or areas where regulatory controls are so
restrictive that they essentially precluda a transmission
lin8 route, vere identified. These inclUded areas vithin
the Protective Subzones of the State conservation District.

Yea, the Routing Study did consider the social-economic
impact of transmission lines on private residential
subdivisions. In the Broadscale Analysis Phase, under the
"Land Use" factor, areas zoned for residential and
commercial uses and one-acre agricultural lots in the State
Urban District were mapped as a high constraint for
transmission lines. one, tva, and three-acre aqricultural
lots vere a medium constraint. In the "Land OWnership"
ractor, private land holdings or ten-acres or less vere a
high constraint. In the "Land Value" factor, Urban District
lands and properties of ten-acres and less were a high
constraint.

The three basic configurations that transmission lines can
be designed and constructed by (overhead lines, underqround
cables, and submarine cables) were seriously considered and
thoroughly investigated for this project. The advantages
and disadvantages of each are described in the Routing StUdy
and the draft EIS.

HELCO has not performed any vork on underqround transmission
lines.

2.

5.

4.

3.

7.

6.
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c.

b.
grid. Any future contracts with geothermal plant davelopers
will require a routing study to select the transmission line
alignments as was done for this project.

17. The proposed routes tor the transmission lines will not
cross private residential subdivisions. Therefore no
easements through subdivisions will be roquired.

lB. since the proposed transmission lines will not be routed
through any subdivisions, the lines will not affect line
extensions under the SSPP program.

Insecticides and herbicides will not be used to
construct or maintain the project.

If "landscaped areas" (as opposed to natural
vegetation) outside the easements are disturbed during
construction, they will be replanted.

24. This will be negotiated by the property owners and HELCO.
Should an agreement not be reached, the rate of compensation
will be determined by an independent appraiser.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Existing public roadways and utility lines (including sewer,
water, gas, telephone and electric) may represent potential
routes for transmission lines because they are existing
easements Which could conceivably allow for additional poles
or circuits on poles already in place. However, existing
road and utility easements are not always available or
optimal routes for new lines. For example, existing
easement widths may not be adequate, and the visual impact
of numerous lines in one corridor is a concern.

The amount of power that viII be transmitted from the
geothermal resource in Puna to the HELCO system viII be
limited by the amount of SUch power that the system can
accept. At this time that limit is approximately 25 MR.
Over the next twenty years, an additional 25 KW may be
required based on expected systea load qrowth. The proposed
tvo alignments will be able to adequately transmit the
present level of 25 MH. These lines may have to be
reconstructed or a third line installed if an additional
25 MW is required within the next twenty years.

An intensive field survey and literature search vere
conducted within the Puna area during the Routing StUdy
identified sites have been avoided by the proposed
alignments. The professional archaeoloqists' report is
included as Appendix B of the Routing Study. In addition,
project areas to be disturbed by construction of the
proposed lines will be surveyed by an archaeologist and
mitigative measures taken 8S necessary.

Neither of the proposed alignments will be located along
roads in residential subdivisions.

25. If, for any reason, the proposed geothermal generating
plants at Pohoiki become inoperable and HELCO considers the
interconnection facilities unnecessary, all interconnecting
facilities will be removed in responsible manner and in
compliance with all State, county and Federal rules,
regulations, ordinances, laws, statutes and codes.

26. HELOO's liabilities with respect to construction damage are
defined by existing laws. As a responsible corporate
citizen in its service areas, HELCO fully intends to meet
all legal responsibilities.

RELIABILITY 188081

1. If only one 69 kV line were built for this project, HELeO's
ability to maintain service to its customers would be
severely jeopardized if the geothermal plant were to
suddenly shut down. This unexpected loss of 25t of MELCO's
generating capacity could cause an unstable condition Which
might cause complete or, at least, partial system blackout.

Transmission line outages or failures are primarily caused
by salt or volcanic dust contamination, tree branches, wind,
lightning, storms, and VehiCUlar accidents. These
unscheduled outages would cause severe disruptions in
service to HELCO's customers if only one line is in service.
Scheduled maintenance for tha transmission line such as the
repair of poles due to termite infestation, pole
deterioration, and the repair of inSUlators or conductors
would also seriously jeopardize the availability of the.
geothermal-generated power for extended periods of time.

23. In areas Where there is no existing road or jeep trail,
narrow widths of land will need to be cleared of trees and
large shrubs tor construction access to the pole sites.
Information on the vegetation in the project area and
anticipated impacts and mltiqative measures viII be
described in tho draft EIS.

a. Disposal ot cut foliage ViII be made according to the
land owner's preference. Alonq roadways and within the
conservation District, cut foliage will be taken to a
County-approved disposal site.



Pa.trlc!.& S1ns;ley
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D"'VmOl'Dn'AL ~Lm OO~OL BeARD
46S South Kills Street
Boo. 104
P.oeolulu, H&'lo:au S681J

OHM inc.
land use
and environmenlal
p!aming

11e8 Bishop Slreet
Suile 2405
Honolulu. HI !?6813
Pho lecel 5210£1855

To "bclt :a .:a1 Cocce=r.,

I "Ill vr~tJ.r.g ir. r&£ll%'d3 to the Polh1k1. ":'ran=c.1~1!-1c.r.° !::.r.e P.ro~ect.
\11th %:pec!.i"ic referenca to the h":CF. '!Q!.TACiE trar.::I:'J.:s!cn llt.es,ITot~sed
10ca.tlonl prO;el:t.y 1n CrchlCJ.!.nd ::S'2te~ Sch1lvlc1on.

t1!J ¥,1 ltuest~cr. 18 t1:o ~tl t-irs~- r.Q\f '10:111 1'J-ese r'!Q{ VCL':'AGE tnr.s-·
eco ~u.!Ctn l~Les affect. the nello and ~le"ls·\.n rec:er t1on in the bca~s

H 01. residenG a11.~at:ea near tt,e PO'lo:U 11l:e!.1 Seeor.c!.l}O_ ReEiBrd~ the JrGH
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~n~u:i~clt'n l1r.es:

(a.) HOlo; ta.r ~p:t. l'1ll the transtorPe~ te ~~ced7 (dlatacce
1n tce~)

~ (b) \'hat ~W t'cCC' \'1;en I'BMr.i.r.g !.~.Jtea or.e et t})e!.(!
I ~Mfc..rMr:?
~ (e) "'hat 15 ~e uret)· ha~ tor ~r.y reme·n or ar.iDl tJoA't.
...., 1s with in e-!C-o te8~ ot the 'trans!one:- at the ~1u d

l'ghtniT-& .tr~.g the tnnsforu::' or pole?
(d) In tt.e e·..ect of l1ghtnlq .-:r~ the rele c:r tnnstc:rr.er,

what cheD1al. IAte:!.l or c!eobrU will 1:8 eDltted 1z:.to Qo
a.ir or c!1:S}:Ul':oed on the grcund, ani a~ vha~ rate et Ekeec!
and wh&1. distance wUl the ched,ca.l, uU:-~1 or c!el::r1!' 1'e
ec&ttered. thrcugh tb air or az: the greund.?

At this tiKe, ! reqt:eat to 'be b:t'or:ed on the t!."2l!.!r..p r4 t.~is

1la&rd. and I vocld 11ke to 'be a. con:n:l.te4 ~y in U:.1s J:a:tter. I aQ
requeat1.na a. c:opy of; ttoe £!iVlJ\CMEHTAL IMrAC' STA~ tRAFT 1:e sent
to EO &S coon &S 1t 18 ..\oaUable.

I Pra18lt Cod ! 11\"8 in }o~ca. and I aE; thankful that ~e ha,":o a.
E.Q.C.:B. to &L.Per 'Ule Ci\:8Stions ot the p11:l1c hanes':!)" and cccpJ.etely.

rU 0 "p. 01

to!,(~ ~-"r:~o it'OJd.r.a: fon-ud to he&r!.r-a fro. ~0ot:r Ecar1!. 1n the t:ca: future.C1:. to·· 0

.!l~ ,0:11. -1 'Gil :::~

November 18, 1987

Hs. Patricia Singley
P.o. Box 6
Kurtistown, Hawaii 98760

Dear Hs. singley:

SUBJECT: EIS PREPARATION NOTICE
POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSIOH LIHE

We appreciate your request to be a consulted party in the EIS
process for the transmission line project.

Enclosed is a copy of the Ers Preparation Notice/Environmenta1
Assessment for the subject project in Puna, Hawaii. It serves as
a basis for an Environmental Impact Statement currently in
preparation. A copy of the draft BIS will be sent to you during
the public review period. The complete text of the Routing stUdy
report will be inclUded in the EIS.

I have forwarded a copy of your November 1, 1987 letter to Anna
Lau at Hawaii Electric Company. She will respond to your
specific technical questions about the proposed transmission
lines.

Sincerely,

Wend!e HcAllaeter
Project Hanager

Enclosure



1.

OHM inc.

April 26, 1989

land use
and emironmenlal
p1aming

1188 Bishop SlIeel
Suite 2405
Honolulu. HI 96813
Ph. leCSI 52~·9S5S

The proposed power linea vill not increase the background
level ot radio frequency interference (REI) and TV
interference (TVI). A primary cause of RFI and TVI is 100s8
or damaged hardware. This is readily remedied by tightening
or replacement. occasionally, under rainy conditions there
have been cases of interference directly under the lines.
These are usually corrected by washing the insulators.

2.a. No high voltage transformers will be installed on the
transmission lines.

Hs. Patricia Singley
P.O. Box 6
Kurtistown, Hawaii 90760

Dear Ms. singley:

RE: Pohoikl Geothermal Transmission Line

I am writing to inform you that the Environmental Impact
statement for the subject project will be tiled with OEQC in Hay.
since completion of the Routing study, HELeO has been meeting
with community and Subdivision organizations, government
ofticials, and Hawaiian Telephone cODpany in attempt to delineate
the alignments tor the two proposed 69 kV transmission lines. As
a result of these Beetings, two alignments have been identified
and the draft EIS prepared for these. A map shoving the proposed
alignments is enclosed for your information •....

I The issues you raised in your letter of November 1, 1987 have
~ been considered in the preparation of the EIS. Specific
~ responses to these issues are provided on the following pages in

the sequence of your comments.

If you have additional comments on the draft EIS, please send
them to us during the 45 day review period.

Sincerely,

DHH Planners inc.

W~-tJtca.~
Wandie KcAllaster
Project Hanager

llK,lt

Enclosures

b. Since there will not be Bny transformers, this question is
moot.

c. As for the pole, the shield wire will protect the pole from
lightning strikes.

d. All the transmission poles will be protected by a shield
wire at the top of the pole. As each shield wire is
grounded at the pole, this provides a safe path to ground
for any lightning strike.
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APPENDIX 5

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
DURING PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD

Written responses to the draft Environmental Impact Statement

were received from the following persons and agencies. An

asterisk (*) beside the reviewer's name indicates no substantive

comments.

Federal

* U.S. Department of the Army
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

* U.S. Department of the Navy

State

* Department of Accounting & General services
* Department of Agriculture

Department of Businass and Economic Development
Energy Division

* Housing Finance and Development Corporation
* Department of Defense
* Department of Health

Office of Environmental Quality Control
* university of Hawaii, Environmental Center

county of Hawaii

* Department of Parks and Recreation
Department of Public Works

* Department of Water supply

Others

Orchidland community Association, Inc.,
Transmission Lines Committee

Puna community council
* W.H. Shipman, Ltd.

5-1
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
u. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, HONOLULU

BUILDING 230
IT. SHAFTER. HAWAII 96858-~"

REPLV TO
ATTUoITlON OF:

Planning Branch
• t , •• ,. ,. .:. ..:. i~ I .., .: ,"'"

.. .:.:,,~ ... ;! '.... '.

Dr. Marvin Miura
Director
Office of Environmental Quality Control
46S South King street, Room 104
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Dr. Miura:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft
Environmental Impact statement (DElS) for the proposed
Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line, puna, Hawaii.
The following comments are offered:

a. A Department of the Army permit is not
required for the proje~t.

b. According to the Flood Insurance study for the
county of Hawaii, the project site is located in zone
X, "other Areas· determined to be outside of the
SOO-year flood plain as designated by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in september 1988.

Sincerely,

u:;~
Chief, Engineering Division

copies furnished:

Board of Land and Natural Resources
state of Hawaii
P.o. Box 621
HonolUlU, Hawaii 96809

Hr. Clyde Nagata
Rawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
S4 Halekauila street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521·9855

Mr. Kisuk Cheung
Chief, Engineering Division
Department of the Army
U. S. Army Engineer District, Honolulu
Building 230
Ft. Shafter, Hawaii 96858-5440

Dear Mr. Cheung:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of th& Hawaii Electric Light company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

sincerely,

DHM inc.

-
WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO
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r.t IGINEEP.lNG DEPT.
;\ :IAIIAn ElECTRrC CO.. IHC.

United States Department of the InterlO.jffi rn:f.l~ I~ 0'¥J~ It]
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 1.IAl 1 6 1989nM plJ

PACIF(Cp~~~~o~~OFFICE .jJ!l.~_

UONOLULU. HAWoU HUO Roo. 6307
•RECEIVED .1

'89 HAY IZ ~N 1 02

::r:GIUEEiUtIG DEPMH ~~L:l.

Dr. Marvin T. Miura
Director, Office of Environmental

Quality control
466 South King street, '104
HonolulU, BewBii 96813

Deer Dr. Miura:

MAY I 0 1989

This responds to your letter regarding a Draft Environmental
Impact statement (EIS) tor Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line,
Puna, Rawaii, dated May 1989.

We have reviewed the document and believe that in general, it
adequately describes fish and wildlife resources within our
Jurisdiction. We note that the d~oumeDt states (page 72) that
the proposed power poles may be beneficial to the endanger~d

Hawaiian hawk (1'0) by providi~g hunting perches. We suggest
that the final lIS clearly identify what measures will be taken
to prevent the electrocution ot 1'0 by the powerlines/poles.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely yours,

CV~~ \G,-~-.J';6-
Ernest Kos8lka
Field Office Supervisor
Bnvironmental Services

cc:
Board of Land & Natural Resources

VUawaii Electric Light CONpany, Inc.

--------_._-
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OHM inc.
July 10, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu. H/96813
Ph. (808) 521·9855

Mr. Ernest Kosaka
U. S. Department of the Interior
Fish and wildlife service
Pacific Islands Office
P.O. Box 50167
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850

Dear Mr. Kosaka:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, thank you for the
copy of your letter to Dr. Marvin Miura regarding the above.

In regards to your concerns about the possible electrocution of
the r'o (Hawaiian Hawk), please consider the following:

1. The r'o is not a large bird like the golden eagle. rt
appears to stand cpproximately 17 inches and has a wing span
of about 36 11 to 40". The phase conductors of the proposed
69 kV lines will b~ spaced a minimum of 48" apart,
vertically. Electrocution of the I'o can be prevented by
utilizing vertical construction standards.

2. Since the r'o is a hawk, it will probably select the highest
wire as a vantage point. The highest wire is the shield
wire that is not energized and is grounded.

3. HELCO has other 69 kV lines in areas inhabited by the I'o.
Although HELCO has observed the I'o in the'proximity of the
transmission lines, they have not observed them perched on the
lines or the pole tops. This is mainly due to the presence of
trees that are taller than the poles. These tall trees appear
to provide a better vantage point for the I'o.

As you suggest, the final Ers will expand on measures to be taken
to prevent the electrocution of I'o by the powerlines.

Sincerely,

cc:

:-------
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMUANDER

NAVAL BASE PEARL HAABOA
BOX ItO

PEARL HARBOR. HAy.'AtI 96850-5020

RECEIVED

,89 HAY I 2 nH. 7

I. 5090 (150B)
Ser 032/1209

OZ 9 ,May 1989

.... ...,:

Board of Land &Natural Resources
State of Hawa 11
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, HI 96809

Gentlemen:

: ,. "'''---1&1'' "'E::J' - .•
- .00JlIt o:c.:, rtU., I ""'\ 1M F. I..

POHOIKI GEOTHERMAL TRANSMISSION LINE DEIS

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Pohoikf Geothermal
Transm1ssfon Line has been reviewed, and we have no comments to offer. Since
we have no further use for the DEIS, ft is being returned to the Office of
Environmental ()Jal1ty Control. .

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft.

Sincerely,

.' .
WI<, tlU
AU:,;:C1l1t I'mB Cl"i: ~,.~.neer
Sf .~il O;::;~'a d .
the C.'lI1lt:o::"cler

Copy to:
~awaff Electric Light Co, Inc.

OEQC (w/DEIS)
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu. HI 96813
Ph. (80B) 521-9855

Mr. W. K. Liu
Assistant Base civil Engineer
Department of the Navy
Commander
Naval Base Pearl Harbor
Box 110
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii 96860-5020

Dear Mr. Liu:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

sincerely,

DHM inc.

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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MAY 15 1009

Board of Land and Natural Resources
P. O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Dr. Marvin T. Miura
Director
Office of Environmental Quality Control
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Gentlemen:

Subject: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Thank you for the opportunity to review the subject
document. We have no comments to offer.

(P}1439.9

Should there be any questions, please have your staff
contact Mr. Cedric Takamoto of the Planning Branch at
548-7192.

yours,

TEUANE TOMINAGA
State Public Works Engineer

CT:jnt
cc: Mr. Clyde Nagata
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DHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Teuane Tominaga
state Public Works Engineer
Department of Accounting

and General Services
Division of Public Works
P.o. Box 119
Honolulu, Hawaii 96810

Dear Mr. Tominaga:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to,the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

OHM inc.

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

5-9
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June 20 : ·19.a:9:-·· .. ~ ---,"-' '" .I .• • ..•• ;..~ , :.,._,' •• :-.1:., ••

MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. William W. paty, Chairperson
Board of Land and Natural Resources

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line

Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
TMK: 1-3-09: 3, 4 et al
Puna, Hawaii
Area: easement of approximately

100 feet by 18 miles

The Department of Agriculture has reviewed the subject DEIS
and offers the following comments.

It appears that both proposed alignments will involve only
minimal intrusion into areas in agricultural pro~uction. We
also note that agricultural production in the vicinity of
similarly-rated transmission lines has not experienced
discernible adverse effects.

We are of the opinion that the agricultural resources of
the affected area will not be adversely affected by the proposed
activity.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

YUKIO KITAGAWA
Chairperson, Board of Agriculture

cc: OEQC ,
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.

Attention: Mr. Clyde Nagata
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Yukio Kitagawa
Chairperson, Board of Agriculture
state of Hawaii
1428 s. King street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Dear Mr. Kitagawa:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

-
WM:lt

cc: OEQC
HELCO
DLNR

5-11
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June 15, 1989

The Honorable William W. Paty, Chairman
Board of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Oear Mr. Paty:

We appreciate the opportuni~ to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line.

We confirm the undesirabili~ of the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE discussed on
pages 110 and 111. The no action alternative is not a "no energy" alternative
because there is increased demand for additional electrical generation
capacity on the Island of Hawaii. Without geothermal, this additional
capacity would be met by additional oil-fired generators, further increasing
the State's extreme dependence on this imported commodity fo: its electricity.

The Hawaii State Plan states that planning for the State's facility
systems with regard to energy shall be directed towards the achievement of
increased energy self-sufficiency. The Plan further states that it shall be
the policy of the State to promote the use of renewable energy sources
(Section 226-18, Hawaii Revised Statutes). Geothermal is a renewable energy
source.

In the environmental trade-off between oil and geothermal as fuels for
electricity, the U.S. Department of Energy favors geothermal. Geothemla1
contributes less total air emissions than does petroleum per kilowatt hour of
generated electricity. Further, oil contributes to global warming about
fifteen times more than geothermal per kilowatt hour of generated
electricity. We believe that the'proposed alternative is environmentally

. superior to the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE.

Page 96 of the EIS makes it clear that the proposed transmission lines are
only for the transport of 25 MW of power from PGV's geothermal development in
Pohoiki and that the transmission of electricity from any other geothermal
development in Puna will require independent routing studies: The EIS should

5-12



The Honorable Wi 11 i am W. Paty
Page 2
June 1S, I989

address whether HELCO plans to purchase additional power irom geothermal
development from Puna in the next few years. The community has expressed
concerns through the Puna Community Council, over a proliferation of
geothermal transmission lines in Puna and the lack of an overall development
plan. Therefore, we suggest that the EIS include a forecast of HELCO's
expected additional purchases of power from geothermal development in Puna and
an analysis of the technical, economic, environmental and social factors
involved in providing sufficient additional capacity in the proposed alignment
for the 2S MW transmission lines, versus utilizing entirely different
transmission routes.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

~lYC-L.ll
R09::;- Ulveling )

RAU/GOL:lta

cc: Dr. Marvin T. Miura, OEQC
Mr. Clyde Nagata, HELCO v·

...
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OHM inc.
July 10, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521·9855

Mr. Roger A. Ulveling
Department of Business

and Economic Development
Energy Division
335 Merchant street, Room 110
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Mr. Ulveling:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, thank you for the
copy of your letter to Mr. William Paty regarding the above.

Per your request, the final EIS will expand on HELCO's plans
regarding future geothermal power and the island's forecasted
electrical demand.

As described in the dEIS, the current agreement is for the
purchase of only 25 MW of geothermal electric energy which should
support the projected island load growth for the next 10 years.
The proposed two alignments will be able to adequately transmit
the present level of 25 MW into HELCO's system grid. However,
over the next twenty years, an additional 25 MW may be required
based on expected system load growth. If so, the lines of this
project may have to be reconstructed or ~ third line installed.

If the generating capacity in Puna is increased due to any
additional geothermal plants, the party responsible for the
additional generation will also be responsible for
interconnecting this power to HELCO's 69 kV grid by constructing
additional 69 kV transmission lines or increasing the capacity of
the existing 69 kV transmission lines. Increasing the voltage
would generally require wider easements, taller poles, and larger
insulators.

If the existing 69 kV transmission lines are to be upgraded to a
higher voltage, approval by the PUC must be obtained before
construction begins. A series of public hearings with
governmental agencies and community associations will be
conducted in accordance with PUC Rules. Any future contracts
with geothermal plant developers would require a new routing
study to select new transmission line alignments as was done for
this project.
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Mr. Roger Ulveling
July 10, 1989

Page 2

The community's concern is appreciated over a proliferation of
transmission lines in Puna. coordinated efforts among community,
geothermal power plant developer, HELCO and appropriate
government agencies are needed for an overall development. This
concern and need will be included in the EIS.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-

'.
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MEMORANDUM

t:IGIUEEltlt~G OEPMU MLt. i

May 10, 1989

B9:PLNG/1748B JT

TO: Or. Marvin T. Miura, Director
Office of Environmental Quality control

FROM: Joseph K. Conant

SUBJECT: Draft EIS for the Proposed Pohoiki Geothermal
Transmission Line

Thank you for the opporturdty to review the enclosed draft
EIS. We have no comments to offer.

OT\1GrNfl.l SIGNED

JOSEPH R. CONANT
Executive Director

~c: Hawaii Electric Light Company

___0 -'-
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

'188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Joseph K. Conant
Executive Director
Department of Business

and Economic Development
Housing Finance and

Development Corporation
P. O. Box 29360
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820-1760

Dear Mr. Conant:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

. OHM inc.

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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May 11, 1989

Engineering Office

Board of land and Natural Resources
state of Hawaii
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Gentlemen:

Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Puna, Hawaf 1

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to review the above subject
project.

We have no comments to offer at this time regarding this project.

~:rh~\.~~
J6~~. Matsuda
JlIaJ6r, Hawaii Ai r

National Guard
Contracting &Engineering Officer

cc:
Dr. MarVin T. Miura, OEQC

ylMr. Clyde Nagata, Hawaii Electric
light Company, Inc. '-

'.,

..
•

r! ..
..
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Jerry M. Matsuda
Major, Hawaii Air National Guard
contracting & Engineering Officer
state of Hawaii
Department of Defense
Office of the Adjutant General
3949 Diamond Head Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816-4495

Dear Mr. Matsuda:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

-
WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO
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JOliN WAIHEE
GOyt nNOIIlI OF Hiw._.

JOHN C. LEWIN. "'.0.

IlI~CCfD~D, "OUN

STATE OF HA~~II!'~'l

OEPARTMENT OF HEA'LT'if·
J

P. O. BOX 331.

HONOLULU. HAWAII ;6101

May 24, 1989.

MEMORANDUM

To: Honorable William W. Paty, Chairperson
Board of Land and Natural Resources

? fl./f P.U' ? ~l.J .1

... ~. I" •• •
" .,,1" .• :. ,

In rellt~. 1I'..se re"r to:
EPHSD

From: Deputy Director for Environmental Health Administration

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Pohoiki Geothermal
Transmission Une, Puna, HawaII, Tax Map Keys 1-3-9: 3,4; 1-4-1: 2,4,17,65,
66,78,79; 1-4-3: 8,11; 1-5-1: 1,3; 1-5-8: 6,7; 1-5-9: 5-7,9,17,23-26; 1-5-10: 3;
1-5-117: 14,15; 1-6-1:15,16; 1-6-3: 3,4,22,67,68,80

Thank you for allowing us to review and comment on the subject EIS. On the basis
that the project will comply with all appllcable Administrative Rules, please be Informed
that we do not have any objections to this project.

We realize that the statements are general in nature due to preliminary plans being
the sole source of discussion. We, therefore, reserve the right to impose future
environmental restrictions on the project at the time final plans are submitted to this
office for review.

BRUCES.ANDERSON,Ph.D.

cc: OEQC
HELCO
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Dr. Bruce S. Anderson
state of Hawaii
Department of Health
P.O. Box 3378
Honolulu, Hawaii 96801

Dear Dr. Anderson:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

sincerely,

DHM inc.

n4e~~;;f~e'J~~s~dent
WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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JOHN W...IHEE

c;ovr~"oll

STATE OF HAWAII
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL.ITY CONTROL.

~55 SOUTH KING STREET. ROOM 104

HONOLULU. H"'W"'II 115813

MARVIN T. MJUR.... Ph.D.
DIArCTOIl

TELEPHONE NO.
548'6915

May 16, 1989

Ms. Duk Hee Murabayashi
OHM Planners Inc.
1180 Bishop street, suite 2405
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Ms. Murabayashi:

SUbject: Comments on the Draft EIS for the Pohoiki Geothermal
Transmission Line

We wish to confirm with you that the Pohoiki geothermal project is
the Puna Geothermal venture Proj ect for which Thermal Power Company
filed an EIS in November 1987. If there has been any changes to
the geothermal project, we woula like to see a discussion of the
changes in the EIS at this time.

Thank you for providing us this opportunity to review your EIS.

SAKAMOTO
ironmental Technical Specialist

Sincerely, ..

q.:J~ ~;_ 0{~v.JL<
MARVfIT MIURA, PH. D.
Di c;:t , ifice of Environmentpl
Q 1. Con _l1----

?4

cc: DLNR
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OHM inc.
July 7, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Dr. Marvin T. Miura, Director
and Mr. Roy Sakamoto
state of Hawaii
Office of Environmental Quality Control
465 South King street, Room 204
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Dr. Miura and Mr. sakamoto:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for your letter of May 16, 1989 regarding the above.

The Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line project and ErS are
separate from the Puna Geothermal venture (PGV) project to which
you referred in your letter. The PGV project involves the
development of a 25 megawatt qeotherlDal power plant at the
Pohoiki geothermal site. The Hawaii Electric Light Company
(HELCO) is not involved in that project. The subject Pohoiki
Geothermal Transmission Line project, proposed by HELCO, involves
the construction and operation of two 62 kV transmission lines
that will transmit the geothermal power produced at the PGV plant
from the plant site to HELCO's island-wide power grid at the Puna
Substation.

If you have further questions regarding the relationship between
these two projects, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

OHM inc.

-
WM:lt

cc: OEQC
OLNR
HELCO
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University of Hawaii at Manoa
Environmental Cenler

Crawford 317. 2550 Campus Road
Honolulu. Hawaii 96822

Telephone (BU8) 948-7361

June 22, 1989
RE:0535

Mr. William Paty
Board of Land and Natural Resources
P. O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Dear Mr. Paty:

Draft Environmental Impact statement
Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line

Puna, Hawaii

The above referenced document PlOPOSes the construction of two overhead
69 kV transmission lines that will originate at the site of the proposed
geothermal power plant at Pciloiki and terminate at the Puna Substation in
Keaau, Hawaii. The length of each tranenn1ssim line will be between 17 and
18 miles. .

This review was conduct:ed 'doth the assistance of Sheila Conant, General
Science; Roger Fujioka, Water Resources Research Center/Public Health;
Charles Lamc:w:eux, Botany; Broce Tabashnik, Entomology; Randall Rush and
C. Anna Ulaszewski, Environmental Center.

our reviewers concur that this document is exmprehensive and adequately
add%:eses their concerns. We suggest that :In addition to consulting with a
cave specialist and an archaeologist as construction progresses, an
ornithologist should be consulted periodically to insure that the i'o
nesting is not disturbed.

Thank yc:u for the oppoLtunity to comment on this Draft Environmental
Impact Statement.

_3Efs~~~r.;:'
<;J~~'H"~~~i~ "

Environmental Coordinator
cc: OEQC

Clyde Nagata
,DHM, Inc.

L. Stephen Lau
Sheila Conant
Roger Fujioka
charles Lamoureux
Bruce Tabashnik
Randy Rush
C. Anna Ulaszewski

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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OHM inc.

July 7, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521·9855

Mr. John Harrison
Environmental Coordinator
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Environmental Center
Crawford 317
2550 Campus Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Dear Mr. Harrison:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your letter to William Paty regarding
the above. We appreciate your review of the subject document.

Care will be taken during project construction not to interfere
with the I'o nesting or breeding. HELCO will consider your
suggestion for periodic consultation with an ornithologist.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

~~"1Du Hee Murabayash (Mrs.)
P esident

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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f

Department of Parks and Recreation
1S Aupuni Street, Hm. 110 • Hilo, Hawaii 96710 • (808) 961-8311

4 _'" _ .-.

I', .:. -.; :. ; , :. ~

Bernard K. Akana
Mayor

Larry Tanimoto
Dine:tor

George Yoshida
Deputy Director

June 2, 1989

...,.. ,.. .' ~

.~!I:} ...

Marvin Miura, Director
Office of Environmental Quality Control
465 South King Street, Room 104
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Board of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii
P. O. Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Subject: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line - Draft EIS

Dear Si r:

The draft EIS has been reviewed and none of the proposed alignments
would adversely impact existing park sites.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the report.

Encl. EIS being returned (OEQC)

cc:~ Clyde Nagata
HELCO, Inc.
54 Halekauila Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
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OHM inc.

July 6, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu. HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Larry Tanimoto
Director
Department of Parks and Recreation
County of Hawaii
25 Aupuni street, Room 210
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Dear Mr. Tanimoto:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

OHM inc.

...

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO
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• ~".I .

HuSh Y. Ono
~.... Chief Ensineer

.. 'tot 01 ......

··o~.,,:····.. ·~,.~~ f P bI- W 1 Druce C. McClure

Q
~.. ~>~v:: Department 0 U Ie or <5 Ol!puty Chief Enginl!er

.(~~. 2S Aupuni Street, Rm. 202 • Hila, H~w~ii 96720 • (808) 961·8321 • Fu (808) 969·7138

..*;;~.":~:.*-~ .."

.,..:.::;;~

I·lay 24, 19(19

BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF HAHAI I
POBOX 621
HONOLULU HI 96809

SUBJECT: POHOIKI GEOTHERI4AL TRANSMISSIOU LINE
Draft EIS
Puna, HI

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft EIS.

It is preferable that the transmisSion lines avoid major arterials. The
traffic on arterials are heavy and fast and utility poles are considered
to be a hazard.

Also, arterials are the most likely to be improved in the future as the
population grows_

Does alig~ent l6A cross through the Kula Keaau Subdivision or around
it? The maps used do not show the ~ctual extent of this subdivision.

If there are future geothermal ventures in the Puna area. would they be
able to. use these same lines?

--------
J LljJl'(f..&
,: ROBt.~t k. YA~ABU, Division Chief

Engineering Division •
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OHM inc.

July 10, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

1.

-,

Mr. Robert K. Yanabu
Division Chief
Enqineerinq Division
Department of Public Works
25 Aupuni street, Room 202
Hila, Hawaii 96720

Dear Mr. Yanabu:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, we appreciate
your review of the subject document and your letter dated May 24,
1989 to the Board of Land and Natural Resources. The following
comments are in response to your letter:

HELCQ has been, and will continue to be, in regular contact
with the state Department of Transportation regarding the
construction of the proposed lines within highway
rights-of-way.

2. Alignment A, the makai alignment shown on page 16 of the
dEIS, will not cross through the Kula Keaau Subdivision.
The alignment is routed on an existing private road between
Highway 130 and the Puna SUbstation~

3. Future contracts with geothermal plant developers in the
Puna area will require a new routing stUdy to select the
transmission line alignments. The lines of the subject
project would not be used by future developers.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

~
.

Du Hee Murabaya i (Mrs.)
P. esident

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY. COUNTY OF HAWAII

215 AUPUNI STREET • HILO. HAWAII 11117:10

1. •. • • 1'.'• • ,'.. '. . .-- .....,.... ~ .='---
• • I • • • '"...:;.,1 • ......, ."'': ~.~_ ,re........... ~

Dr. '1~rvin T. ~Huri!

!lir'!ctllr
Offic~ 0f ~nvirn~mcnt~l ~u~lity Control
465 S. KinQ Stre~t, 1o~m 114
4onolulu, 41 96813

1RAFT £'VTnO~HENTAL IMPACT STATEMEMT
POliOIKI GEOTLJER:1AL TRA~Sr1ISSlm~ LINE
pimA, H"~~." II ..

al
'. tD

T~p. O~o~rtm~nt has nxistin9 water system f~cilities alon9~Pohoi~ Road,
Pahot!- Ka litpana Hi ghway, Keaau-Pahoa Hi ghwa.v t Pllhoa-Y.apohC? Hi 9h\~y, ~~hi3 ka i
Aoul~vard ~nd within Kp.a~u. Saf~quard~ for protecting t~~ p.xi~ngFwater

system facilities should be providp.d in the c(lnstruct1on~pla"s ~d ~peci-

f i r.a t i on:; for th~ propost'!d trilnsJ'llis si on 11 ne. r:; -., ~.i
::i: ::..

H. ~il1i~~ ~~w3k~

"!an;ll'J~r

:'lA/H~IS

r.c - ~oard of Land ~nd "~tural P.esources
~~wllfi Electric Li~ht Comoany
Planning Department
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OHM inc.

July 7, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. H. William Sewake
Manager
Department of Water Supply
county of Hawaii
25 Aupuni street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Dear Mr. Sewake:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light Company, thank you for the
copy of your letter to Dr. Marvin Miura regarding the above.

HELCO will provide safeguards for protecting the County's
existing water system facilities in aocordance with all
applicable County standards.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO

-
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Orchidland Community Association, Inc.

TRANSMISSION LINES COMMITTEE
S.R. Box 5684 - Kea'au, Hawai'i 96749

June 20, 1989

Mrs. Duk Hee Murabayashi
DHM Planners Inc.
1188 Bishop Street, Suite 2405
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96813

RE: Environmental Impact Statement for Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line

The Transmission Lines Committee supports HELCO's decision to relocate the
alignments for the two 69 kV transmission lines within the right-of-way for
Highway 130 instead of through residential subdivisions with the following
conditions: 1) each line be buried or bermed along the highway or where it
borders existing or proposed residential property; and 2) all statements
made by the consultant for HELCO in the E.I.S. be included in subsequent
contracts, applications, permits and other pertinent agreements with the
condition that they be enforced.

Our specific concerns include:

Safety/Health: Studies on the potential adverse effects of electromagnetic
fields are inconclusive; however, "enough evidence now exists to support the
assumption that some forms of low-level electromagnetic radiation pose a
health threat." A copy of Dr. Richard Littenberg's article "Electromagnetic
Radiation - Friend or Foe?" which was published in The Center Report, Vol. 1,
No.2 January 1989, is enclosed. Also, in reviewing J. Michael Silva's
field measurements of existing 69 kV lines, electric fields at the centerline
below the lowest point of sag are .359 kV/m maximum, not .265 kV/m as stated
on page 81. (See Appendix 2, Table 4, page 2-9.)

Visual Impact: The proposed high voltage transmission line alignments re
present an unmitigated and lasting visual impact. In addition, the document
is contradictory on the use of wood poles. Information regarding the con
struction and impact of wood poles is provided. Descriptions, diagrams and
impacts of the steel poles proposed on page 69 has been omitted. It is
obvious that the statement on page 94 that the visual impact will remain the
same is not true.

Upgrading: Document response to questions concerning the future upgrading of
the overhead transmission lines within the alignment corridors is vague and
misleading with regard to the Hawaii Deep Water Cable Project. State of Hawai~i

Department of Business and Economic Development reports state that existing
corridors will receive priority consideration for the two planned 500 MW
transmission line corridors necessary for the cable project. Present planning
must encompass all aspects of geothermal development in the Puna District.
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Mrs. Duk Hee Murabayashi -2- June 20, 1989

Cost: HELCO has repeatedly stated that the construction of underground or
bermed lines is too costly; however, it is pointed out in this document that
according to Public Utilities Commission regulations, the geothermal plant
developer must pay the cost of constructing transmission lines and that
should the developer pay for an underground system, HELCO will cooperate in
its construction. It is necessary to the future wellbeing of the Puna
District that all developers of geothermal energy for the production of
electricity financially support burying or berming transmission lines.

Property Values: Affected property owners believe that a loss in property
values will result if the two 69 kV transmission lines and larger lines to
support logically anticipated system increases are not buried or bermed.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our concerns relating to the
construction of overhead high voltage transmission lines along our subdivision.
It is imperative that this project, one of the first phases for geothermal
development in our community, set a precedent for all Big Island geothermal
development. Therefore, we strongly urge that energy corridors be under
ground or bermed where they impact the human environment.

Sincerely,

TRANSMISSION LINES COMMITTEE

.----L:,,42iJ:zy 22 0' ~=;:_~
~"GOldstein

Secretary

/lg

Enclosure
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The CenterRe ort
.' ...1...

Dedicated to Detennining the Relationship Between the Environment and Human H....iJlth Volume 1, No. 2 January 1989... .... .·._a_..__ - __

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION-
FRIEND OR FOE? by Richard Littenberg, MD

Nationally. there is a growing public concern about potential health
hazards a~sociated with the cxpO"ure to low level electromagnetic
radiation. This is the fonn of mdiation associated with power lines.

electric motors, TV sets, computer consoles, microwave ovens, cellular
phones. microwave transmissions. and broadc<I'\t antennas. Data suggest
ing a link between exposure to low level radiation from power lines and
the occurrence of cancer has complicated new power line construction.
Various cities are imposing limits on mdio frc4ucncy and microwave
radiation transmissions. Prospective home buyers in other areas are being
warned about the proximity to power lines.

Herc in Hawaii. a 1984 Environmental Protcction Agency study identified
Honolulu as the city with the highest level of mdio frequency radial ion in
the nation due to the location of broadcast antennas in residential and
commercia' areas. AddilionaHy, the proximity of the Om;::ga station to the
proposed H~3 highway causcd concern regarding potential health risks to
construction workers and motorists. This Omega ~tation in Kaneohe is part
of a worldwide system created to assist navigation by sending out strong
electromagnetic signals. These signals :Irc received by marine vessels ami
aircraft and help them establish their locatinn. Thc new H-3 will pass
directly beneath the antenna at the Kanl'ohc slation.

Interest has focused on a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which
was previously considered of little biologic significance. While the poten
tial harmful aspects have received th~ most 3l1cnlion. considerable benefi
cial effects on human health may al"iu exist. SU'llrisingly. up until 1984. a
large fraction of the world's literalur~ 011 th~ subject emanated from the
Communist bloc and was puhlished only in the Slavic language.o;.1 Most ur
this research was never translated so as to be available 10 Western scien
tists who, gener,l1ly. professed little interesl in this area.

Severa! studies alleging an association hclwccn exposure to low-level or
non-ionizing radiation and childhood leukemia. problems with pregnancy.
learning disabilities. and brain tumors have g~ncntled increasing scientific
interest and public concem.~ ..'·J·~ These studies <lssociating low~leveJ

radiation to human disease have been epidcmiological in nature and
subject to attack. Additionally, many h<lve nol hecn reproducible in other
localities. However. enough evidencl' nnw cxists to support the assump
tion that some fonns of low-level electromagnetic radiation pose a health
threal.On the other hand, medically beneficial uses of low-level electro
magnetism have already been well dcmonstf"cl.tcd. For example, when

Continued un pal!~' :!
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Electromagnetic Radiation Conlillu~d

broken bones fail to heal. <I condition calkd "non-union:' a device applil'd
over the affected part is used to indul'c a pulsaling electromagnetic field
that can lead to healing.fI e1iminaling Ihe need for surgery. Similarly. skill
wound healing may also be promuted hy such devices.

[t can be expecled that a signific<lnt hody of knowledge will emerge owr
the next several years. This new inrnrnWlion may force painfululld c()~ll~

decisions on an increasingly technJl'ul s()Ciety, It may also reveal new ,11111
exciting applications of electromaf:nctism in lhe diagnosis and lre-..tmcnl
of human disease, An informed population. especially those in decision
making positions. will be crucial. This ('(''''l'r RC'f10rt will presenl SOOlL' or
the background concepts involvinJ.! electromagnetic radiation. the clc,:lr;·
cal nature of biological systems. alld Ihe: interaction between external
electromagnetic radialion and Ihe human bmly.

Electromagnetic Radiation
While most non-scientists have a \ ague: understanding of electromagnetic:
radiation, not enough of the spccific:.. arc generally understood to permit
critical interpretation of information rl'gardin~ its health effects.

Simply stated. maUer, the substanc~' uf the universe. is made up of atom... ,
These atoms are composed of neg:lliwl) l'hargcd electrons which cin:ulalL'
around a nucleus. comprised of pal1 ick!'> having holh neutral and posit i\ \"
eleclric charges, An electric currenl (ll'l"ur!> when electrons arc passed I'nllll
atom tu alum in cenain materials call1'd conductors. The electrons circling
the nucleus. as well a.. free electrons. such as those traveling in a mnduc·
tor. can be given increased energy In ,1 v;lriclY of ways. The same is Inle
for the nucleus of the atom. When matter is energized, there is a fundn·
mental tendency to give up this extra energy and lO return to its unencr
gized state. One of the ways by which mailer gelS rid of this exce1i1i cncr.!!y
is through the emission of electromagnelic nuJjation.

Based upon experimental observatlllns. scienliSIS have created lwo dirfcr~

enl models of what eleclromagnelit· rmlialion "looks like:' Used logether.
these two models help explain the nhservcd properties of this radialion.

The first model (Figure I) pictures clcctromagnelic radiation a.. a wave
made up of electric and magnetic l'Omponcnts oscillating back and fonh.

Continued on Jl:lt:.' .i

Figure I
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Electromagnetic Radiation Continued

These compUIl~nts oscillate at right .mg.les to each other while the wave
tmvels in a dir~ction perpendicular 10 the oscillation. The radiation travel..
at a specific ~Ill'ed in any givcn medium. Fur example. in a vacuum.
electromagnet iI,,' radiation travels at th~ speed of Iight. 186.000 miles per
second. In annther medium, such a~ air. the speed will be somewhat less
than that in ;l \ :lcuum.

The wave m(llkl introduces two other l'hllracleristics needed to understand
electromagnetic r.tdialion-rrequcm·y .lOd W<lVC length, The frequency or
the I1ldiation i, Ihe number of complett' cycles that the wave will undergo
in a second. The- wave length is the distance the wave will travel while
undergoing Oils..' complete cycle. An analogy c.m be made using two hoops
of different sill'S (Figure 2). Both hoops Imve to Imvel the samc distance
in onc second 1186.000 miles in thl' case or.1 v<l(.'uum). In this analogy thl,,'
wave length i.. the circumference of Ihe hoop. The small hoop has 11

shorter wave length than the large hoop, To l'uver the same distance in 0111,,'

second, the slllall hoop has to tum faslt:r, making more revolutions (higher
frequency) than the large hoop, It iloo c:Isily seen using Ihis analogy Ihal
speed equals Ihe wave length (circumfs..'rcl1ce) limes the frequency (num·
ber of revolutiuns). As one increasl.'. thl.' other decreases.

Fi1lurc 2

DISTANCE IN ONE SECOND

Other experinwnts performed many YC:lrs ago shnw that Ihe energy in the
electromagnel iI,,' radiation is proponionilltu the frequency of the r.tdiatinn.
The faster thl' wave oscillates (the r.lstl'r the hnop rotales). the more
energy it conlams. For example, clNnil.' rays created far out in the distant
reaches of :-;P;l~ c have nn extremely ..hurt wnw length with very r.tpid fre
quencies and I:ontain enormous cncr!!is..·... Cnnvcrscly. extremely low
frequency fal1iation. such as the 60 qde Jlt~r sccnnd (60 Hel1z) power line
frequ,-ncies ill Ihe United States, h:l\'C :1 ,"cry Illw frequency and very liut"
energy.

ElectromagneI il.' radialion C.lIl exist in an infinile variety based upon its
frequency (or \V'lve length). This vmic1y i.. (.':llIcd the electromagnetic
spectrum and ~':ln range from the Vl'r~ Inw fn:lluencics to the very high

Canlinul,.'tIun ra~c: 4 .
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Electromagnetic Radiation Cont inued

frequencies. Different regions in th~ <pc.·trul11 have been c1a~sificd accord·
ing to a sci scheme (Table I).

The other model of electromagnetic radi:llion is to picture the radiation in
the form of small particles called photons. Each photon can be pictured :Is
n little BB pellet. A burst of electrom;lgn~ticradiation originatinl; at a
single point in space could. thercfol~. hc' imal;ined as a cluster oflittlc
pellels shooting out simult,meousl.\ ill 'III din,.·tions. Using the wave
model, if the electt'Omagnelic radiillioll lI':ls of a single frequency, then i"l
the pellets would have a similar :nooullIor c",:rl;Y. The further one got
from the point of explosion. the m"r~ 11ll' pellels would be spread out :111"
the fewer pellets could be detected _The nllmher of pellets found ;11 a l;ilL'II
distance away eould be incrcased by inlT,'asinl; Ihe numher of 1'<.'1 lets
liberated in the original explosion.

This model helps explain the diffelellc'c' h<:1"'een lhe energy of the elecllo,
magnetic radiation and the power of Ihe radiation. The power of Ihe
radiation relatcs to lhe number of partides Iih<:r.tled, The energy of lhc
radiation relates 10 the energy of a specitk individual pellCl or thc fre
quency of Ihe corresponding wavc form.

The physics explained abo"e hclps in lI11"c'rsr:lI1ding the concerns inl'o"
ing the Omega station. The Omega sWlion s('m)s energized elcctrons illlo
Ihe anlenna slrung across Haiku Valley. These electrons lose enerl;y in Ih,'
form of electromagnetic radialion. l'h~ radial ion of lhe Omega stalion b ill
the 10,000-13,000 cps (10-13 kilohertZ) r~nge. This portion of thc electrn
magnelic spectrum corresponds to lhe I'cry low frequcncy "mge. With
such a low frequency, lhe amount of energy in thc associated pholons is
very low (weak pellets). As the radiation emanatcs away from thc antenna.
Ihc pellets spread oUI.ln order for a ship (Ir plane to detecl enough pellets
from the various Omega stalions to help dctermine its position, a suffi
ciently high number of pellets must he cmitt~d from Ihe antenna. This is
what diclates the very high power oUlput needed from the Omega station
antenna. In lilis case, the radiation itself is weak. but the power outpUI
must be large to accomplish its mb<ion.

It is Ihis high power requircment or lhe Omega slalion Ihat creates its
shock potential. As learned in elementary science, like charges n:pcl cal'll
other while opposite chargcs atlrnc'l. Th.'se clectric chargcs can ,.ffect c':ld,
olher even at a distance. Conceptually. lhis a.'lion at a distance Icd to Ih,'
conccpt of "field effect." It wa~ considercd thaI a charged particlc influ
enced the space around it and any Cltlwr dlarl;cs enlering lhe SPilCC WllU'"
be affected. The large power output nC'c'ded III communicate wilh ships III

planes far away necessilatcs a high vIIII"l;C (~:;(>.nOO vailS) to drive thc
required number of electrons thrnu~h th.· Unlmna. The large numher Ill'

electrons creates an eleclric field in Ih,' v-icil1llY of the antenna. Conducl'
ing materials, such as iron or steci. h'lvc' '"osdy bound electrons capahk
of moving from atom 10 atom. If slId, iI c,,"ductor is pl~ced in a Slrong
Omega station eleclric field. the ek.·lrllns will move from one sidc of Ih,'
conductor 10 Ihe other. creating a dmrgc in Ihe conductor itself. If the
conducling material is auachcd to Ihc ground hy another conductor sud1 'IS

Continued on p'I.C~· ~

Table I
Wave.' Icn{:.lh~ Ilf clcl'lroll1;J~nClicspectrum

~~

.a.elenglll IrlIquency pholon
(cm) (aec-'I t.e/1lY

(tVI

cosmic ray 3nO'· 10" 4 X10"
pholons 3 X10" 10" 4 X10"

3 x 10 ,. 10" 4X10lJ

3 X10" 10'· 4 X10"
3 X10" 10" 4X10'
3)' lP I) 10" 4X 10'

gamma rays 3, 10 '" 10'/1 4 X10'
X-rays 3X 10' 10" 4X10'
Uhrav!olet· 3 X10' 10" 40

visible Iighl
ionizalion 1 X10' 10" 12.4
enelgy

infared 3 X10' 10'· 0.4
microwaves 3 X10' lOU 4 X10-'
radar 3 lo,a 4X 10'
UHF, VHF, 300 10' 4X 10'

FM
sbo~w••e 3X10' 10' 4X 10'

am radio
longwave 3 X10' 10' 4 X10"

radio 3 X10' lD' 4 X10 "
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a wire. the cnnductor is called "ground~d:' The electrons will now from
the conduclor into Ihe ground and dissipute the charge. If an ungrounded
conductor is louched by an individuul not wearing protective c1olhing. the
individual u,'ts as a ground. with Ihe eurrenl passing through him. creating
a shock.

Biological Systems
The scientilk understanding of ml"t phenomena has usually evolved in u
fashion analogous to peeling the layers of an onion. The outermost layer is
gross descriplion followed hy funl'lion. chemistry. physics. and finally
mathematics.

The human hody can be used an all ,·x:lll1pl~. The first descriplive under
standing undoubtedly began hefor,· Ih~ duwn of recorded history by
observations made during Ihe bUlchering of animals and drdwing analo/lY
with the hum,m counterpan. Subs~411~nlly. over many thousands of yeurs.
gross anatomic dissection allowed pr~cise descriplions of the individual
struclures wllhin the body and their relationship 10 each other. In relalively
recent humull hislory. dire,·t ohsemllion was extended to the cellular level
with the usc ,.1' the microscope.

Functional understanding. or physiolugy. followed direct observation and
description hy many Ihousands of years. Vinually all of the understanding
of human physiology has heen developed over Ihe past several centuries.
escalating e\, ,. morc rapidl, durill~ Ih,' lasl century. .

The next layer of understanding. wherc we currently find ourselves as wc
approach Ihe year 2000. is at the hioch,-micul level. Biochemistry is a
common thread extending through Ihe disciplines of molecular biology
and genetics. lIIuslrative examples d".,eribing our current Slage of devel
opment include the constant expansion of knowledge concerning the bio
chemical nature of disease. such as atheroscl"rosis and cancer. Therefore.
in our current stage of development. we picture Ihe body from an analomic
and biochemical basis. What will Ihe nc\t luyer of the onion disclose?

All chemicul reactions follow Ihe luws of physics. Chemistry focuses on
the interactions between atoms and Innleeules which occur through
electromagnetic forces. Therefore. lhe imagc of Ihe hody in this nexi st:l!!e
of scienlific evolution will add th,- new dim~nsilln of eleelromagnelic
fields 10 the existing picture of an:llo11lY .md hiochemistry.

It is obvious that the scientific "er,,," Il\wlup In some extent. Since the
first time an eleclrical impulse wu, u,,'" to stimulate the body. the "electri·
cal nature" of the body was sugg~,te". In faci. Ihe electrical nature of th~
body is used currently in clinical medicine on a rouline basis. The eleclrn,
cardiogram and the eleetrocoeeph"logral1l me hath crude techniques hy
whkh the gross eleclrical !ields !!"nenlled by the hean and brain respec
tively are studied. Even lhese gross 11I~usur~l1lenIS of organ electrical
activity provide imponanl and usl'i'ul c1inie'll information. Thus. the
electrical fields generated hy the I",un. us m~asured by Ihe electrocardio,
gram. are routinely used as one 01 Ihe key stanclards for establishing the

Continued on ra~l' (,
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Electromagnetic Radiation Continued

presence of irregularitics in cardiac rhythm, as well as heart auacks, The
elcctroencephalogram remains thc majllr Illol for diagnosing seizure
disorders,

One of the newesltechniques. magnelic resonance imaging (MRI). is
based upon the electromagnetic nalure of Ihe body, The patient is lilerdlly
placed in a large magnetic field am! has radio frequency energy pumped in
to generate an internal signal from Ihe body, MRI uses some of the most
sophisticated advances in electronil's, magnet ism. and mathematical image
reconstruction theory to interact wilh Ihe body's own electromagnetic
fields on an atomic/molecular level III creale pictures of the inside of the
body. Despite the sophistication of Ih,' science employed, MRI still uses
gross electromagnetic signals similar III Ihe eh~"lrocardiogram or electro
encephalogram, In olher words. our mllst sophisticated techniques arc
barely scratching the surface of th" cOOlpil'x dectromagnetie phenomeO<I
occurring within the body.

One can visualize that the basis of life is Ihe maintenance of the sepamlillll
of charges and the creation of eleclrical lidds, The living unit ofour
bodies. the cell. is surrounded by a memonlO" which separates the inside
of the cell fmm lhe fluid outside. ThruUghllUI its life, the cell continuously
pumps electrically charged aloms :llld IIlllil'c'ules across the cell memoran,'
to creale separalion of charge and. Ihcldi're. an electric field. The funelillll
of our brain. nerves and muscles aI', all oase,1 uplln transient char!!,·s in
these fields. The rest of our bodies C:1I1 be Ihllught of as being casl in a
support and supply role. The digeslive syslem hreaks down food inlo the
fuel needed to supply energy 10 maintailllhe separation of charge, The
pulmonary system supplies the oXYl;en til hum the fuel. The circulatory
system transports the fuel and oxyg"n II. Ihe cells. Hormones and other
active molecules work, at least in pari. oy aff,'cling the cell memhrane and
somehow modifying the electricallield and.lhereby, cell function.

New research indicates that electril' phenllmena playa significant role in a
far more sophisticated and comple~ \\,:'y Ihan previously imagined. W.R,
Adey. at Lorna Linda University. has he'C'1l a main proponenl in advancing
this picture of molecular and cellular lunl'lillll,' lie pictures the cells as
whispering to each other with elecilical si;~nals, Since all molecules in th,'
body have electrical charges nn them. wl1l'1l 111I~y arc exposed to either
internal or external electromagneti, radiatilln, they tend to oscillale and
vibrate. Depending upon thc freqUl'llc) III Ih,' signals. these oscillations
can occur in many "modes," The llIoll'l'uks can be pictured as a rope
attached a one end and being shakt'll al the olher end. Depending upon the'
speed, or frequency. with which thl' roP" is slmken. different modes. or
patterns can be established in the n'pe Allor the large molecules in the
body, including DNA. could paniclp:lI" in IhIS ·'dance." Since many
molecules including hormones and anlihndies must interact with specili,'
receptor molecules. much like a lot ~ and key. the possibilily exists thai
the function of these molecules can Ill' altered. depending upon their
modes of oscillation. Perhaps the a"linn of these molecules could be
enhanced or diminished by the applic'minn 01 spccilic electromagnetic
fields.

Conlinued on pal!~ 7
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Electromagnetic Radiation Continued

Radiation-Body Interactions
Extcrnal electromagnelic radiation c:ml inlentc:1 with the body in a numhcl'
of ways based upon the photon cn~·rgy. A t1ivision can be made in the
electromagnctic spectrum al 12.4 eV (2.99 xIII I , cps) which is the energy
with which the weakest bound elc~'lrnn b ~Itlill'hed to an alom. A rhOIOI1
with energy exceeding 12.4 cV c~m hl' pil.:lurl·d <10,; a BS pellct with ennugh
energy to dislodge this eleclron frum Ihe alom if it strikes it (Figure 3).
During this process, tenned "ionizillinn:' Ihe remaining part of the atom or
molecule develops a net electric charge and i ... called "an ion." loni7.alion
can directly disrupt or frdcturc importanl molecules, such as DNA. Ioniz
ing rddiation more commonly lead!> 10 Ihc fonnalion of highly charged
small molecules, called "free radic.l!s:' which arr chemically very reactiw
and can disrupt other molecules. E),amples or ionizing rddiation includl' \
rays and gamma rays. The adverse hC:llth crrec;ls uf this form of electro
magnetic radiation are essentially unlllll:"liUlll'd. Expusure to massive
amounts of ionizing rddiation can kad In dC:llh from bmin damage within
hours. Somewhat lower doses of inni/illg radialion can lead to severe
radiation sickness over a mailer of d:ly' to Wt'l'k!'> a!'> observed with the
nuclear accidenl al Chemohyl. Mudl lower C'\pnsures can lead tn lonll
range effects, such as cancer formal inn m:II1Y ycilrs later. These phenom
ena were clearly seen as an aftemlulh 10 mdialitln exposure at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.

MFREE M

ELECTRON r"

~
V

ION

NEUTRAL ATOM

PHOTON
(>124 eV)

Non-ionizing rddiation involves that portiun or the spectrum where photon
energies are inadequate to produce ionii".ation. The effects of non-ioni7.inl!
radiation can be divided intn therm"t ;,md non-thermal effects, This non
ionizing radiation is not strong enough In strip electrons away from mole
cules, but it is strong enough 10 agilall' mulcl'lIles by trdnsferring energy
into increased vibration and rotation. Innumerahle studies have been dom'
and were summarized by the Environmental Protection Agency in 1984.11

These thermal effects are fairly well undcr...tund. Animals exposed to non
ionizing radiation of sufficient inh:lIo;ity ht:gin In generate heat. Blood nil\\'

changes in the body bring mure heal In the surface for dissipation. OeM
pending on the species, sweating and panting can also occur in order to
increase the loss of heal. When the heat dio;sipilling mechanisms of the

Continued on P;!I!\' l\
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Electromagnetic Radiation Continued

body are overcome, the body tempemturl' hegins to rise and death can
ensue. Additionally, thermal effech h;lVl' caulicd specific abnormalities
such as sterility, changes in hrain funclion. and probable effects on rhe
immune system.

For these thermal effects to occur. liuflkicnt energy must be transferred. llr
"coupled:' from the radiation into the Ilody. For efficient coupling to
occur, the wave length of the radiation must !le similar in size. or smaller
than. the body irradiated. II is in th~' nl'ar mkruwave and microw:.lvc
region (300 million to 3 billion cps: O..1-.~ gi!!ahcn7.) in which most of tIll'
coupling and thennal effects can oc.:c:ur. Thercfore. in the case of thermal
effects, the photons need to be encrp.elic: enough and in the proper fre
quency range to couple sufficient Cll\.'r!!)' into Ihe biological system to
increalie its temperature.

Working with these thermal effect ... ,met the l'nCf!!y coupling based upon
frequency, standards have been sci that dktatc the allowable exposure th;1I
both workers and the general public: an' pcmlitlcd to safely receive. Thesl'
standards specify the field strength (the cnnccntmtion of photons) fOf
given frequencies (photon energies).

It has been the non~thennaleffects associaled wilh non-ioni7..ing low-level
electromagnetic radiation that has neen Ihe focu:-. of .he naliona' debate.
As recently as 1982, the American National Standards Instilute (A.N.S.l.l
maintained thai insufficient documL:nlmiun existed for non-thennal eITel·...
of electromagnetic radiation to even create standards for allowable expo
sure. Research data generated since 19R2 has clearly established the
existence of non-thennaJ effects. However. Ih~ significance on human
heallh remains unclear.

The association with human disease. such as cancer, birth defecls. and
neuropsychological problems. is b,t~ed em epidemiologic studie~ whose
validity is open to challenge. More hask resc:ITch has shown developm(,l1
tal abnonnalities in chicken embryos expuscd 10 low-level r,ldiation."
Effects on the brain have also been ohserved. III The beneficial effects
involving bone and skin healing have already !leen noted.

All of these effects appear to be very frt:4uency dependent. This would lx'
consistent with Adey's hypothesis of the "dancing molecules" wilh cithl'r
enhancement of, or interference with. important molecular interaclions.
Cenain frequencies of electromagnc:tk' mdiatielO. when applied to hroken
bones, may increase the actions of various honnones and other ch&.:mical~

to promote bone healing. Conversely, olher frc4ucncies. by hlocking
molecular action. may interfere wilh immune ..ystem cancer surveilhmcl'
or even cause cancer promoting changes in Ihe DNA of the cellli.

Several factors combine to make rdevant research in this area very diffi·
cult. Since electromagnetic interactiCln ... :Ire involved in vinually every
function of the body. the possible dfcL·t ur efleets are many and varied.
Research must be designed to focll'" on unC'. ur at most a few. specific
effects at a time. Some of these erfl'cls. ~uch <Iii l"anCer induction. may nnl
show up for year.; or decades after l''lpClStlrc. with additional and diffefCnl

Conlinucu un I':J~,' .,
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exposures clouding the picture as well. Further. the frequency range over
which non-thermal effects could lx' soul!llI "ner is very I"rge. Only very
limited. or specific. segments of th,' elel'lrumagnetic spectrum may induce
significant non-thermal effects. A l'(mfoundinl! feature is that biological
systems respond to a specific waw form "ncl nol necessarily the inherent
frequency of the radiation. For ex'lIuplc. a IO.lKK) cps (10 kilohertz)
electromagnetic radiation turned Oil and off /6 times per second. may be
perceived by the biological system ilS ,I 16 cycle per second ( 16 hertz)
signal. Therefore. not only does the frequency of the radiation need to be
considered. but for pulsed systems. the pulse mte <how often it is turned
off and on) as well. The situation may he analogous to searching for a
needle in a haystack; compounded hy h"ving mulliple haystacks.

Incidentally. it is the same pulse rale prnhlem that may cause interference
wilh cardiac pacemakers. The electronics in these devices are programmed
to sense electrical impulses in a certain frequency range 10 mainlain a
normal heart rate. If the device mistakes pulsed external electromagnet it'
radiation for an abnormal heart rate. it nltly inappropriately be turned on
and off. thus creating a health hazard.

In summary. this issue of the Center's report has provided hackground
information on the nature and characteristics of electromagnelie rlldiation.
An anempt has been made to add the dimension of electromagnetism to
the image of the human body alonl! with analomy and biochemistry.
Clearly. electromagnetic ralli,lIion amI fields ,'an have various and suh-
slantive effects on the body. .

High field strengths, such as those Ihal exist in Ihe neighborhood of an
Omega station antenna. cause significant charge induction in conducting
malerials and create the likelihood uf shcl('k ('spcdally if the conducting
substance is nOI properly grounded, This potcllIial risk. in association with
the construelion of the H-3 highw"y. has heen well discussed in the local
press.

Electromagnetic radiation in the ionizing rdnge has proven adverse effects
on biological systems. Its danger is well rccogni/.ed and generally guardecl
against.

11Ie thermal effects of non-ionizing radiation arc also well known, It is
this effect that is used to sel standards for exposure for both workers and
the general public, Thermal effecls are dependent on the abilily 10 couple
energy from the eleetromagnelic radiation inlO the biological system. This
is clearly frequency-dependent and would not be expected with radialion
in the Omega station's frequencies,

The non-thermal effects have only been recently recognized. Their exis
tence is no longer in doubt. hut the hinlogical significance and a~sociated

risks are still unclear. The diffieullics OIssclCiatcd with meaningful research
in this area have been noted.

Significant new research is to be expel'ted in (he next several years con
cerning the general area of the eleclrOln:ognelic radiation and its effects on
biological systems, BOlh po~itive and negativ(' health effects may be found

Conlinued on page III
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depending perhaps on the frc4uclwy. 'ign'" <Ircnglh, and duration of
exposure. Cenain cxposurcs in Ihl' "I1\'ll"IInml'l1l may nced to be lowcn:d
or Iimitcd while others may he found III hc hcncliciaI, having preventivl'
or therapeutic applications. It is h"l'l'd Ih"t till' information prescntcd hl'Il'
will provide some readcrs wilh " hl"ll:ukr fllul1llation 10 help assess and
evaluatc this new informati"n. Ie,

Rtrtrrnrr5
I) Ril11'lpical Errecls ur Rudinlrt'"'lu;"nQ' Radial"'lI. "i~'I'I~'IIItl\'1 III"'~. EPA.b(NI/X.X,1.01hF: 11
W\'nh""imc:r N. CI ul. Amcril'lIll Jtllln1;,1 n( Epitll 1I11111"c.\ 1'1711. \,.,1. lilt}. Nt!.•l:.:!7,l.:!K-I..\ 1~llrthll""1
S. rl OJI. Riuercclroma~nclic's Imo. ~:t'I.lnl: ..s I 1'11'1111.1".1. \'1 .11. BiI~h:l."lrum:Jgm"lk, 111t\h. 7:.Ul'
.'~7: ~ I Cnlcmun M. ~l OIl. Inlt"m;lIinnal )l1umal ·.1 l"I'I,II'lIlllllllt~_\ IIIXX. Vol. 17. Nil. I: 1.1.1;
hJRri~hltln C T. el ul. Juumalllr OnhupaediL' U." I·I:-:.~. I. ..s~ 7, "Ill')' W R. E1cClrllnm~lwlic Fit 1,1.
and Nc.'urubeha\·iurJI FUnl.:lion Alan ~ l,i~~,11I I'ISS, l'C 1·lllfl. 1'\, Hioln~klll Err~,'"," Ill' f{;ulillih'
quem:)' Kal.liulilln, S~J1h:mhl.'r III~, FIlA 601l/X s 1.11:"'. "llklJ!:Ill,t) M K, el al. Jlluruallll
AnU1Um)' 1982, Vol. IJ~, Nu. ;\; ~J,l,~~I~ lUI SII~'lllwcl A K, l" ai, K;tdio Scic:m'e Nu\,·lh'c 1')7",
Vol. I~. No. 6,,141-1~~.
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OHM inc.

July 10, 1989

land use
and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521·9855

Ms. Lynne E. Goldstein
orchidland community Association, Inc.
Transmission Lines committee
S.R. Box 5684
Kea'au, Hawai'i 96749

Dear Ms. Goldstein:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for your letter dated June 20, 1989 regarding the
above. The following responses reflect the sequence of your
comments.

SafetY/Health

The .265 kV/m electric field referred to on page 81 of the draft
EIS is the maximum field measurement taken by Silva beneath an
existing 69 kV transmission line along Saddle Road. (Refer to
field measurement data for Site No.9 in Silva's report, p. 2-5.)
Table 4 in silva's report is a summary of mathematical
calculations which were performed to take into account conditions
that may not exist during routine field measurements, as
explained on page 81 of the draft EIS. The calculations are
plotted and shown in Exhibit III-2, page··82. The peak of this
graph corresponds to silva's calculation of .359 kVjm.

Visual Impact

The project will not utilize steel poles, as mistakenly indicated
on page 69. Wooden poles as described and shown on pages 11
through 17 will be used. The final EIS will be revised to
reflect this.

Upgrading

The proposed Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line project is
completely separate and unrelated to the State's Deep Water Cable
study. The proposed lines and right-of-way widths are not
intended to, or capable of transmitting power produced by the
Deep Water Cable project.
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Ms. Lynne E. Goldstein
July 10, 1989

Page 2

Cost

Pursuant to Public utilities Commission regulations, the
geothermal plant developer must pay for all interconnection
costs. However, the developer is not obligated to pay for the
higher interconnection cost alternative. The present geothermal
developer does not want to pay for an underground transmission
line because of the substantial increase in cost from an overhead
transmission line.

Propertv Values

As stated in the EIS, county records do not support the concern
that transmission lines will result in decreased property values.
However, the Hawaii Island Board of Realtors has recommended to
HELCO (in their letter dated July 3, 1987, printed on page 4-40
of the dEIS) that the lines be located along Highway 130, above
or below ground to avoid a loss in property values. HELCO has
followed this recommendation by locating both alignments along
the highway rather than through the adjacent subdivisions.

Sincerely,

DHM inc.

-.::?~~~e--<""v-L< :
shi (Mrs.)

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO
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Estates

PUNA COKHDNITY COUNCIL
P.O. Box 1294

Pahoa, Hawaii 96778-1294

12 June 1989

Duk Hee Murabayashi, President
DHM Planners, Inc.
ll88 Bishop St.
Suite 241215
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line EIS

The Puna Community ·Council's Transmission Corridor Subcommittee has
reviewed in detail the above referenced draft EIS dated May 1989.
We wish to provide comments on the following issues:

1. On page 3 , it is stated that the Pohoiki Geothermal
Transmission Line Routing Study dated November 1987 performed by
your company will be used throughout this EIS presumably to support
potential impacts, discussions of environmental setting, and
mitigating measures and alternatives.

As you know, the study has never been accepted by the community and
others, therefore, its use in support of this EIS is questionable.

2. On page 9, alignment "A" proposes to cross state conser
land and then proceed along the Pahoa boundary of Leilani
~ubdivision toward Kalapana Road.

The impacts and mitigating measures associated with this proposal
have not been addressed.

3. Does the proposed design include safety nets where the
transmission line crosses Highway 13121 and other traveled roads ?

4. The EIS addreaaea the proposed alignment "B" . This
propoaed line is not aoceptab1e to the community and waa part of an
a~reem~nt with HELCa and aeveral representatives of the state and
county. It should not be included in this EIS.

5. The 'document "Traffic Impact Analysis for ElS"
referenced in the footnote on page 86, is not included in this
document for review. As an example, the statement on page 86 ,
"however, with appropriate mitigating measures, traffic disruption
can be minimized to an acceptable level" haa no meaning.

6. Chapter III A, page 67, the first paragraph "By planning
for and selecting routes ... " is not clear as to its intent. Again
reference is made to the routing study.

7. On page 71, the last paragraph contains a sentence that
says "The possibility of fire due to arcing or spark discharge from
conductors in extremely remote." Where is the evidence to support
this statement ? As a minimum, HELCO ahould submit their "problem
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log" for the past several years.

8. On page 78, under Public Health and Safety, none of the
statements are supported by qualified medical experts.

9. On page
addresses the visual
however, address the
right of way.

93, the paragraph in the middle of the page
impact as seen from the highway. It does not,
visual impact to the property owners along the

10. The discussion of social and economic impacts on page
95, makes no mention of the letter dated 3 July 1987 from the
Hawaii Island Board of Realtors as to property values. Should not
this also be taken into consideration ?

In addition to the above comments, the subcommittee reviewed the
writ.ton nommentl!l provided by Hawaiian Paradill8 Park and Orchidland
subdivisions. It is the general consensus that most of the answers
provided by your company failed to adequately address the issues ..
In accordance with the rules for the preparation of an EIS, no
opportunity was provided the community as consulted parties to
'discuss the issues in open meeting so that your company could more
properly address the many conCerns associated with this project.

It is, therefore, formally requested that a meetinl be held with
the community durin, the 45 day period and prior to' the final
preparation of the dreft EIS. It is hoped that this meeting will
address all of the concerns identified for this project and that
most can be resolved to the satisfaction of all parties.

Sincerely,

~~'u~
President

cc: Governor John Waihee
Senator Andrew Levin
Representative Jerry Chang
Representative Mark Andrews
County Council Chair Russell Kokubun
Mayor Bernard Akana
Cynthia Thielen, Esq.
Office Env. Quality Control
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1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Ronald C. Phillips
Puna Community council
P.O. Box 1294
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778-1294

Dear Mr. Phillips:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for your letter dated June 12, 1989 regarding the
above. The following responses reflect the sequence of your
comments.

1. The Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line Routing study was
the result of an objective evaluation of conditions in the
project study region to identify areas of constraint and
opportunity for a transmission line. In addition to the
findings of the Routing study and public meetings held
during the Routing study process, the dEIS is based upon
further research of documented material and sUbsequent
meetings with government officials, subdivision
associations, and community organizations, including the
Puna community council.

2. Chapter III, Impact Analysis, discusses potential impacts
which may occur at any or all locations along the proposed
alignments as well as appropriate mitigative measures. The
area to which you refer is covered in this chapter.

3. Safety nets will not be installed where the transmission
line crosses Highway 130 and other traveled roads because
they are not outlined in the General Order No.6, Rules for
Overhead Electric Line Construction in the State of Hawaii.
Any lines placed along Highway 130 will be done so with the
concurrence of the Department of Transportation and
according to all appropriate rules and standards.
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4. Alignment B in the draft EIS is a modification of the
Routing study's makai alignment (Alignment B). This is
shown on Exhibits 1-2 and 1-3 of the draft EIS. The
alignment was modified by re-routing the alignment to
Highway 130 instead of traversing Hawaiian Paradise Park
Subdivision. This modification was the result of
discussions with the Puna Community council, the
sUbdivisions, pUblic officials, government agencies, and
Hawaiian Telephone Company.

5. Thank you for bringing this to our attention. The
"appropriate mitigative measures" referred to on page 86 are
those listed on page 87 of the Draft EIS. The mitigative
measures will be used to meet State and County standards for
acceptable traffic flow.

6. This sentence will be revised to read as follows in the
Final EIS: "As a result of the overall planning process and
route selection process undertaken for the proposed
transmission lines, the cumulative impacts of the dual-line
project have been addressed, and the probability of
significant adverse effects from the proposed project is
minimized."

7. HELCO does not have a written log of fires related to their
transmission lines. However, according to HELCO's General
Superintendent, only one fire incident involving the 69 kV
system occurred two years ago.

8. The information provided on pages 78-83 is primarily from
the research of J. Michael Silva, a specialist in electric
and magnetic fields. His complete evaluation of the
projected fields for the proposed lines is· included in the
EIS as Appendix 2.

9. As is the case within the highway right-of-way, the visual
impact to property owners adjacent to the right-of-way will
remain about the same as the visual impact of the existing
lines. This is due to the proposed use of joint and double
circuit poles as described on page 94 of the draft EIS.
Furthermore, existing vegetation at the edge of the
right-of-way and along the property lines of the adjacent
landowners will help to screen the alignments from view.

10. The Hawaii Island Board of Realtors letter, to which you
refer, is included in the draft EIS in Appendix 4, pages
4-40 and 4-41. Its contents were not only taken into
consideration during the EIS, but were followed. The author
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"strongly urges" that "the only fair and practical route for
this transmission line is to run it along the edge of the
Pahoa Highway, either above or below ground." Accordingly,
the proposed alignments have been located at the edge of the
highway right-of-way on above-ground poles, instead of
traversing the adjacent subdivisions.

Additional Comments

Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised statutes, provides the general pUblic
with two opportunities to comment on a project subjected to the
EIS process:

1) a 30-day comment period following publication of the Ers
Preparation Notice, and

2) a 45-day comment period following the submittal of a draft
EIS.

Letters received during the 30-day comment period and our
responses were published in the draft EIS as Appendix 4. Letters
received during the 45-day comment period and our response will
be published in the Final EIS as Appendix 5.

Although the EIS process does not include public meetings or
hearings, numerous public meetings were held during the routing
study phase for the Pohoiki project. Subsequent meetings were
held with individual subdivision associations and community
groups as welL

HELCO would be happy to meet with you again, Mr. Phillips, as you
have requested. They will be contacting 'you soon regarding a
meeting time and place.

Sincerely,

DHMinc.

-.,tiUo-1~~~--~~----
D k Hee Murabayas
resident

WM:lt

cc: OEQC
DLNR
HELCO
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~
W.H. SHIPMAN, LTD.

KEAAU
HAWAIl ISLAND

June 9, 1989

Ms. Duk Hee Murabayashi, President
DHM Planners, Inc.
1188 Bishop Street, Suite 2405
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Ms. Murabayashi:

Re: Pohoiki Draft E.I.S.

We have reviewed the draft E.I.S. and have no

comments to make other than we favor geothermal power

and wish HELCO well in this venture.

Ro • Blackshear, President
W. • Shipman, Limited

RSB:bnm

P.O. Box 950
Keaau Hawall 96749
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and environmental
planning

1188 Bishop Street
Suite 2405
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ph. (808) 521-9855

Mr. Roy s. Blackshear, President
W. H. Shipman, Limited
P.o. Box 950
Keaau, Hawaii 96749

Dear Mr. Blackshear:

RE: Pohoiki Geothermal Transmission Line
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Thank you for the copy of your correspondence in reference to the
above. On behalf of the Hawaii Electric Light company, Inc., we
appreciate your review of the document and prompt response.

Sincerely,

OHM inc.

Dn Ree MUra~M;;.)P esident lJayaSj (1'2

WM:lt

co: OEQC
HELCO
DLNR
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